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VISIT TO GERMANY, March 6-10 1979

DATE TIME GMT RENIkRKS

j,uirch 6 1330 1830 Depart Washington--Dulles AF54 SST
Tues. 2335 2235 Arrive Paris--de Gaulle

(transfer to Orly by Bank car)

March 7 0950 0850 Depart Paris--Orly LH125 B737 nonstop
Wed. 1055 0955 Arrive Cologne Hotel Konigshof i

1300 Lunch hosted by Minister Offergeld
1500 Meeting w/Chancell0T Schmidt

';eeting w/Willy Brandt

March 8 ifoo Press Conference together w/Minister Offergeld
Thurs. 1500"Al: Meeting w/President of Parliament, Mr. Carstens

1530 Meeting w/members of Parliamentary Committee for
Economic Cooperation

1800 Speech to Discussion Group for economic and
political issues, Friedrich-Ebert Foundation,
followed by dinner at Political Club given by
Board of Directors of Friedrich-Ebert Foundation

March 9 0830 Meeting w/Under-Secretary Hermes Foreign Office
Fri. 1000 Depart Bonn By car

1130 Arrive Frankfurt
1145 Meeting w/Bundesbank Vice President Poehl Mr. Rotberg will

join you
ca. 1230 Lunch hosted by Mr. Poehl (W/pTivate bankers)
ca. 1430 Meeting w/Minister of Finance Matthoefer
1615 1515 Depart Frankfurt AF749Y B727 nonstop
1725 1625 Arrive Paris--de Gaulle
2000 1900 Depart Paris--de Gaulle AF053R SST
1755 22SS Arrive Washington--Dulles

CK.
March 5, 1979



CONCORDE FLIGHTS TO AND FROM EUROPE

A. To Europe B. From Europe

1. Washington-Paris 1. Paris-Washington

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Sat. Mon., Wed., Fri., Sun
Depart 1330 IAD Depart 2000 CDG
Arrive 2335 CDG Arrive 1755 LAD

2. Washington-London 2. London-Washington

Wed., Fri., Sun. Tues., Thurs., Sat.
Depart 1230 IAD Depart 1830 LHR
Arrive 2140 LHR Arrive 1740 LAD

3. New York-Paris 3. Paris-New York

Daily Daily
Depart 1300 JFK Depart 1100 CDG
Arrive 2245 CDG Arrive 0845 JFK

4. New York-London 4. London-New York

Daily Daily
Depart 1215 JFK Depart 1115 LHR
Arrive 2100 LHR Arrive 1000 JFK

Mon., Tues., Thurs., Sat., Sun. Mon., Tues., Thurs., Sat., Sun
Depart 1000 JFK
Arrive 1845 LHR Depart 0915 LHR

Arrive 0800 JFK

CKW
February 28, 1979
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Working Lunch with Minister Rainer Offergeld. (March 7, 13:00)

For background see attached notes on:

W Mr. Offergeld's curriculum vitae plus personal sketch
(ii) the organisation of German aid
(iii) summary organisation chart of the Ministry for Economic

Cooperation

Present: - Minister OFFERGELD (+ interpreter)

- Deputy Under Secretary in charge of multilateral aid,( -TE

Dr. LEISTER (41 years)
studied law and economics
March 69 - Personnel Dept. Ministry of Economics
April 71 - Assistant to Economics Minister Schiller
July 72 - Assistant to Economics and Finance

Minister Helmut Schmidt
May 74 - Cabinet chief of Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
January 79 - appointed to present position
He has an excellent reputation as an administrator,
knows what is politically feasible and enjoys the
confidence of the Chancellor.

- Deputy Under Secretary in charge of bilateral aid, MOLTRECHT

- Assistant Deputy Secretary of multilateral aid( ! UOFF

Dr. KERCKHOFF (50 years)
a teacher by training
1957 - director of German Cultural Institute

New Delhi
1959 - senior official, German academic exchange

program
1963 - Ministry for Economic Cooperation in

1 charge of bilateral technical assistance
1971 - Director, German Institute for

Development Policy, Berlin
1974 - Ministry for Economic Cooperation in

charge of sector work
January 79 - appointed to present position.

- Division Chief, International financial institutions, BOEHMER.

IBRD
- Executive Director KURTH
- Messrs. MCNAMARA, CLARK, STECKHAN, KOCH-WESER.



Working Lunch Mr. Offergeld page 2.

Issues which may be raised by the Minister:

- IDA replenishment

- capital increase

- possibilities of stepping up co-financing

- disbursement lags

- exchange of information between Bank and BMZ

- UNCTAD V

- salaries and recruitment of Germans

A private meeting between Mr. McNamara and Minister Offergeld
before the luncheon seems impossible. Wednesday is cabinet day, and
the Chancellor has given standing instructions that no minister is
to make appointments before 2 p.m., hence, the 1 p.m. lunch is
already a concession and the Minister is not likely to arrive much
ahead of time.

If questioned on Germany's inadequate aid record (0.27 percent
of GNP in 1977) the Minister may point to:

- the "quality" of German aid (only 10 percent tied)

- the high total flow of ODA and private funds combined (1.12 percent
of GNP)

- the growing surplus non-oil LDCs achieve in their trade with
Germany.

The Minister may also be interested to hear from you how changes in IBRD
voting rights (especially Japan) will affect the position of Germany and Japan.



RAINER OFFERGELD

Minister for Economic Cooperation

Ag 41,)married, three daughters.

Education:
Highschool, study of law and economics at the

universities of Freiburg, Frankfurt, Zurich

and Lyon and at the Federal Academy of Finance.

Worked as a notary public, as an official of

the internal revenue service, and as a partner

in a law firm.

Political career:

1963 member of the SPD

1969 member of the Bundestag

1972 Under Secretary for parliamentary relations in

the Ministry of Finance

February 1978 Minister for Economic Cooperation.

The politician:

Mr. Offergeld has earned his reputation as a tax expert in the

Ministry of Finance and as an efficient administrator. When Mr. Schmidt

called him to the post of Minister for Economic Cooperation Mr. Offergeld

had virtually no background in development policy. He is the fourth

minister for aid since 1974, preceded by Erhard Eppler, Egon Bahr, and

Marie Schlei. When Mr. Offergeld took office, it was generally agreed

that the ministry did not need another new set of development concepts

and ntw policy directions, but rather better management and consolidation.

In January 1979, Mr. Offergeld, probably promptedby Chancellor Schmidt,

carried out a drastic reorganizaion at the upper echelons of his

ministry by dismissing thrke of his four deputy secretaries and by

merging four departments into three.

Horst Moltrecht, formerly assistant deputy secretary, responsible

for multilateral relations, and Klaus Dieter Leister, the cabinet chief

of Chancellor Schmidt's immediate office became the new deputy secre-

taries. In his public statements about development policy Mr. Offergeld

has been a little dry in his reiteration of conventional wisdom, stressing

things such as aid for the poorest, r.ural deyglopment, deb cancellation

for LLDCs, the need to increase German ODA, and Germany's excellent

performance aiumportex of LDC manufactures.

e an mRoxtgx-o GD



THE ORGANISATION OF GERMAN AID

Since 1972, the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
(Bundesministerium fur wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit - BMZ) hashad overall responsibility for programming German hilateral aid
multilateral technical and financia aid, Before that time theministry, which waT foundeFTIn 1961, had been responsible for
technical assistance only, while capital aid remained with theMinistry for Economic Affairs (Bundeswirtschaftsministerium). TheBMZ works in close coordination with the Ministry of Finance onbudgetary matters, with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs where foreignpolicy issues are involved (e.g. Turkey), and with the Ministry forEconomic Affairs where large-scale aid projects raise economic policyissues.

While the BMZ in Bonn fulfills essentially a planning and pro-gramming function, the appraisal and sup ervi sion of the pTjecststhemselves is handled by other organi_satioR, j, Thus, technical assistance
projects are mostly handled by a public corporation, Deutsche Gesell-schaft fur Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) in Eschborn near Frankfurt,whereas investment projects and import programs are appraised andsupervised by a government owned bank, Kreditanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KW)in Frankfurt. In case of a conflict between Frankfurt and Bonn (if, forinstance, the BMZ insisted on financing a project for political reasonsalthough KW's appraisal showed an inadequate justification), Bonn wouldbe likely to prevail.

1 is developent bank with the dual purpose of promoting oth
the domestic economy in Germany and development in the Third Word. Asa domestic development bank, kW- provi'ed domestic loans (e.g. for smalland medium-sized enterprises, environmental protection and underdevelopedregions in Germany) in 1978 of DM 4.7 billion and export credits etc. ofDM 1.2 billion. As a bilaterdal development bank for the Third World, KWcommitted in the same period DM 2.2 billion (102 credits and 16 technicalassistance grants). In other words, a little more than a quarter of KW'sbusiness is development aid. This is handled by a staff of 300 including150 professionals (equal to about half of KW's overall professional and
non professional staff of about 600).

A number of public and private organisations are active in the de-velopment field and receive budgetary appropriations from the FederalGovernment. Among them are the German Corporation for Economic Cooperation(DEG, which is the German IFC equivalent), the German volunteer service



THE ORGANISATION OF GERMAN AID page 2

(a kind of peace corps), the German Foundation for International
Development with its large training program for LDC professionals,
the princgpal political foundatin Frie rich_Ebert Foundation of
the Social Democratic party, Konrad Adenauer Foundation of the
ChristianDemocrats and Friedrich Naumann Foundation of the Free
Democrats), and church and youth organisations.



MINISTRY FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION

Minister Rainer OFFERGELD

Under Secretary Under Secretary
(for parliamentary affairs)

Carl-WernerSAN
Alwin BRUCK

Deputy Under Secretary Deputy Under Secretary Deputy Under Secretary

Horst MOLTRECHT Klaus Dieter EISTER) Norbert BURGER

Bilateral aid Multilateral aid Relations with private
and regional development policy and sectoral policies organisations and foundations;

Assistant Depu " ecretary

KERCKHOFF/

Multilatera uainstitutions

Division Chief

BOHMER

World Bank / Regional banks



Mr. McNamara: March 6, 1979

I just obtained the "latest news" from Mr. Kurth, who
had just met with Minister Offergeld in Bonn:

(a) Increased German IDA Share. According to Offergeld,
your meetings with the Chancellor and Matthoefer will be crucial.
However, he doubts that you will receive any commitment because the
decision will have to be made in the context of the over-all assistance
program by the full Cabinet at their late-April "weekend closed
session' (Klausur) on foreign aid and N/S strategy. This forebodes
badly for the March Paris IDA meeting at which the German representative
(Kerckhoff) will have no commitment authority.

(b) Jpan/France on IBRD. The Germans want to keep out of it.

(c) GCI Paid-in Portion. It would be essential that Blumenthal
and Matthoefer agree on a solution. Offergeld supports 5%; the oppo-
sition comes from Finance.

(d) Salary Supplements. Mr. Kurth cannot rule out that it
might be raised by his superiors. He urges that you not sound negative
at this point.

(e) Press Conference. Mr. Offergeld would like to meet with
you 15 minutes before the press conference in order to agree on the
line to take.

CKW



15. Disbursements. IBRD disbursements during the first half of

FY79 totaled $1,684 million, or about 50% of the projected level of

$3,400 million for the full year. IBRD disbursements now a eaL_-o

beoverin fomg_th"Alowdown experienced in a v Y78 1IDA

disbursements continue to run at a somewhat lower rate than anticipated

and amounted to $488 million through the first half of FY79, 38% of the

earlier estimate of $1,300 million for the year. Our ongoing review of

the Bank Group's disbursement experience indicates that performance in

FY77 and FY78 was strongly affected by short-teMaeconomic_ factrs in

borrowing countries which were reflected in severe budgetary constraints

and, in some cases, stagnant or declining investment levels. This

resulted in both a slowing of the rate of growth of disbursements from

the high rates experienced in FY74-76 and a fall in the disbursement

rate. 1/ Other lending institutions and aid agencies (ADB, AID, ODM)

also experienced these downturns even though the declines were from

generally lower initial disbursement rates. The Bank Group disbursement

rate was further affected by two other factors--a very high growth of

commitments in FY74/75 and a decline in program lending. The rate of

growth of IBRD commitments averaged 45.5% in FY74/75 and IDA commitments

grew at an average rate of 33% in FY72-75. Total program lending dropped

from an unusually high rate of $430 million in FY75/76 to an average of

$185 million in FY77/78. A review of country programs suggests that the

effect of short-term factors is receding and that budgetary stringencies

are easing. Thus far this is reflected in the FY79 disbursement record

for IBRD borrowers but not yet for IDA countries. Therefore, we are

reducing the projection for IDA disbursements in FY79 from $1,300 million

to $1,200 million. This revised estimate depends on a continuation of

disbursement growth in the second half of the fiscal year.

16. Analysis focussing on the behavior of the IBRD/IDA disbursement

rate during the past two decades reveals a secular downward shift of

about 10 percentage points, from an average disbursement rate of around

34% in the sixties to around 24% in the seventies. The disbursement rate

clearly depends on the growth rate of commitments; the acceleration in

the average growth rate of commitments between decades explains about 1-2

percentage points of the downward shift in the disbursement rate. A
further 2-3 percentage points is explained by the termination of disburse-

ments to Part I borrowers. Another factor has been the change in the

Ectoral composition of the bank's lending-btween decades. Together
these factors explain about half of the secular downward shift in the

disbursement rates. The remainder is due to other factors which are less

readily quantifiable and whose long-term relevance is more difficult to

assess. For instance, one element is the fact that IDA's disbursement

rate has historically been lower than that of IBRD. The share of IDA
commitments in the total was considerably higher in the 1970's than in

the 1960's and the proportion of project lending in IDA has increased. A

second factor is the increased comolexity of the development objectives

of member countries and consequentl the increasing complexity of proEjects

and programs.

1/ The disbursement rate is defined as the disbursements during the

year expressed as a percentage of the undisbursed balance at

the beginning of the year.
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jlagting with,Chancellor Helmut Schmidt (Mårch 7 1500).
f - 3 -------------

J
Fýr ba6 'round, seý atya5ýý

e ý1 .11__'ý (i) Curriculum vitae

I'Ui) statements by Chancellor Schmidt on development cooper 
ti

(iii) Mahbub ul Haq memorandum

Pres , ent: Chancellor SCHMIDT, probably accompanied by Minister OFFERGEID
ýand Deputy Under Secretary SCHULMANN of the Chancellor's office
(the latter is the Chancellor's economic adviser, the
architect of the European Monetary System which is still in
limbo, a former Deputy Director of IBRD's P&B Department, and
previously a seeretary-general of the German Council of

-Economic Advisers).

YýIBRD: gr. McNAMARA , p ssibly Messrs. and KOCH-WESER

Issues which may be raised by the Chancellor:

1. Energy, both the development of the sector in LDCs more
generally and the Bank's future contribution.

2. Turkey.
-9-

3. The agenda for t e NYS d ialoAue, ;articularly UNCTAD V.
I ý - -ý 7711 ý I ý ~ ̂  4ý; 11

4. The contribution of direct investments of the rivate
sector in LDCs.

5. German support for a global Stabex tä-oýpo ition to the
Common Fund; the danger of growing protectionism in OECD
countries.

6. Population Growth.

With regard to the Bank:

a) Amount of and German share in IDA VI;

b) IBRD General Capital Increase (possibly touching on
the issue of paid-in portion and the Japan/France

problem.

The chancellc(r may also be interested to hear about the position of the
U. S. (and particularly Congress) on development aid and the role of the
World Bank.

Yx~,



HELMUT SCHMIDT

Federal Chancellor

Age 60, married,one daughter

military service during the war
study of economics at the university of Hamburg

1946 member of the SPD

1949 - 1953 work in the administration of Hamburg

1953 member of the Bundestag

1962 - 1965 Senator (minister) for Internal Affairs in the
city state of Hamburg

1967 - 1969 Parliamentary leader of the SPD

1969 - 1972 Minister of Defense

1972 - 1974 Minister of Finance

since May 1974 Federal Chancellor



Statements by Chancellor Schmidt

on development cooperation

The following are excerpts from remarks made by Federal Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt at a conference of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung in
Hamburg on April 28, 1978:

"... I want to make a second remark, this time concerning the
North-South problem ... We are dealing here, prima facie, with four
different groups of countries: first, the developed industrial countries
of the West, second, the state trading countries of the COMECON, third,
the oil surplus countries, and finally a group of 110 to 120 developing
countries. This latter group should be viewed with greater differentiatione
than is generally done in the public debate. We have grown accustomed to
talk in very rough terms about the least developed LDCs, of the commodity
rich LDCs and of those LDCs that have been most affected by the quintupling
of the oil price.

Inadequate COMECON aid

"I wish to emphasize that the COMECON countries are making virtually
no contribution to the group of 120 LDCs, except for sergeants,generals,
planes and tanks which they provide to these countries in addition to their
ideology and propaganda. That is the opposite of socialist solidarity of
which there is so much talk over there. Certainly, these so-called
Socialist countries, the CGMECON countries, should be in a position to
do a little more than they are doing today. Quite certainly they will
have to be put under political and moral pressure.

Private investment and guarantees

"This was one of the most important points raised in Dr. Kissinger's
speech and it is one that is in the interest of developing countries
themselves: we have to demand that invgtmensa be Zuaranteed. This is
in the interest of the developing countries as well since-otherwise
they wifl receive no further private investment in the future, and
wihtout private investment they will be lost. Because we will never
be able to raise a sufficient volume of funds in our budgets to finance
a sufficient volume of investments in LDCs with which to start ...
development, or to keep it going. Without our capital markets, without
the transfer of private investment capital, development is impossible.
In our democratically organized societies we cannot via parliamentary
processes, impose the sacrifices on tax payers that would be necessary / ,
to maintain merely the present flow of capital from the industrial
countries to the developing world. It is in the interest of LDCs to
see to it that no one will have to fear expropriations or nationalizations
tomorrow.
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"Nationalization in itself would not be so bad in many cases if
it were not followed by mismanagement. Public officials may be able to
do many things, but one thing they cannot do: manage enterprises.

"Investment guarantees are a matter where we must insist on soli-
darity and on a two-way movement, in the interest of the recipients of
our financial sacrifices. I say sacrifices because every type of develepanr
aid means, first and foremost, foreEoin- part of one's real income.
Whether there will be a return ater, and how much, remains to be seen.

LDCs have to recognize western aid effort

"These are sacrifices of society's income, a fact which regrettably
is not mentioned by those who publicly demand more aid. Neither do they
always say who will have to make the sacrifices. It is fashionable these
days to demand development aid and to pretend that the only obstacle is
the ill-will of parliaments that are unable to form the necessary majorities.
But it is not all that easy in a democracv to obtain sacrifices. Quite to 4--
the contrary, it is almost the most difficult thing in a democracy to
impose sacrifices on all members of society.

"By the way, it should also be part of a two-way movement for the
LDCs not only to talk to us sympathetically about the financing of some
project or other but also to stop savaging us at meetings of the United
Nations. I do not think that we Western countries should accept for long
to be treated in international meetings in this manner, since it is we
who impose sacrifices on our own democratic voters (admittedly with some
reluctance) to provide economic help to those who scold us.

Restructuring industries in rich countries

"We have to help the developing countries. We have to make sacrifices.
That is o he urgent necessities for a peaceful development of the < -
world. It is not onl ices of real incgga which we will have to
make but itis-also a sacrifice of our own industrial structures. This
is inevitable. But for tis we are entitledto demand something.

"Hamburg is a shipbuilding city and it was here that some decades
ago we started to get excited about Japanese ship-building competition.
But Japan is no longer a decisive and central competitor. In the meantime,
there are developing countries that are able to build ships even cheaper
than the Japanese. We have provided them with the technology ... knowing
fully well that they were going to combine technology and investments
with relatively cheap labour. Now ship-building has started in developing
countries and their products are cheaper on world markets than our own,
and they will remain cheaper. This is not only true for ship-building
but also for mass-produced steel, for various textiles and cameras -
and in the future for even more products.

"Those who might justifiably demand more aid for LDCs must know
that this means at the same time a profound restructuring of our own
industry because those Third World investments that result in industrial
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production provide a supply of goods on world markets that is cheaper
than we could provide.

"After what I have said earlier about the capabilities and lack
of capabilities of public officials I do not think anyone will be able
to visualize that the necessary restructuring of industry in the West
could be done by public servants. The need to restructure will have to
be recognized by the management of enterprises ... they have to look
for new markets and new products. Part of the necessary strucutural
change and the investments accompanying this change may lead to some
increase in unemployment at the beginning. That is the way it looks
at present, but it may change later ...
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The following are excerpts of an interview given by Mr. Schmidt in
Jamaica to the German press agency dpa in January 1979.

Question: To many, "New International Economic Order" seems to
denote a reduction in the standard of living in industrial countries
in favor of the Third World. Can the North-South gap really be closed
without such a reduction?

Mr. Schmidt: I do not think that industrial countries should reduce
the living standards of the mass of its population. On the other hand,
development aid can only work if the developed countries are ready to
reduce somewhat the speed of the improvemnt of the lrep. iTnvagj , lndards
of individuals, thus making available parts of the increase in GNP for
development purposes.

Question: Critics, among them World Bank President McNamara, have
been singling out the Federal Republic, Japan and the United States as
those countries that carry a particular responsibility for aid because
of their wealth. Couldn't these countries do more?

Mr. Schmidt: Among the countries with the greatest wealth per
capita in the world it is certainly unfair to put Japan on the spot.
It would be much more equitable to name Switzerland and the Scandinavian
countries. It is, however, perfectly justified to name the United State
and Germany in this connection.

Yes, these countries could do more. The prglam i_ that all of
these countries are dmocracies wtere a government cannot issue orders
in a dictatorial fashion to raise taxes to pay for development aid, or
reduce expenditure on schools or social security just because more money
is needed for development aid. The problem is to make it acceptable that
more will be spent on aid, and to get parliament to approve it. In the
end, the agreement of those who have to pay is required. Acceptance
from those in the wealthy countries who have to make sacrifices can
only be had if one can explain that such efforts may also reap benefits -
perhaps not immediately, perhaps only later.

I would like to add as a footnote that it would be quite wrong to view
aid to developing countries only under one aspect, namely to ask what
can be paid by the wealthy countries out of their budgets or out of their
tax revenues. Because tra grs through private investments made by
enterprises from industrial countries in developing countries are three
flmies r important. Without private investments LDCs cannot ho9e toreach
thEeir obectives.

Question: Industrial countries often complain that developing
countries with whom they have good bilateral relations are attacking
them in international organizations, such as the United Nations. Is
it unfair to demand that economic aid should be rewarded with good
conduct in the political area?

Mr. Schmidt: I would not demand good conduct but I would expect that
the attacks be stopped. I have tried to explain this to my-1nterlcur=-s
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from developing countries and I have gained the impression that there is
growing understanding that international solidarity cannot be a one-way
street.

Question: The Soviet Union and other East Bloc countries are
exporting mainly arms and sergeants to the Third World. Shouldn't these
countries be put under pressure to provide genuine development aid?

Mr. Schmidt: Yes, and this for several reasons. First, it is
difficult to see why wealthy communist countries should not make a
sacrifice in favor of the disadvantaged LDCs, why the people living
in wealthy communist countries should not accept a certain slowing down
in the rise of their standard of living. Second, it is desirable that
Communist governments also understand that they are part of one world
economy from which they derive benefits, and in which they will therefore
have to share the risks and make contributions. I want to add that I con-
sider a reduction of arms supplies in the entire world to be very desirable.
The-Soviet Union itself plays'a m;jor tole, according to

Question: A former German chancellor is already playing an important
role in the North-South dialogue. Is the present chancellor finding
a new field of activity, too?

Mr. Schmidt: No, Willy Brnndt and I have always agreed with regard
tohegena o tTivorent uoli"y. We discuss among

ourselves quite often what should and must happen. I think we are
complementing each other. Brandt is the chairman of a commission composed
of outstanding representatives from the entire world and I have to take
the responsibility for what my own country can contribute, not in abstract
programs, but tangibly in dollars and cents.
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Meetina with Willy Brandt (March 7, 16:00)

For background see attached

(i) curriculum vitae
(ii) notes on the Brandt Commission

Present: - WILLY BRANDT

IBRD
Mr. MCNAMARA

Tssu _s likely to be raised by Mr. Brandt:

- long-term perspectives of development

- population, food, ecological problems

- cooperation among developing countries

- future role and resronsibilities of the World Bank.

Mr. Brandt may also raise the question of your appearance
before the Brandt Commission at its early May meeting in Europe.

t



WILLY BRANDT

Chairman of the Social Democratic Party

Age 65, married, four children

primary and secondary education in LUbeck
apprenticeship as a ship-broker

1933 emigration to Norway, worked as a journalist

1940 - 1945 German and Norwegian resistancemovements

1945 - 1948 Norwegian press attachd and journalist in Berlin

1948 member of the SPD

1950 - 1969 member of the (West) Berlin city parliament

195? - 1966 Mayor of (West) Berlin

since 1949 Membrer of the Bundes tag in Bonn

since 1964 Chairman of the SPD

1966 - 1969 Minister of Foreign Affairs and Vice-Chancellor

1969 - 1974 Federal Chancellor

1971 Nobel Peace Prize

March 1977 Chairman of the Independent Commission on International
Development Issues (Brandt Commission)

tt



THE BRANDT COMMISSION

Present schedule

After the meeting of the Brandt Commission on February 22 to 26

in Mont Pdlerin, Switzerland, a meeting on May 3 to 7 is scheduled

in France. Since Mr. Brandt's illness prevents him from flying for

the time being, meetings in such places as Saudi Arabia or South

America are excluded. A final meeting is scheduled for early July

in Vienna, after which Mr. Brandt will produce a draft with the

help of British author Anthony Sampson. Selected members of the

Commission and of the Secretariat may also be called upon from

time to time to assist with the drafting, although this procedure

has not yet been worked out. It is also uncertain whether one more

meeting of the Commission will be called in September to examine

the draft report.

At any rate, Mr. Brandt is quite firm that he is going to

submit the report to U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim in

October. Mr. Brandt is resisting pressure from parts of the

Secretariat (as well as from some Commission members) to postpone

the completion of the report on the grounds that more research or

discussions are necessary. Mr. Brandt feels quite strongly that

by this summer a sufficient amount of work will have been done to

permit the Commission to complete its report. The Secretariat's

papers will not be part of the report but there is talk of publi-

shing them as a supplemental volume under the Secretariat's 
own

responsibility.

The report

Mr. Brandt does not want to write a long report. le wants the

report to have the character of a manifesto, stating (in uncomplicated

language) that the next 20 years will decide the survival of mankind,

that armament and ecological carelessness are the two greatest dangers,

and that there is urgent need to agree on a new development strategy

and to propagate its aims.

Mr. Brandt does not plan to spend much time on topics that are

intensively discussed in other fora, such as trade, commodities,

the common fund, a reform of the international monetary system.
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These are also topics on which the secretariat has produced a con-

siderable amount of material. Rather, Mr. Brandt would like to put

the accent on topics which to him are of overriding importance,

but which are not being discussed at present with sufficient urgency.

Among them are: disarmament, population and its relationship to food

production and deforeEtaLon, the Tdue emphasis on capital transfers,

the possibility of a development tax, the usefulness of a Third Word

secretariat, and the need for LDCs to increase their own efforts and

to irect them moresuarely to their real LQ"s.

Mr. Brandt will also follow some of the reasoning of the World

Development ggggqx, namely that iaiXeaiSd&,FTiF-al aid will continue

to be essential for the goorest countries while the more advanced

cuntries wil7l depend increasingly on free access to the industrialized

countries' markets for goods and capital. As far as ODA is concerned,

Mr. Brandt is likely to propose a new kind of committment whereby

donor countries assu ents of a steady flow o unds year after

year without the ups and downs of the annual budgeting process.
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I C I D I

Mont P elerin
22 February 1979

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

1. Obviously I have had no opportunity these last few months to

enlarge and extend our contacts with leading politicians and other

personalities of importance to our work. That is why I am all the

more grateful for what members of the Commission and the Secretariat

have achieved in this respect.

I am thinking - not merely but particularly - of the numerous

meetings and talks which took place before and after Kuala Lumpur.

I should also like to thank Mrs. Khatijah once more for the hospitality

which the Commission encountered in her country. The preceding meetings

in New Dehli and the subsequent visits in other Asian countries were also

very important. I owe special thanks to Governor Jha for helping us in

India and for chairing the meeting in Kuala Lumpur. My thanks also go

to Mr. Malik, who was the host in Indonesia and who intends to realize

a personal invitation to participate in the meeting of the Trilateral

Commission in Tokyo at the end of April.

As the Commission meetings in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia and in Latin

America will not take place in the way originally planned, I am quite

anxious - as I emphasized in my opening remarks - to have some members

of the Commission visit these parts of the world. This is more than a

matter of courtesy. There are many other reasons to go there; apart from

that we must also think of preparing the gro nd for a good reception of

our report.
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In this context, I would like to raise a question which I

hope G6ran Ohlin will answer, who will supplement my report anyway and

present his views and that of his colleagues. Is the impression correct

that the Secretariat, which in accordance with the work programme has

concentrated its efforts on the Secretariat papers, still has much

material which it has not yet been able to analyze? If that is so,

will the Commission have a brief review on such subjects for its May

meeting? In that case, it would seem to me not only possible but

very sensible to put part of such material directly in the form of

drafts for individual parts of our report.

2. In today's report I shall be very brief on events of recent

months and weeks that may be relevant to our work. But I believe

we are all anxious to hear about the results of the Arusha Conference

of the Group of 77, especially as this important meeting took place

under the chairmanship of our friend Amir Jamal. I would be very pleased

if the results from Arusha could contribute to our own work. Perhaps

he could tell us a little about this later tonight or on another

occasion in the course of our meeting.

3. I would first like to consider our report and the question which

was raised in Kuala Lumpur whether the time frame for its publication

should be allowed to impair the quality of this Report. Obviously

this must be avoided. However, I should like to emphasize that the

Report must be on the market in the autumn.

The principle reason for this is not that we have certain

obligations towards those who support our work financially, although

this also counts.

The essential reason why we have to get ready in the course of



the summer and publish in the autumn follows from the calendar of

international negotiations. Mr. Waldheim, whom I am meeting in

Geneva in the beginning of April, told me last October, just before

my illness, how much it mattered to him to have our Report submitted

in the coming month of October. The Report would then be useful

for the forthcoming Special Assembly of 1980.

We could either turn this into a permanent task or an ad hoc

mission. The first is out of the question. The second can be

realized without any essential change of our time schedule. I

shall try to explain the implications, as I see them.

4. In my view we should not discuss any new outline during this

meeting which does not exclude the possibility of such discussions

outside of the Agenda, in various circumstances. The discussion

on this subject in Kuala Lumpur seems to have been useful. For

that matter I do not believe that the outline discussed there was

quite so bad as some of the members seem to have thought. In

the Summary Record it says the text had been "scrapped" but I

suppose that condemnation need not be taken to mean that any chance

of inclusion in a recycling process must be held to be excluded.

We should of course be most grateful to Peter Peterson for

distributing his first suggestions for an outline already in Bamako,

and since then there have been many discussions about it and

written suggestions by several other members.

What occasionally was forgotten was perhaps that a certain

structure of our Report was already laid down in our Terms of



Reference of 11 December 1977. I would like to remind us of that

and in this context also add that the Chairman's remarks at the

constituent meeting should not be disregarded either.

To be sure the world has not been standing still since 1977.

Additional issues have emerged. And it is not without reason that

the Terms of Reference stress that as an independent body we are

"free to raise any aspects of the world situation which the

Commission considers pertinent".

No-one could seriously dispute this. The question I shall

now try to answer is rather how we produce the Report in the time

we have allowed ourselves, a report that is presentable to the

public and could have an impact on those who make decisions. My

proposals will first concern procedural aspects, and I shall then say

a few words about the contents.

5. We already have a heavy workload for this meeting. Nevertheless

I should like to ask you to give me the opportunity on Saturday or

Sunday - at the end of a meeting or in an evening - after consultations

with the Secretariat, to discuss at least a rough sketch of the

following nature:

(a) On what issues could one already now formulate

recommendations which would command agreement, though

perhaps not necessarily unanimity? This I think is the

"building material" of which Olof Palme spoke in Kuala

Lumpur,



(b) What would the remaining list of possible recommendations

look like? It should be before us - possibly with

alternatives - in time for the May meeting so that

we can make our decision about basic orientations.

This would mean that in May we would decide on recommendations,

unless we advance substantially already here in our discussion

towards the end of this meeting.

One question might be whether the recommendations should be placed

in front of the Report. In any case the formulation of the

recommendations requires even more attention than the accompanying

text. (This is not only true in cases where we might have to face

dissenting votes.)

6. The text of the Report (including the introduction, to which I

shall return) must be adopted at the meeting in Vienna at the

beginning of July, for which we have alloted a whole week.

The question then arises whether the Chairman once the text

is approved will receive a mandate for the final processing. If

things get very difficult it might be necessary to contemplate

another meeting for strictly editorial purposes.

The Vienna meeting at the beginning of July must so far be taken

to be the terminal point in our work. That also means that it

should then be possible to publicize something about the results of

our work without compromising the publication in October.
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7. In order to be finished by July we have to concentrate our

discussions. To repeat longer statements already made seems

unnecessary. The Chairman asks for your understanding in reminding

t of this need.

It will be a considerable help in the drafting of the Report

that Mr. Anthony Sampson will join us as editorial consultant.

8. I have asked the Secretariat to produce a list of important

UN resolutions and their follow-up. I believe this corresponds to a

wish that our friend Yaker and others have expressed. There is also

the question of whether and howwecan take account of the conferences

scheduled for this year, particularly UNCTAD V in Manila but also,

e.g. the Conference on Science and Technology in Vienna starting in

August.

9. I would also recall that in paragraph 11 of the Summary Record

from Kuala Lumpur it is said "that the Secretariat should prepare

resum6es and possible bases for agreement in the Commission on

topics already discussed". And that "at the same time work on the

more general tasks of the Report ... could go ahead on the basis of

existing Secretariat papers and the discussion in the Commission".

In this context I think also of the reports of the Working Group on



Economic Cooperation between Developing Countries and about the

problems of the least developed countries under the guidance of

Governor Jha and Monsieur A.K. Dakoure respectively.

I also assume that Mr. Morris will continue to call to our

attention the importance of ILO recommendations and that Mr. Mori

will tell us something about the Japanese views on GATT reform.

10. It was and is my understanding that besides the Report itself

there will beasecond volume, at first only in English, in which

Secretariat papers and other expert documents might be published.

The editing of this volume will have to be the responsibility of

the Secretariat, but the Commission should, at least in Vienna, be

informed of its structure and be given the possibility of making

suggestions.

11. In consultation with me the Executive Secretary has had

preliminary discussions with a reputable literary agent in Zurich

about the publication of the Report. We shall continue discussions

with him next Tuesday after the end of this meeting.

An important question is how the press treatment of our meetings

in May and July might enhance the interest in our final Report. In

October presumably we could not be sure that the normal staff of UN

reporters would give appropriate attention to our Report. Regional

press conferences in the context of the publication of the Report

might be helpful.



Already in Mali we envisaged a plan for worldwide dissemination

of the message of our Report by radio and television. I should

like to ask Mrs. Graham, Mr. Ramphal, Mr. Pronk and other interested

commissioners together with Mr. A. Sampson to meet for a discussion

of these questions in the course of one of the following days.

(Mr. Jan Pronk has suggested some rather far-reaching ideas about

the follow-up, and he will surely have a chance to speak about these

problems.

12. I would like to explain that the introduction by the Chairman

self-evidently must be an integral part of the Report and therefore

be submitted to the Commission for discussion. This introduction

cannot be confined to such matters as the origin, the spirit and

the work of the Commission. Technical data, acknowledgements, etc.

should rather be relegated to a short annex. Natural themes for

the introduction seem to be:

The transformation of the international debate between the 50s

and the beginning of the 80s and why a new international order

involving fundamental changes is now on the Agenda;

North-South problems must be seen not only as a call for

justice and fairness, and as a protest against the shame of

bitter poverty, but also as a new dimension of a forward-looking

policy to secure world peace and thus a question of whether

mankind wishes to survive, which is the most comprehensive

manifestation of mutuality of interests;

The conviction that a solution of these problems between North

and South constitute the main economic and social questions



for the rest of the century;

That the transformation of the international order cannot be

seen as a once and for all event but as a process;

A great contribution that could come from a new awareness among

the young generation of international solidarity.

The reference to these themes does not mean that they must all

be discussed in the introduction, and above all not with equal

emphasis. Nor does it mean that there might not be reference to

other aspects. This can only be decided in connexion with the full

thrust of the Report itself.

13. In my view one of the obvious common denominators of the

Commission is the recognition that the "North-South problem" is a

moral challenge, a main issue of the future of mankind and therefore -

without any attempt to diminish conflicts and divergencies - also

an area of interlinked interests.

That is why it is correct, where possible, to promote the idea

of a restructuring aiming at a new international order by

(a) persuasive recommendations, and (b) pressing appeals.

In any case nothing is to be gained by repeating stale and

worn-out formulas. One of the opportunities of our Commission is

precisely that it does not have to regurgitate old ideas but might

help those who come up with new ones and want to cope with them.

This makes it easier to see "e necessary changes in the world

as a process and to indicate roads - and I emphasize the plural -
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to a new international order. From the first to the last

line it should be made clear that we are concerned with the fate

of individual human beings who are our co-fellows and that our

proposals are anchored in major humanitarian objectives. (The

subject of development should be "people, not things".)

14. I should like to recall something Mr. Heath, and others

have advised us of at an early stage: the Commission should not

be over-ambitious. In other words we should not take upon

ourselves more than we can produce or achieve. Thus we should not

imagine that we can offer magic formulas to solve the problems of

inflation and unemployment or to produce solid forecasts for the

world, superior to those which so many others are busily turning

out, and which so often are bypassed by events. But indeed much would

be gained if one could explain the complexity of the increasing

economic difficulties a little bit better than is normally done.

It seems to me realistic to take the view of our friend Ramphal

who recently stressed the need for qualitative change and added that

it was not enough to persuade governments. Against that background

he said about our Commission: "it ... can put before the world

issues that have to be negotiated, and make suggestions, and indicate

the direction in which the answers lie.

I would also like to agree with our friend Al-Hamad who said

at the last meeting that we were "just a punctuation mark in world

history", and I understand why he added, "we are not able to

restructure the globe".
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The Commission should not try to hide that for both objective

and subjective reasons it would have been too much to expect that

it could provide comprehensive and unanimous answers to all

outstanding difficulties.

The value of the observations which the Commission can make and

the recommendations which it can submit lie precisely in the fact

that the Commission is independent, and that its members bring to

it a great variety of experience and a spectrum of convictions.

However, it cannot be the task of our Commission to seek to

produce a conciliatory interpretation of the course of world history

over the last centuries. Nor could we in the short time available

to us seek to give the concept of development itself an adequate

interpretation. But it should be made perfectly clear that we are

no longer the captivesof the idea that the whole world has to follow

certain western models of development. Or that development can today

be taken to be nothing but an economic phenomenon.

On the whole the Commission would be well advised not to over-

reach itself in philosophical matters if it wants to convey its

message" in a convincing fashion.

15. The Report should depart from ends rather than means. Thus,

as I deliberately repeat, the Report must be anchored in major issues

before humanity;

The need to consolidate reace and strengthen cooperation and

the importance of a link between arms limitation and development.

Therefore, but not only for that reason, an internationalization

of North-South matters through the involvement of the East.
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(I use that expression to avoid an even more inappropriate

terminology at this point but I would like to serve notice

that I object to the use of "CPE" in our Report as it is

void of content and leads to a false classification);

Peace has to be secured also against the threats arising from

mass poverty and chaos: ("Where hunger rules peace cannot

prevail. He who wants to ban war must also ban hunger");

The interest in mutual survival should be linked also to the

overriding issues of the environment, not just the problems of

non-renewable resources (risk of self-destruction).

A few weeks ago Richard N. Gardner spoke in a lecture about:

"A mutual survival pact between developed and developing countries",

and others have expressed similar thoughts.

16. The ingredients of a new international order must not be

presented in a technocratic manner but with clear reference to

man. Only against such a background can the idea of "mutuality of

interest" be presented without sounding like a new slogan. It

includes joint interests for the future prosperity, and in increasing

areas there is already reverse dependencr in the sense that North

depends on the South. But this should not lead to an over-estimate of

the southern "engines of growth" in the short term, considering what

Heath, Palme, and Pronk, and others recalled at an early stage.

17. Since we began our,-work we have assumed that our recommendations

would refer to the 1980s, with a view also to the situation in the

year 2000.
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It should be made an international commitment to conquer

mass hunger by year 2000. The experts seem, in spite of some doubt,

to consider this feasible if one attacks the problem with sufficient

speed and determination. I consider this a major area of our

concerns, and I am glad that Senator Pisani will talk to us about

this matter and, as I understand, will propose recommendations for

action in this field.

Mr. ul Haq has proposed that there should be a "summit at the

highest level" concerning "the objectives and dimensions of a global

enterprise to meet basic needs substantially by the year 2000."

In my view we should make up our minds about other objectives

for the year 2000 that we wish to endorse or promote. What do we

make of the objectives of UNIDO and WHO in this context?

18. It seems impossible to me that the Commission could be silent

on the growth of world population. One must agree with the DAC

report of 1978 which says, "development strategies have consistently

erred in underestimating the demographic factor in development;

many continue to do so."

There might not be much to be said that is new. But the

dimensions of the problem must be made clear. Experience has

shown that it is just no+ true that there is an automatic connexion

between standard of living and population growth, regardless of

cultural and political circumstances.

One would like to know whether the new trends to which the

President of the World Bank pointed in his speech in 1977 have been

confirmed. Many people, including political decision-makers apparently



do not want to realize that it makes an enormous difference

whether the population of the world in the next century will

stabilize at the level of 8 or 11 billion people, but this

difference corresponds to the total population of the world

only a decade ago. The link between population growth and the

need for social services, education, etc. is quite obvious.

It is not only in this connexion, but not least here, that the

role of women in the development process must be raised. We were

agreed to raise this matter in more than one part of our Report. I

assume that at the May meeting we can have a paper, which does not

have to be very extensive. (I recall a German report whose English

text was distributed after the Mali meeting.)

I should also like to remind you of the issue of health which

cannot be ignored. And it would not only be polite but quite

correct to enquire into the experiences of UNICEF. A letter from

the Director General of WHO, whom I shall meet next week was

distributed in Kuala Lumpur. The Chairman of DAC stated in

his recent report that "very little attention has been paid to the

problems of health and particularly malnutrition and to sanitary

engineering for the poor populations in the rural areas". I

fear that he is quite right, and I was struck when reading the

other day that of the 40-50 million blind people in developing

countries most could have been saved by adequate cure in due time,

and that some 500 million are likely to become blind if better services

are not provided.
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19. My efforts to bring considerations into our work that are not

economic in the strict sense of the word have so far had limited

success. I suppose that this is chiefly explained by the

concentration on the important themes treated in the secretariat

papers, in accordance with our work programme. But it was with

some pleasure that I read in Galbraith's forthcoming book a quote

from my old friend Gunnar Myrdal: "Economists are generous in

stating general reservations about the importance of "non-economic"

factors, without however, letting this change their approach."

Without diminishing the importance of the conventional subjects

of commodities, and trade and finance as elements of a new international

order, or without deviating from the Terms of Reference, I believe

that the Commission must try to bring some neglected areas into the

forefront also, if it wants to secure added attention. Some such

areas include:

¶ The link between disarmament and development where, no matter

how difficult, realistic proposals have to be discussed;

The internationalization of development policy and the

institutions where I would make a reference to the major

contribution which Mr. Avramovi6 has made in bringing this

problem to the forefront of our attention;

International environment, energy, and resource problems, which

seem to have less and less to do with ideological ballast.

I have not mentioned the negl?cted matter of education, both

in schools and in public information. It is not enough to persuade
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governments which is hard enough. The need of a new international order

must be brought home to ordinary people, not just to experts and

bureaucrats. I hope that our contacts in UNESCO and with international

youth organizations might give us some useful clues. They might also

provide guidance as to what we might do with Senator Pisani's suggestion

of a textbook, or a "livre du maitre".

20. On previous occasions I have reported to you about useful contacts

with representatives of the so-called "CPE" countries. Professor Ohlin

will give us some important information about a contact with representatives

of the Peoples Republic of China. I shall not comment on that now but

only mention that Egon Bahr, who has considerable experience of

negotiations with Eastern countries will be here tomorrow evening and

will be available for discussion with those who are interested in these

matters.

21. The very important suggestions on the international financial

and monetary issues including the establishment of a World Development

Fund which are on our agenda this time I shall not comment on now.

Obviously, we should not stray away from institutional questions

even when they are of such a nature that they cannot rapidly be acted upon.

That may be true, for instance, in the context of international

taxation and/or mobilization of automatic resources, and - in the long

run - creation of an international central banking institution (with the

possibility to develop the INF in that direction).
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One of the characteristics of many proposals that seem

revolutionary is that Lord Keynes submitted them about 40 years

ago.

I think it would be wise not to propose too many new

agencies. However, without pre-judging the discussion on SPIJ,

it seems to me that there is an urgent need for an international

organization to assume certain specific and limited tasks in

connection with world energy problems.

I think that we should also carefully examine the question

of how developing countries, and particularly the weakest among

them, could be given the support of an organization comparable

to the OECD.

22. It is still an open question how we should respond to the non-

fulfilment of the ODA targets. In any case discussion so far

suggests a preference for channeling ODA mostly to the least developed

countries.

It would also be surprising if the Commission, given the

experience of development assistance so far, did not engage in a

critical review and in addition examined whether various international

organizations could not be better coordinated. (The DAC report for

1978 suggests that much development aid is still based on assumptions

from 20 years ago.)

23. The differentiation which has taken place in the world and

continues to do so should be recognized as a matter of fact. Our

friend Botero pointed to it at the beginning of our work. No-one

is well served by the myth of two or three worlds. It must be

clear however that the Commission will not participate in any

attempt to play out one group of developing countries against another.
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Developing countries should perhaps also realize more clearly

that inside "the West" and OECD there as well are numerous differences,

and that they cannot be considered as economically homogenous either.

In many instances it would be useful to show how empty of content

some words are. The CPE example has already been mentioned. And the

Commission should not give way to ideas that are remote from reality.

It should, for example, refrain from pretending as if all old or new

problems in the countries of the Third World are to be explained in

terms of North-South.

There are on the contrary more and more ecological and

technological problemsiWhich bridge all systems. Also, I feel, that

all the problems cannot be reduced to a transfer of capital and

technology either. Galbraith, in his new book on the "Nature of Mass

Poverty" (to be published soon), recallls the importance of climate

and demography, and of ethnic and religious factors;

The Commission might also endorse the notion that justice

cannot be brought about by resolutions in the international sphere

anymore easily than it can be done inside nations.

And finally, we should be aware in general that one does not

really "decide" about a complex historical process, even if the

process can be influenced.
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24. The hazards for mankind and the difficulties besetting con-

structive economic cooperation have increased rather than abated since the

Commission began. It is true both in the political sense and in the

economic field. A look not necessarily into diplomatic reports but

even into newspapers of the last weeks gives sufficient proof of that.

After a period of decolonization which happily is pulling to

a close - but I suppose that we might wish to say a clear word on this.

as far as South Africa is concerned, new problems are arising from the

lack of relations to the outside world in which many of the smallest in-

dependent states now find themselves.

The so-called North-South dialogue does not really deserve that

name. As Richard Gardner recalled in his Rome lecture in January which

I have already quoted, U Thant warned in May 1969 that the members of

the UN probably had only ten years:

"To launch a global partnership to curb the arms race,

to protect the human environment,

to check the population revolution,

and to supply the required momentum to world

development efforts."

25. However, in the last months there are also some encouraging

signs. I take the Agenda 1979 from the Overseas Development Council,

including a remarkable contribution by Mahbub ul Haq, as one such sign.

I could site other examples and would mention only that

Barbara Ward has offered the contribution of the Soceity for International
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Development in seeing to it that our report "reaches the ordinary

citizen and become a real issue in local politics - both in North and

South".

In Agenda 79 our Commission and its Report are referred to

repeatedly. From the beginning we faced the risk that some expected

much, if not too much from us. On the other hand, I think that we can

say, without exaggerating our own importance that we already have in-

fluenced the climate of the international debate and advanced a number

of issues. In that sense our joint work does not show results only

when we publish our Report.

It seems important, considering all the dangers and risks of

the situation, that there are also some signs of reconsideration on

the governmental level. Apart from the recent Arusha Conference I should

like to mention a few examples:

The unpublished deliberation of four western government

leaders at Guadeloupe;

The preceding conversations in Jamaica under the presidency

of Prime Minister Manley, in which the German Chancellor

participated and from which he reported his interesting

impressions to me:

President Carter's establishment of a Commission on

World Hunger;

Japan's decision to increase its deve1ppment assistance con-

siderably;
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Soviet references to global issues going beyond the

different economic systems;

Chinese references to their interest in perhaps joining

the IMF and the World Bank;

French suggestions, as well as Scandinavian about the

possibility of linking disarmament and development.

In my view our Report should:

(a) point to the enormous dangers and appeal to the

conscience of people, in particular those with

a greater sense of responsibility;

(b) try to bring out both the self-interest and the

common interest in the perspective extending

beyond tomorrow;

(c) above all make it clear that mankind is not facing

a hopeless task.

26. Our Commission has no other power than that of argument and

conviction. Let me remind you of same advantages that I pointed out

in Gymnich:

We are under no instructions, we do not carry the burden

of national governments prestige. And we are not forced

to try and win victories for particular views. We can afford

to meet the common interests.
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Right now we see in more than one part of the world that there

are other influences than those of capital accumulations or armed

power. I am thinking, as you will understand, not only of events in

Iran which would hardly be comprehensible to anyone who wants to view

everything in economic terms. I am, for example, also thinking of the

impact of the journey of the new Pope to Latin America.

I ask myself, although I am far from sure whether we could

succeed, if some of the fundamental convictions and ideas of our RepoIt

should not be derived from converging convictions of the world religions

and humanistic thoughts.

One of us has remarked, "the Commission's task lies in the

high ground of perception of the direction that humanity must take in

the years ahead - rather than the low ground of agreement on what must

be done tomorrow. We must be avant-garde or we will be irrelevant".

I would only add that as a political animal with some experience

I know that one should always try to be ahead of the thinking of the

people. But if one is too far ahead one gets into trouble. This certainly

applies not only to the national but also to the international level.
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Therefore, I think that our suggestions have to be bold but also

realistic in the sense that the goals we envisage can be reached if all

parties concerned make the necessary effort.

Please forgive me that this introduction has grown to such

length. I hope that it still will be helpful. In any case I trust

everyone will now know how I look at our task.

I have asked the Secretariat to prepare copies of these remarks

in case you wish to read them.
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Press Conference (March 6, 11:00)

For background see attached notes on:

"Bundespressekonferenz"
The German media

You will be accompanied by Minister Offergeld who will make an

introductory statement about the talks you have had, Minister 
Offergeld

may then ask you whether you have anything to add. it mi.,ght, be useful

Co say a few words on the new directions Of the work of the World Bank,

the need for more funis, the efficiency of Bank operations.

Thereafter, questions and answers.

If you want to generate _questions on subjects of interest to YOU,

it might be useful to provide a hand-out to the press conference (e.g.

a summary of your statement to the Friedrich Ebert Foundation).

The following questions are likely to come up:

What is the purpose of the Bonn talks?

What do you think of German aid performance, after having

criticized it in your last speech?

What is the World Bank expecting from Germany?

'How is the Brandt Commission doing? What effect will its report have?

What are prospects of Third World development? isn't the forecast

of 600 milli-on poor by the end of the century too pessimistic?

Is the basic needs approach working?

How does the recent oil price rise affect LDCs?

World Bank activities: interesting new fields, such as energy?

Since the German disbursement record has been poor recently,

what is the Bank's experience?

Are there limits to the absorptive capacity of LDCs?

What is your assessment of the future of the dollar and of the

European Monetary System (from a journalist who may be ignorant

of the difference between the Bank and the Fund)

What are your views on Iran, China, Vietnam versus Cambodia,

Southern Africa, Turkey?

A



"BUNDESPRESSEKONFERENZ"

This is an association of Bonn correspondents of German
nationality. It organizes press conferences three times a week to
which the spokesmen of the Federal government and of the various
ministries are invited to make statements and to answer questions.
Radio and TV are normally present. The association has a member-
ship of roughly 400, of which one half to two thirds may show up
for the event which will be shared between Cooperation Minister
Rainer Offergeld and Mr. McNamara. In addition, the "Verein der
Auslndischen Presse" (Foreign Press Association) will be invited
to come. About 250 foreign correspondents are members.

The Bonn press corps is one of the most numerous and
sophisticated of any capital. Their questions may be sharp and
incisive, but markedly less so than from a comparable group of
Washington reporters. There will be few aid specialists among
them, and probably no more than four or five with more than a
superficial knowledge of the World Bank.



THE GERMAN MEDIA

(i) Quality papers with national readership:

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), Frankfurt,
circulation 300,000, conservative; Suddeutsche Zeitung,
Munchen, circulation 306,000, liberal; Die Welt, Bonn,
circulation 237,000, conservative; Frankfurter Rundschau,
Frankfurt, circulation 164,000, leftist-liberal;
Handelsblatt, Dusseldorf, circulation 75,000, business-
oriented.

(ii) Major regional papers:

Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Essen, circulation
1.5 million; Hamburger Abendblatt, Hamburg, circulation
550,000; Stuttgarter Zeitung, Stuttgart, circulation 492,000;
Rheinische Post, Dusseldorf, circulation 373,000;
Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung, Hannover, circulation 347,600;
Munchner Merkur, Munchen, circulation 328,000. Regional papers
as a rule are moderately conservative.

(iii) Weeklies:

Der Spiegel, Hamburg, circulation 920,000, liberal;
Die Zeit, Hamburg, circulation 363,000, liberal;
Welt am Sonntag, Hamburg, circulation 314,000, conservative.

(iv) News agencies:
Deutsche Presse-Agentur (dpa),
Vereinigte Wirtschaftsdienste (VWD - financial news wire).

(v) Radio and TV:
Radio (and subsequently the first television channel) are organized

on the basis of regional public corporations, whose areas roughly coincide
with the various states. The most important are Westdeutscher Rundfunk
in Cologne, Norddeutscher Rundfunk in Hamburg, and Bayerischer Rundfunk
in Munich. These corporations are financed through tax-like licensing
fees that are raised from radio and TV users, plus advertising revenues.
The corporations are governed by boards in which all "relevant social
groups" are represented -- political parties, churches, trade unions.
In practice, the political parties rule the boards in proportion to
the strength they have in the state concerned. As to programming,
regional stationsproduce independent radio programs, and for TV they
contribute to the common national program broadcast on channel 1. (In
addition, they produce culturally oriented regional TV programs on
channel 3 whose audience is insignificant.)



THE GERMAN MEDIA page 2.

Apart from the regional radio and television network, there
is a national TV station, channel 2 in Mainz. It is financed and
organised in the same manner as the regional corporations, except
that its governing board reflects national rather than regional
political strengths. It broadcasts a single program without regional
variations throughout the country.

There is no privately-owned commercial radio and TV in Germany.
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Call on Karl Carstens, President of the Bundesta

(March 8, 15:00)

For background see curriculum vitae plus personal sketch.

Present: Mr. CARSTENS, probably one or two associates
IBRD - Mr. McNAMARA, Messrs. STECKHAN and KOCH-WESER

it is assumed that this is essentially a courtesy call.



KARL CARSTENS

President of the Bundestag

Age 64, married

study of law at the universities of Frankfurt, Dijon,

Munich, Kbnigsberg, Hamburg and Yale.

1939 - 1945 military service

1945 - 1949 law practice in Bremen

1949 - 1954 representative of the city state of Bremen to the

Federal Government in Bonn

1954 - 1966 service in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, rising to

the rank of Under Secretary

1966 - 1967 Under Secretary in the Ministry of Defense

1968 - 1969 Head of Chancellor Kurt-Georg Kiesinger's office

1960 - 1973 Professor of law at the University of Cologne

1972 member of the Bundestag

1973 parliamentary leader of the Christian Democrats

since December

1976 President of the Bundestag



Mr. Carstens 2.

The politician:

Mr. Carstens belongs to the protestant group of the Northern
Germans in the Christian Democratic Party (members from the Southern
Germany being mostly Catholics). He is a conservative hynatrnp who
has acquired a vast knowledge of international politics at the Foreign
and Defense Ministries. His personal interest as a jurist focuses on
constitutional law, his political interest on European integration,
security and defense policy. He has never had much exposure to eLonomic,
trade and development issues.

As President of the Bundestag, he ranks immediately after the
Federal President and before the chairman of the Bundesrat and the
Federal Chancellor.

Mr. Carstens is the opposition CDU/CSU candidate for th,pj:gId9n-
tial election to be held on a date yet to be specified i. .:a. The
Federal President is elected by a special body, the Federal Assembly
(Bundesversammlung), whic cons t t eundestag members plus an
equal number of representatives from the state, P4r,iXan. Basedo
its strength in a numberofisafeparliaments the CDU/CSU has a chance
of getting a majority in this Assembly.

But Mr. Carstens' candidacy is n.qx.withov First,
there is no doubt that the incumbent Federal President Walter 5cheel,
a member of the FDP, is immensely popular and that he wuild-wi g theelection easily if it were based on a popular vote. (r Scheel has
not yet declared.dhther he stand for re-election.) Mr. Carstens, if
elected, would then appear to be the product oF 'Wtomplex election
mechanism rather than of broad popular appeal. Second, Mr. Carstens
has been attacked because of his membership in the Nazi Party as a
young soldier, and also because of an alleged lack of frankness when
he was called by a Bundestag committee to give testimony on an illegal
arms deal of the German secret service.
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Discussion with the Bundesta& Corw-ittee for Economic Cooperation

(March 8, 15:30)

For background see notes on:

(i) The Committee for Economic Cooperation
(ii) Political parties - their views on aid

Present: - Committee Chairman HOLTZ
and most members of the Committee

IBRD -- Messrs McNAMARA, STECKHAN, KOCH-WESER, KOELLE

Chairman 'Holtz will introduce Mr. McNamara and it might be useful
for Mr. McNamara to s y a few words on the new directions of the World
Bank, the n and the efficiency of Bank operations.

The Committee may ask questions along the same lines as at the
press conference. In addition, the following questions may come up;

- will the next WDR put more emphasis on private investment?

- the LDC's own efforts, cooperation among themselves

- role and weight of Germany in the World Bank

- assessment of multilateral vs. bilateral aid

7



THE COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION

Since Germany does not have a foreign aid act as the legal basis
for its development policy, parliament debates aid issues normally
only at the occasion of the annual budget. Aid issues through the
year are brought up by Bundestag members in the form of questions
to the government, or when the government submits an aid related
bill (such as the bill on tax relief for LDC investments) to parlia-
ment.

The Bundestag Committee for Economic Cooperation has become, as
a group, one of the most consistent supporters of aid. Last year this
committee surprisingly managed to raise aid appropriations beyond the
government proposed increases. The committee is caired o ldA
Dr. Uwe Holtz, an effective advocate of aid who belongs to the left-

T of tt 'a emo atic arty. Mr. Holtz was wrongly accused of
having been a spy for an Eastern opean power last summer but he was
soon completely exonerated. Mrs. Katharina Focke, the former Minister
for Youth, Family Affairs and Health, has lately also taken a lively
interest in development.

Vice-chairmn is Dr. Volkmar Kuhler (CDU), a well informed and
moderate politician. The spokesman ot the lChistian Democrats on
development issues is Dr. Jurgen Gerhard Todenhufer, an ambitious
party politician who made a name for himself through his sharp
attacks on what he thinks are inefficient and misdirected Government
aid activities. In the process he has made a lot of enemies and he
has been noticeably silent in recent months.

The spokesman of_the FDP is Dr. Manfred Vohrer. a young professor
of economics and a thoughtful supporter ol-aid.

Overall, the committee has 23 members, 11 Christian Democrats,
10 Social Democrats and two Free Democrats.

In mid-Janu4y, the Committee discussed the World Development
eport. The discussion took only minutes, and the reception of

WDR was friendly and positive. The only criticism was that the WDR
could have put more emphasis on the role and the importance of
private investments. The chairman expressed the view that perhaps
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too much attention was given to the growth in industrial countries
as a econdiion o LDC development; he lt tiere was a±ii-
ficant growth potential in the LDCs themselves that could be
activated even during periods of low growth in the industrial
world.

At the budget discussion in late January, a CDU member on
the floor of the Bundestag noted that appropriations for multi-
l,ater'1.oopnraions e~rsn wc s~ a vrl aid in
the 1979 budget. In his view, this was wrong because the aid
ministry was shunning its responsibility by simply transferring
funds to international bureaucracies where Germany was under-
represented.

Some of the above views may come to the surface during the
meeting with the Committee.



POLITICAL PARTIES - Their views on aid

In recent years, the major political parties have all laid down
their views on development in basic policy statements that were dis-
cussed and accepted by the party membership: the Christian Democrats
(CDU) in 1976, the Social Democrats (SPD) in late 1977 and the Free
Democrats (FDP) in March 1978. Still, development policy is not one
of the issues of major interest to any party, and development experts
are normally among the least prominent party members.

There is much harmony among the_pajXlp with regard to the basic
principles and objectives of development coo eration, namely to fight
poverty, to cover basic human needs, to put the em2hasis on rurT-re=

veTopment, to help LDCs help themselves, to increase international
solidarity and to taie G a- . A11 parties agree that development
aid is also a matter of enlightened self-intersat.

The differences between the parties are most often slight and
not always relevant to practical development policy. They have
varying attitudes on the following more significant issues:

Targets: The SPD wants to concentrate aid on countries and pro-
jects where there is reason to expect that progress in the improvement
of living conditions for the majority of the population will be made.
The CDU is in favor of concentrating aimdn areaasherg the vital
political and security interests of Germany are iny_glyed but does

bot want to aid "communist" countries. It also wants to take into

account the attitude of aid recipients in the North-SanthDialoge.

Political systems in LDCs: Recent developments in Southern Africa

have exacerbated the debate on political choices and liberation move-

ments. The SPD is not in favor of exporting the German political and
economic system into LDCs) In its view any social or political element
in LDCs that advance human rights should be encouraged. The SPD would
be wi ' to give national liberation movements all kindsat=support,
sort of military aid. The CDUTsfinly against any kind of
assistance for liberation movements. First of all, they say, Germany

should support efforts in LDCs to promote a socially balanced market
economy, safeguard individual freedom and develop private initiative.
The Free Democrats emphasize the need for LDC governments to res ect
basic human rights; countries that spend a large part of their
national income on arms should not benefit from German aid.
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ODA: None of the parties has stated a fixed deadline for Germany
reaching the 0.7 percent ODA target. The Social Democrats favor a
yearly regular increase of ODA and the Free Democrats wish to reach
the target before l98 7"¶IXpossible". The CDU is le committed,
saying that the target can be reached only raduay, in harmony with
the economic and financial capabilteg-r Germany.

Private Investments: The CDU is clearly in favor of private in-
vestments in LDCs. Although private investments are not aid in the
9tlclest sense, they make a decisive contribution to the development
of the Third and Fourth World, according to the CDU. Thus, the CDU
calls on the German government to provide more tax incentives for
private investments in LDCs and to minimize risk through government
guarantees. The Free Democrats, too, feel that the industrialisation
of LDCs should be promoted through increased use of private invest-
ment capital and of technical knowhow. On the other hand, the SPD
(but not necessarily Chancellor Schmidt) is rather skeptical. It
says that private business activities in LDCs will only succeed if
they are undertaken in the spirit of partnership. In a supplement
to the main SPD paper, the statement is made that the developmental
effects of private investment.are heavily disputed, and that in many
cases negative effects can be shown.

Trade: The QDU clearly rejects any demands by LDCs for ihter-
ventionist measures as they are voiced in the context of the new
world economic order, since such measures cannot solve the problems
of LDCs. Instead, the CDI)advocates an "international social market
economy" including the gradual dismantling of protectionist obstacles
by industrial countries, particularly for goods that are produced
more competitively by LDCs. The SFD says, however, that the old world
economic order is not only detrimental to the LDCs, but it is also
not in the long-term interest of the industrial countries to maintain
it. The integrated commodity program contains justified demands of
the LDCs, particularly their demand for commodity agreements and a
common fund. (Chancellnr-Schidt, who still believes that a common
fund will not work, deviates from the party line in this respect
The Free Democrats' attitude reflects a compromise between its left
and right wings. It says that on the one hand the idea of a world-
wide planned economy and of interventionalist decisions is unaccept-
able, but on the other hand that weaker market participants ought to
be protected. This could be achieved, among other things, by
stabilising the commodity revenues of LDCs. The common fund would
be a useful instrument but it should be used in such a manner as
not to collide head on with the market economy.



Attachment II

Summary Record on the Discussion about the World Development Report

in the Parliamentary Committee for Economic Cooperation (AwZ)

1. Members of the AwZ expressed their appreciation for the
presentation of this excellent report. There was a broad
consensus on the urgent need for such a comprehensive overall
analysis of the development process. The members of the AwZ
welcomed the idea that such an analysis would be presented
annually.

The main findings of the report have been generally
supported. Differing views and criticism can be summarized as
follows:

- The report does not seem to be sufficiently balanced analysing
the role of private capital flows to DC as compared with
ODA-flows; verY_litl is said about foreign private investment
and about the maintepance an~lppropriate inves-mAntEciimate:
new incentives in this respect would have been appreciated;

- it is the opinion of many members of the AwZ that economic
growth in the developing countries is not so closely linked
with economic growth in the industrialized countries as
suggested in the report; more emphasis should be given to the
developg efforts of the DCs themseTV Esand to thorough
analysis of the deveiopment policies and the underlying
strategies in the DCs should be added to the findings of the
report.

2. Proposed points of discussion with members of the AwZ

- The Bank's dishnrgtmmnt exegrience and alternative ways to
reduce the disbursement pipeline

- the Bank's experience in the field of operations evaluation

- evolvement of the Bank's administrative-epgenses

- reasons for the decline of pzivat.e4irectjinyestments in the
field of natural esoQg

- conclusions from the "Petroleum Paer"

- is economic growth in the developed countries indispensable for
economic growth and development in the developing countries?

- importance of the developing countries' own efforts in the
proceGs-b development
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World Bank
News Service of the Department of Information and Public Affairs

This news item app0arad on page 43 of the 1q Att. l9+ issue of: Conows Isi

BU SINESS Development

This Is the complete version or the item whic appeared

in a previous issue of the R V W.

Defining the poor
The World Bank report divides the ldc
into two groups. It treats commuoist
countries separately, so Cbina-a huge
exclusion-is missing from this pidture
of the less-developed world.
(a) Low-income countries, with a gnp
per head of $250 or less. There are 34 of
them, ranging from Bhutan.4where gop
per head was 570 in 1976, and had fallen
by an average 0.3% every year sippe
1960) to the Yemen Arab Republic.
(b) Middle-income countries, of. which
there are 58 varieties from Togo to Israel
(with a gnp per head of $3,920).

The first law of economic growth ik
biblical: to him who hath shall even
more be given. So the low-income coun.
tries have seen gdp per. head grow by
0.9% a year between 1960 and 1976;
middle-income countries have managed.
2.8%; while the industrialised countries
(topped by Switzerland's $8,880 per
head) have had growth of 3.4%. Of

T he not-im possible drearn 1course exchange rates do not always
aCCTrately reflect purchasing powern so
this rank ordering of countries by dollii
gnp, per head is rough and ready. Butt
is the best reasonably up-to-date mea-

sure there is.

When the world's economic leaders me*for summitry, their minds are full of the short-

term economic twitches that affect pay packets and pensions over the short lifetime of See-saws for development
an elected government. These one-night stands are played out against the backdrop of a There lies the rub. Less developed coun-

much bigger drama: the great movements in population and production that may take tries (ldcs) they may all be, but that term

the poor three quarters of the world from poverty to prosperity, or cast all four spans a wide range of economies (see

quarters into crisis and starvation. Over the past six years, a series of price shocks, and box). They have faced different chal-

the experience of the first real slump since the second world war, have reawakened a lunges, and tackled them in very different

sense of looming crisis. This brief survey draws on two publications which complement ways. But every one has had to cope with

each other in floodlighting the backdrop to this Wagnerian epic. One, the World Bank's two particular see-saws. First, each wants

first Development Report*, which shows the progress that has been made in the third to shift the domestic balance from slow-

quarter of the twentieth century, the fragile basis for this success, and the enormity of growing agriculture to fast-growing in-

the problems that still remain. Two, a long overview by Professor Walt Rostow of the dustry and services-though if,- any

stages of economic development, and the problems that confront the world economy thought this could be done by neglecting
over the twentieth century's last quarter.t agriculture, they no longer think.so. Sec-

ond, each must balance its external see.

The world's poor countrie have Iccome sees at the end of the development tun- saw, through foreign trade and attracting
less poor encouragingLy list. In t nel. But its report pulls no punches about capital.

yarT mru, n T coe * b.&V the length of the tunnel: This is how they have gone about ir

just uinder3% a year-while todoy's a .LaLId n Agriculture. It is much the largest

industrialise3 cuyCies managed le s Itkll lwe in absolute pverty, wit incomes source of employment in the low-income

than 2% during their century of too low to ensure adequate nutrition and countries (85; of the workforce worked

industrialisation. without access to essential public services. there in 1970), but not so important
That is the light which the World Bank Many of these people have experienced a e (51%) in the middle-income countries.

_________________________________ improvement in theii living standards:, and (5% intemdl-coeoures
World Dceloptcnl Rep.'rt World bank in countries where economic growth has Food production has been losing the race

h,ew World i-c.nmny; lelr.ory and epqjN. aa,c b been slow, the living standards of thepoor with population in the low-income coun-

Mac. Ran asLI trm may even have deteriorated. tries. Their agricultural output grew at an



groIwtwe Growth is good for you
II Low and ridle ico# cortAs

The World Bank report confirms that Many very poor
o ______.____mma ___ gnp is not a bad measure of the ides2

social wellbeing. Along with economic
Avr.;uite growth, the key social indicators show

-impressive improvements: pr %1 W
(a) Life expectancy has increased, in the 0-:3s WAlizto 04M~S1

serls - low-income countries from 36 years t-.
__________________________ (1960) to 44 (1975), in the middle- -L-

,,, ' ..., w,income group from 49 to 58 (compared c Ut540

with72 in the industrialised countries).

annual rate of 2.1% (3960-75). comptred (b) Birth and death rates have both :'C4 6

with 31.5% in the middle-income coon- fallent (the latter more rapidly-hencec
tries. Pplin gremwdbieincomecohn rising populations). The death rate in
re.Pp n middle-income countries--at 12 per c:,& 1 -

thousuod of poptlation-was down-

W hout h :AP the -vbte <:te within sight of the III Cr thou;sud r:tk

wouli 'Ive lo'-ed onuch brighter: over in the industrial countries. Infant mor- midd1e-incun:v rup-rornnl%(1960)

half the SC0rn people living in absolute tality has also been falling (see chart). to 63% (197.1. but gone from 10% to

poverty are in the rural areas of four (c) Education is spreading. By 1975 (sc 237a in lw- IcIme ctuiltrie.

As'an countries, (Bangladesh. india, chart) 97% of children of the right age in Ag,gregate fig-ures reveal little of how

Indonesia and Pakistan). And the gap is the middle-income countries were at the economy 's fruits are distributed. The

brideaile even without extra tn isney: primary school (up fron 79% in 1960), World Bank ieport is gloomy: -histori-

brhdeaWrld enk recos ethat mniay: though only 35% were at secondary cal experien.c suggests that the poorer

school. In the low-income countries members of the population are unlikely
agricultural production could be in- there has been progress too, though the to share equitably in economic

creased by 11-2% annually for 10 years figues. a;e st4ll, lamentabLe 51% at pri. growth. . . In the early staa=L of de-

just by better farming techniques. mary schoot in 197t (compared with velopment. income distribution tznds tar

0 Industry. Both groups of Idcs have 30% in 1960), while secondary school become morr unequal: only later does

managed th structural shift from agricul- attendance has gone from 2% to 8%. As this turn arolind. But this need not be

tur-- to industrv. While all idcs benefit for adult literacy, it has crept up in the so: where la;-d and education are widely

from this, the' low-income ones do so spread about (as in Taiwan and Sootch
frtiar, th e inome e drowh sa gKorea) before rapid growth begins, then
particularly, because industrial growth Life gets better everyone will share in it as well.
there is faster relative to the other sectors Zg Lw 221m d i r **i*Cw*** The World Rank shows how intracta-
than it is in the rmiddle-income countries Infant mortaily. per tousand hve bifths ble is the ,osition of the "absolute

(see chart). Of the low-income ides, two a opoor -thosc without enough food or

(Maiawi and Niger) have average indus- "SO , access to-eduation and heuth care-The

trial growth ratesabove-.IF, while in the' ubse.e .vb migt happer to

other- group Taiwan and- Korea have t4ien- 'y the year 2, onn the acwp-

excer,ded 15%-3 yenr.- G tOf d"catio*.cnta 4 nteidst-cmnr

Investment holds the key to industrial p so age chideen atterino grows by 4 . in Ides by 5_7%.
school But if gp grows everywhere by 4%

expan3iun. and the ldcs have managed to 0 20 4o 8o so nmore a year, then the World Bank

set asiLe a growing proportion of their estimates that the numbers of absolute

gdp for hoth public and private invest- 'son poor could he halved in the low-income

ment. In the low-income countries, the ists , countries, and disappear altogether in

share went from 14.7% (1960) to 19.1% s..I. the middle-ir.ome group.

(1975). and from 20.2% to 26.4% in the
Middle-Ficome group. This increase-has
been heined by lnflow4 of foreign capital, exports. Even so, more Ides are following ul current-account J-ficts, capitalin-
whic- hane F6c; parTiculat* sharply in their recipe. In 1975, 40 Ides could boast flows have -;uveda crucial o?enha -

middle-incomecountriesl manufactured exports above Si00rr, tig their externa see-saw. ese are

o Forrigrn trade. The changing balance compared with only 18 who could have 2 Tts-around S2N) billion at the end of

of the ides' domestic see-saw has been done so i0 years earlier (in real terms. so 1976-which will have to be repaid or

reflected in their foreign trade. Raw the numbers are not artificially inflated). refinanced. Roughly one third of them

materials still account for the gre:at bulk Geographically too there has been a originate from the official aid pro-

of Ide exports, but they are les. btiky shift. Lde trade is still heavily north- grammes of the industrial countries.

than they were. Orly 5% of middle- south; but less than it was. The industrial These have become less and less gener-

income countries .exports were manufac- countries took nearly 80% of ldc exports ous-fallintg.-.s a proportionof richtcoun-

tures in 19611; by 1975 this was 1-2%. in 1960: this had fallen to 70% by 197 6, tr y gnr--_TmTO-52% inP 9 top.3 1 %

While total idc exports have not grown entirely as a result of increased trade with the UN tg

as rapidly as indt1strialised countries' amongst themselves. Here again, manu- ( C poorest Ides now receive

1:ave. in mnZanufactures they have run well factures played the leading role, growing their aid as rants, not loans, and terms

ahead (sce chart), That conceals some by 10.6% a year during 1960-75. They for the rest have been getting softer.

startlin- individual achievements-and accounted for 39% of the growth in To ifor the official aid short-

none nure so than South Korea, whose south-south trade during that time, al- fall-and to fill the hole caused by higher

exports 'rew by over 30% a year during though barely 1t% of ide manufactured oil prices-1!Js have turned inrdasingly

1960-7. Thiat country and 12 others ac- imports come from other Ides. io rivate inance. is rrowing-

count for abotit 80% of lc manufactured ( Financial flows. Given the idcs' habit- mai nly fron the Eurocurrency markets-
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vide the thrust of the Ides' future export
Winning one race growth. If trade barriers remain roughly
.xport voume as they are today, the World Bank pro-

Ar , W oWMt,S,'Mo-7s89wic") jects that Ides will account for 13.6% of
;L O.e.4,.qcountr'.. Indund wmi the industrial countries' manufactured

a 2 4 a 8 10 12 ,
O% ~.. .. . impots by~ comparedWf71Kr7TU_

Focd VAyears earlier. In terms of the total mar-
ket, however, they will be supplying-oxi.1

ot cm 2.7% (1.2% i 1975. But that will be
11ei .wd,ey rucr _niTgher for some individual pro-
onnmirre ls A AO ducts: and with restrictions e those

ansd .. *ALnow on textiles anfCotr hng, the dcs
would have no hope6f Le h eir

. ta cxport far_ ts-nor mfuc ese besides.
The rich world's prolonged recessioii
overcasts the Future with pessimism.

%:w Mn utSei 38.3r4 a year hetween
,v72-76. Jut ctsomparatvely few ides are -g S t
creditworthy enough for western bank- '
Crs: last year 80% of Ide bank borrowing optimism
was done by just nine countries. Much
the same group has attracted the bulk of
private direct investment, which grew in Professor Rostow is, as ever, on the side -
volume by (4% a year during 1960-75. of the optimists. He believes still, as he

Higher borrowing means higher debt did in 1960, that the world's latecomers to
servicing costs, particularly painful if ex- .industrialisation can catch up with their Rostow smiles at the future
port earnings are not rising as fast. As a forerunners in the rich world, just as the -
proportion of their exports. debt service nineteenth century's latecomers (Japan. eighteenth century, in the 1860s (concen-
for the low-income countries rose from Sweden, Canada) caught up in the twen- trated on coal supplies), in the years
4.6% in 1970 to T.2% in 1976; for middle- tieth. Some who entered "take-oft" in before the first world war and those after
income countries--heavy borrowers, but the second and third quarters of this the second. After each (in the 1940s,
also more successful exporters-the ratio century are already proving his case for even before the inevitable American
went froin 7.5% to-8.0%. him (Brazil, Iran,.South Korea, Taiwan); commission had concluded-its delibera-

- the vicissitudes of those who have patent- tions) prices yielded and the crisis
Where now? ly failed at growthmanship need not, he dissolved.
So much for the past. The idcs face some believes, be permanent. - But Rostow is not one who believes
daunting difficulties. For all the constraints. he believes the that energy or food will this time lurch
a Population growth. While detailed Je- poor- three quarters of the world can quickly into glut. The paceof population
mographic projections are invariably aspire to the kind of growth that will growth now s too massive; even if disas-

jvrong, the World Bank figures do offer bring mass affluence. And whether the ter can be averted, the threat casts all

ite general guide. They show the ld 'argument among the academics of the previous crises into the shade. At best, he
oOulation risinu frnrn bilh-rn1 h"" 7 affluent west.goes his or the doomsters' sees the near future as a phase of history

ti '5 billo 'N 4001 with t - way, the poor will try for growth; so in which the price of energy, food, raw
the countries not reaching a stationary serious policy-making must be framed materials. even clean air and water, stay
pny- accordingly: higher than they have been in the genera-
second c=ntury. . the disadvantaged of this world are tion up until the 1970s. For the resump-
-es T-e World-Bank (like about to buy rickets for the show; they are tion of high and stable rates of growth, he
other international bodies) doubts-that quite unmoved by the affluent emerging argues that a different set of policies are
these w ad--except from the theatre and pronouncing the show needed, and that the world has been
in Latin America. where a small surplus had; they are determined to Find ourfor dangerously slow in rejigging them.
is projected. This will mean more im- themselves. By the year 2000, says Rostow, a world
ports, so even more foreign borrowing. 1ut, for ttese latecomers, the difficulties that is both lucky and clever will have
3 I) The World Think reckons that are compounded by the population ex- succeeded in eight Herculean tasks:
the ldcs' (or.:ign capital retltzirrmenis will plosioit: the sheer weight of numbers of ; Gross birth rates in the developing
rs.. from 63 billion (1975) to S276 billion people in simultaneous pursuit of the life world will have been halved.
(1985): smne of this is due to inflation (an beyond poverty. and the huge expansion 3 The productivity of agriculture will
assumed Y% a year). but even so the this implies in demand for food, raw have been raised enough to avoid the
need will more than double in real terms. materials and energy, . crudest kind of Malthusian crisis.
On all the ocher World Bank assumptions The anxiety this causes is almost as old 0 An energy source based on renew-
about trade. etc. this would raise debt as economic history. Rostow puts the able, or essenially infinite. resources will
service raiios [rum 11.8% to 2l.0%2 debate firmly in its place with four similar have been found.
unman hinks . WocldBnk, ones in the past, each at the beginning of Q Air and water pollution will be under

VQtided anorts can grow at theI)ro- the upswing into a long-run "Kondra- control,
tThat riw st real tieff" growth cycle. lliese phases were all 3 Expanded production, substitution,

obshe g4ioesQLo..k. characterised by high or rising prices for economy and recycling will provide suffi-
Prrtctionism in the industrial con- basic products and pressure on food or cient raw materials to permit industriali-

tries. Manufactures are presumed to pro- raw material siipolies: at the turn of the sation to continue.
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Where births drop world by the middle of the next century poorest countries.
Middle-income countries with the highest and as there are today.
lowest fall in birth rates That is too pessimistic. Projecting pre- Big fleas have little fleas
Country Birth rate % sent trends, country by country, in mor- The critical lesson that both the World

(per 1000 change aality changes, the World Bank arrives at Bank and Professor Rostow believe thepopulation) 1950-75
1975 a figure for world population of 10 bil- world is lear ning too slowly is the interde-

Singapore 18 -52.6 lion, when it finally stabilises in about 200 pendence of rich and poor. The slow-
Hongkong 18 -48,6 years-ie, 21 times today's figure. moving, low-achieving, infinitely tedious
Taiwan 23 -42.5 There are only two ways to hasten a sets of north-south trade and aid "dia-South Korea 24 -41 5
Trinidad and Tobago 23 -395 drop in birth rates fast enough to score a logues" prove the point. The rich have
Costa Rica 29 -38.3 plus on Professor Rostow's task sheet. grown on the back of the poor, the poor
Chile 23 -37.8 First (as favoured by the rich world) by at the tail of the rich.
Tunisia 34 -27.7
Columbia 33 -26. government action. Professor Rostow The poor need the rich to grow for four
Thailand 34 -26.1 notes with approval that the number of reasons. First, because otherwise the

Ides with family planning programmes Ides' export markets simply do not grow
Uberia 50 +16.3 increased from only 4 in 1960 to 53 in fast enough: in the past three years, the
Congo. People's Rep 45 +2.3 1974. Second (as emphasised by the annual growth in their exports to OECDZambia 51 +2.0
Mauritania 45 0.0 poor) by a transferof resources from, and countries has braked from 23% to 9% to
Jordan 47 0.0 access to the markets in, the rich world, 2%. Second, because slow growth in the
Togo 50 -2.0 so that the less-developed can quickly . industrial world breeds protectionism,
Sudania 49 -2.0 raise their incomes to the levels at which which means their markets for imports
Ghana 49 -2.0 birth rates traditionally begin to fall fast actually contract. Third, because reces-
Senegal 47 -2.1 Faster growth is the key that unlocks so sion cracks the frail gwcrosity of the
Allmiddencomecountries 40 -9,2 "many doors that appear to have been rich-in the transfer of resources and
All industrial countries 18 -13.6 slammed against optimism over the past direct aid. And fourth, because one of
* Patterns of investment will have been six years. Total food production has risen the poor world's major exports-la-
restructured to permit this expansion. faster than total population, defying the bour-is totally rejected when unemploy-
* High and steady rates of growth will prophets of Malthusian doom. But it has ment rises in the developed world. But
have been reconciled with price stability. not kept pace with demand. And even the rich need the poor, too; the fifth
Q The Ides will have doubled their in- with the kind of productivity increases in danger of recession is that they forget
come per head; another quarter century agriculture that Professor Rostow sees as that the balance of trade generated by
of modernisation will have fitted them a minimum task, many countries will still high Ide growth lies in the industrial
better to face the inevitable. crises of need to import to keep their expanded world's favour.
changing circumstance. populations fed (see chart). The World Bank's "neutral" base pro-

What are the world's chances of suffi- Neither raw materials nor energy jection is that the industrial world will
cent fortune and wisdom? sources are evenly distributed. Even with recover, not to the 5% growth that it

new energy sources, new raw materials averaged in the 1960s, but to an average
Getting out of transition and the recycling of limited ones, the growth rate of 4.2%. Professor Rostow.
It is probable that, sometime in the mid- lubrication of high growth is needed to who pses the same basic assumption,
1970s, the rate of growth of the world's diffuse them throughout the world. Pro- shows the likely consequences if growth
population passed its explosive peak. But fessor Rostow is right to reject the pessi- instead remains stuck at the 31% it has
that does not mean the population crisis mism of vertical technical limits to achieved this year and last: real growth in
is over. As Professor Rostow shows, growth; but equally ready to admit that the developing world barely keeps pace
when the old world industrialised, death. the growth track has been uncomfortably with population growth, and the rise in
rates dropped slowly and a fall in birth steepened. He provides, for example, living standards of the third quarter of a
rates followed swiftly; so Europe was not two projections of Ides' growth at differ- century slows to a halt.
stuck dangerously long in the "demogra- ent energy prices, based on World Bank The middling-poor can, and should,
phic transition" of spectacular population figures: a 25% cut in the oil price nearly buttress their economies against slow
growth. In the less-developed world, doubles the growth of gnp per head in the world growth by raising domestic savings
death rates will now fall more slowly, and domestically financed investment.
which is why population growth rates And all Idcs can strengthen their own
should decelerate: but they will remain Thought for food bootstraps by birth control and raising
alarmingly high until birth rates come Developing countries'baances in major agricultural productivity. But before they
down. These drop at a higher level of stape foods can recover the growth needed to drag
economic development and, even then, -w5am.ato 1 ieprofecui" their populations out of poverty, the rich
erratically: the table shows the wide dif- -"' Lain world must drag itself out of recession.
ference between two extreme groups of NorAra sea- In Professor Rostow's view, that will
middle-income countries, It some of the Asa MiddleEast Africa involve more-and more difficult-plan-
Asian economic high-flyers, birth rates - ning by governments, with the successful
are nearly down to western levels; in a countries living "in a setting somewhere
Africa, they have barely shifted. between a mixed Keynesian welfare

Only in the industrial world is popula- economy and a war economy". However
tion growth down to 1%: the level that they fumble Iheir way forward, the exist-
prevailed in the world as a whole before _afanu " ing industrial countries will continue to
population exploded in the third quarter 1S a dominate the world economy for at least
of this century. If world population con- the next,quartcr century. The fate of the
tinued to grow at only 2%. there would 72 rest of the world hangs, relatively help.
be nearly five times as many people in the So we u lessly, on their success.
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TALK TO THE ROUND TABLE ON ECONOMY AND POLITICS OF

THE FRIEDRICH EBERT FOUNDATION

(March 8, 18:00)

See attached: (i) notes on the Friedrich Ebert Foundation
00 your speech

Participants: Invitations were sent to 200-300 persons.

The Foundation 12y o its Round Table ("Gespnchskreis Wirt-
schaft und Politik") R. so a liti of all plitical shades, such asall Cabinet members and Under Secretaries, n nbers

o th e Bundestag
Committee for Economic Affairs and of the Bundestag Committee for
Economic Cooperation, all state prime ministers, members of the German
UNESCO Committee (some well-known professors and writers), some senior
civil servants (Mr. Schulmann), the chairmen of the 16 industrial trade
unions and the board of the federation of trade unions, the heads of
the Catholic and Protestant aid organizations, the chief executives of
major German business firms, banks and insurance companies. Secretary
Ohlin of the Brandt Commission was also invited. The Foundation expects
between 80-150 acceptances.

Simultaneous translation is available. The interpreters would
like to have a text of the speech a few hours ahead of time.

The meeting will start around 6 p.m. The Chairman will be Dr. HESSELBACH,Chairman of the board of a holding company which controls trade union-
owned banks, insurance companies, building societies, cooperatives etc.
Mr. NAU, the President of the Foundation will also be there.

Dr. HESSELBACH will introduce you with a few words and you will
then talk about "The international development scene - problems and
prospects". This will be followed by a 60-90-minute question-and-
answer period.

Thereafter, there will be a buffet-type reception at the
"Political Club"for which about half of the participants of the
discussion are expected to come and where some may want to speak to
you privately.

The reception will last a good two hours.

J-)



THE FRIEDRICH EBERT FOUNDATION

"Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung" is the Social Democratic Pnrty'a
political foundation. It was founded in 192 n honor of the first
President of the German repub ic after World War I, Social Democrat
Friedrich Ebert. It is financed by the SPfl, and it receives federal
funds in support of some of its international activities. The foun-
dation's main activities are: political education, social and economic
research, support of German and foreign students through scholarships, and
international cooperation.

In the field of international cooperation, the foundation attempts
not only to promote understanding between peoples, but also to make
a contribution to the German aid effort. The international work con-
sists of support for trade unions, cooperatives, institutions of adult
education, universities, research organisations, journalists, radio
and television in LDCs.

Within these various areas, the foundation gives priority to
adult education. Support is given financially, through the provision
of advisors and consultants, and through the organisation of training
courses and seminars.
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Meeting with Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher

(March 9, 8:15 for breakfast
in the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs)

As of February 9, Mr. Genscher is still at home with some heart
trouble, but is expected to be in the office next week.

For background see attached curriculum vitae plus personal sketch.

Present: - Minister GENSCHER (+ interpreter)

- two Foreign Affairs officials

IBRD
- Messrs. MCNAMARA, STECKHAN, KOCH-WESER.

Issues likely to be raised by the Minister:
- UNCTAD V and North-South relations

- common fund

- the need for COMECON to increase its aid

- assistance to middle-income countries to "graduate" and to

bring them closer to the OECD

- Southern Africa, in particular Namibia

- Turkey.

¶t



HANS-DIETRICH GENSCHER

Federal Minister for Foreign Affairs and Vice-Chancellor

Age(53,married, one daughter

1943 - 1945 Air force auxiliary, labor service, military service

prisoner of war

1946 - 1952 Study of law and economics at the universities of

Halle and Leipzig; completion of legal training in

Bremen and Hamburg, after settlement in the Federal

Republic of Germany

1952 Member of the FDP

1965 Member of the Bundestag

1969 - 1974 Federal Minister of the Interior under Chancellor

Willy Brandt

1974 Elected as chairman of_tDE-

since 1974 Federal Minister of Foreign Affairs and Vice-Chancellor

in Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's cabinet which was formed

following Mr. Brandt's resignation in the wake of a

spy scandal. Walter Scheel, the previous foreign minister,

vacated his seat because of his candidature for the

Federal Presidency.

The politician:

Mr. Genscher was one of the chief engineers of his party's shift

in 1969 from coalition with the CDU to a new coalition with the SPD

which brought the Social Democrats into government for the first time

since the foundation of the Federal Republic. He is not a doctrinaire

politician; his thinking is rather centrist than leftist-liberal. He

believes in basic democratic freedoms which must be protected against

incursions of powerful organisations, both big business and big labor.

Of the three main areas of German foreign policy, Mr. Genscher has

been most active in North-South relat ; his predecessors under

Chancellor Adenauer concentra e on relations with the West and under

Chancellor Brandt on relations with the East. In the North-South area,

the Foreign Ministry shares responsibility with the Ministry of Economic



Mr. Genscher page 2.

Affairs and the Ministry for Economic Cooperation. 
Mr. Genscher has

shown greater flexibilit than the rigidly free-market oria*d

and te common fund. He has also been more active and diplomatic in

his dealings with LDCs in the U.N. and through bilateral contacts,

often upstaging the cooperation ministers who have followed upon

each other in quick succession.
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KARL OTTO PdHL

Vice chairman Deutsche Bundesbank

Ag6 ./ aarried, two children

Up to 1955 Study of economics at the U- -,iversity of Gdttingen

Until 1960 Department head at the IFO Institute for Economic Research,
Munich

1961 - 1967 Financial journalist in Bonn

1968 - 1969 Member of the Board of Management of the Federation of
German Banks, Cologne

1971 - 1972 Head of the Department of Economics and Finance at the
Chancellor's Office

1972 - 1977 Under Secretary in the Ministry of Finance

Since
June 1977 Vice chairman of the Deutsche Bundesbank, Frankfurt

Mr. Pdhl is Vice chairman of the eight-member Bundesbank board.
Its chairman, 67-year old Dr Ottmar Emminger. is scheduled to go into

.,retirement at the end of this ea r-
_T. Mr. Pbhl, although a highly regarded

monetary exper-C-,is still considered not to possess sufficient experience
in the field of central banking to be the most likely candidate for
Mr. Emminger's succession. Recently it was rumored that Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt had made up his mind to nominate 6D -II 1 11 I!,_Njjfried Guth- :II (At pres- _-t,as Bundesbank chairman when Mr. Emminger Is ontract expires.
Mr Guth is a member of the board of management of Deutsche Bank.) The
Chancellor's office has strongly denied that there was any truth in the
rumor. The fact remains that Mr. Guth would be one of the most attractive
candidates for the chairmanship of the Bundesbank because of the depth of
his national and international experience.
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Me with Finance Minister Hans Matth6fer

(Afternoon of March 9
in Frankfurt, exact time
and place to be determined)

For background see attached curriculum vitae plus personal sketch.

Present: - Minister MATTH6FER (plus associates)

IBRD - Messrs McNAMARA, STECKHAN, KOCH-WESER

Issues likely to be raised by the Minister:

- IDA replenishment

- Bank borrowing on German capital market

- LDC debt

- the Bank's rural_ q ment activities

- transfer of te hnoloqy

(Mr. Matth6fer's personal assistant mentioned that the Minister might
be interested in the Bank's views on a campaign against corruption in
LDCs. In addition, the Minister may bring up issues that were dis-
cussed at the Interim Committee meeting in Washington, from where he
returns.)



HANS MATTHUFER

Federal Minister of Finance

Age 53 married

1942 - 1945 labor service, military service

1950 member of the SPD

1948 - 1953 study of economics and socialsciences in Frankfurt and
Madison, Wise.

1953 - 1961 work at the head office of the metal workers trade union

1961 member of the Bundestag

1972 Under Sec ry for parliamentary relations at the
Ministry for Economic Cooperation

1974 Federal Minister for Research and Technology

1978

to present Federal Minister of Finance

The politician:

The son of a foundry worker, Mr. Matthbfer belongs to the left
wingof the Socia Democratic Party. He is motivaEed bya highly moral
sense of social justice which makes him very critical of big business
and oppresive governmts He is, however, not a revolutionary aim
he has always taken great pains to keep his distances from communists.
He is a man of keen political temperament who provides color to the
often drab political scene in Bonn. His statement that the Pinochet
government in Chile was a "gang of murderers" with which he would not
have the slightest contact, is characteristic. This statement was con-
sidered to be an embarrassing one for a member of the German government
and Mr. Matthdfer had to submit to public criticism by Foreign Minister
Hans-Dietrich Genscher. While at the Ministry for Economic Cooperation,
he underlined the moral and political side of the development. He said
that a dev0lopment policy which increased inequality in LDCs frustrated
both --demoercy-and economic growth. In his view aid should onlyTe
given where it helps to increase "the democratic potential".



When in February 1978 Chancellor Schmidt asked Mr. Matthdfer
to leave the Ministry for Research and Technology to become Finance
Minister, Mr. Matthbdfer followed rather reluctantly, pointing out
that neither qualification nor temperament fitted him for the job.
However, Mr. Schmidt was insistent in view of Mr. Matthbfer's out-
standing qualities as a man of duty and responsibility. Since then,
he has managed the Finance Ministry quietly and efficiently.
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TABLE I. PRELIMINARY PROJECTIONS OF NON-OPEC DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, (NODCS) ENERGY BALANCE 1275-85 1/

Growth
ig8o i985 1926-80 11 1-85 12ZL8i

niL-IMPORTING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (OIDCs)

Consuimpt ion: Oil 4.33 5.35 7.20 4.3 6.2 5.2

Non-Oil 3.73 4-95 7.30 5.8 8.1 6.9

Total 10.3o ll 50 5.0 7.1 6.0

Production: oil 1.21 1.66 28 6 * 5 il.4 8.9

Non-Oil 3.62 4.88 7.35 6-2 8.5 7.3

Total 6.54 10.20 6.2 9.3 7.8

Net Energy Imports 3/ 3. 6 3.3 2.7 3.0

9 -4 3.4 3.4
oil Imports - 9 7 3

oil imports as % of Total Imports 14 4 R

Value of Oil Imports (current $ billion/year) 24.3 z
-'V1

NON-oPIC 011-1XPORTING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 4/ .7

Consumption-, Oil 1.14 1.36 1.88 3.6 6.7 5.2

Non-Oil o,49 0.85 1.37 11.6 10.0 10-8

Total j.6 __21 1-25 6.3 8.0 7.1

Production: oil 2.36 4.og 5.55 11.6 6.3 8.9

Non-Oil 0.61 1.14 1.91 13.3 10.9 12.1

Total 2.97 5__ n 7. 12.0 7.4 9.6

Net Energy Exports L i L 0_2 18.4 6.9 12.5

Oil Exports 1.22 2.73 3.67 17.5 6.1 11.6

nil Exports as % of Total Exports 22.0 29.6 32.1

ilue of Oil Exports (current $ billion/year) 4.3 13.8 25.0

TOTAL NON-OPEC DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Cons ump t i on: oil 5.47 6.71 9.08 4.2 6.3 5.2
_L6 

7.5
Non-OTI 4.22 5.80 3 6.6 8.4

Total =99 12-51 17-75 5.2 7.2 6.2

Production- oil 3.57 5.75 BAD 10.0 7.9 8.9

Non-oil 4.23 6.02 9.27 7.3 9.0 8.2

Total 7.80 11.77 17.67 8.6 8.5 8.5

Net Energy imports ].go 0.75 0.08 -17.0 -36.1 -27.2

MEMO ITEM /

Bunkers (all oil) 0.46 0.57 o.67 4.4 3.3 3.8

'01

I/ Refers to commercial energy sources only and assumes that OPEC crude oil prices remain constant in real terms through

1985 011.50 per barrel in 1975). OIDCs are projected to grow at 5.3% Per annum In 1976-80; 6.4% in 1981-85; and 5.8%

per annum for the whole of the decade. Corresponding growth rates for non-OPEC oil exporters are 5.5%, 6.6%, and 6.1%;

and for all NODCs the growth rates assumed are 5.4%. 6.4% and 5.9%. Totals may not add due to rounding.

2/ Non-oil Includes coal, gas, and hydropower. nuclear and geothermal. The breakdown for energy from these sources for

all NOOC5 is-
-Non-Oil Ener2y COnsUrPtiOn and Production (Million BDOE)

Production 1225 Consumption Production 1985 Consimption

Coal 2.17 2.30 3.74 3.75

Gas 0.85 0.71 2.53 1.92

Hydro. Nuclear, and Geothermal 1.20 1.21 3.00 1.0-0
Total Non-OTI 4.23 4.22 9.27 8.67

31 As indicated, the bulk of energy imports Is in the form of oil; coal and gas account for almost all of the remainder.

4 on-OPEC oil exporters include: Angola, Bahrain, Bolivia, Congo, Egypt, Malaysia, Mexico, Syria, Oman, Trinidad and

Tobago. Tunisia, and Zaire-

51 Deliveries to bunkers (for fuelling vessels) are excluded From net imports and net exports.

Source: Bank Staff estimates.
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z DA 621
USý Equiv. -Usý Equiv.

--- 22- as zi s of % In-zr,ase 41
I % ,> 2/ '<at' 1 Curr. 3/ 14/7ý eurr. Raýe!

77 re Sha.e xs:'1 Cý,rr. C

ur,-.,cd states 8720 2ý&. i 2,400.DOO i 00ý]ý13 2400.00 31.22 3,666.fiao I.GGaD 3666 28.2 53 .041Canada 8500 3.7 470.788 1.0511 4,7.90 5.83 616.686 1.20D5 572 4.41 4f,95" 1.5 1,239.1102 4.2175 C619293.810 3.82 1,5ý1,517 4.3723 364 2.8 28 lal4.4 262,307.953 886.ý750 255-90 3.85 338,923ý0,Ja 1541.0000 403 3.1 29 .0407120 ýý8 2,G63,460 4.9925 4,3,3J 5.:ý8 2,889.562 4.2745 676 5.2 40 .033
50.10 5681 43.7

Jt:ýin 60w 19,8 223.462.86,0 282.1300 792.40 10.30 340,197.000 201.3000 1690 13.0 52 -0398360 10,8 2,OD6,913 2.39?6 838.80 10.91 3,146.104 1.a6116 1690 13.0 57 .061638o ].1 844.279 16,9S;5 49,70 D.63 1.417.260 13.6275 104 018 6& .04183s0 1.8 4>582.0G9 36.7733 124.60 1.62 6,475.3DO 29.3000 221 1.7 41 .051De 8,70 1.0 515.167 5 87.ao 1.k4 803.634 5.1515 156 1.2 56 .068'- ;,id s 7650 Z.3 540.775 2.4955 216.70 2,82 757.532 2.0095 377 2ý9 40 .067rwý,ýr 8s160 ýD. 8 423314 5.2ý70 80.60 1.(15 797.316 5.1110 156 1,237.6 2150.Z3 2-5,49 435ý. 33.,3 .384

Donars 
130 1 Q

7190 2,1 C.9106 146,90 1,91 217.923 0-23?3 247 1.9 63 .0516270 0.6 3.&GgL) 4i.00 0.53 258.63,5 3.9790 65 0.587,3 42 1. 1,ý,3 19ý.,300 2.20 0.ý3 1.237.630 32 1 ý,?pa ja 4 66
I re j 2sýD 0.2 20,ý .0635.r11,113 0.58ýj S.59 6.514 0.50ii 13 0.1 -'0K.ý ý-ea slo ý.0 4S4. s"o 4a4. - .0251-CO 0.01 96B.00n 484.03-D0 2 100 .001Iri.-ýa i t 11610 (y. 3 51.9ý2 1a0.00 2.34 82.016 0.2743 299 2.3 53 ý410495D 0,1 132.3S6 36.7733 3.60 0.05 205.!M 29,3.rýi) 7Z,:alýind 55 .0474553 0.3 a. 01 ýj 1. 7.65 0.1D 12.2aý 0.9.'4C, 13 0 1 54 cýlýArabia glio 2.5 1,235.ý00 ý.53i0 3 5{). GO 4.55 2,000,310 3-ý45Q 593 4'6 62 .099Alrýca 1ý20 0.9 5.ý96 0.8696 10.DD 0.13 11.305 0.86ý6 13 0,1 30 .1}0632,2 2.8 6a,7,ý4C 0.27 2,726.022 ".59ýo 39 0"3 8922573 c.4 200. D&j 3.9405 Se. 75 0. 345.258 3.B3ýo 91 C'7 75 .0ý5i r i K i ri 9,Jýxn 4333 5.6 473.855 0.5820 8:4,3o IG-59 ý>97.030 D.SOTI 13ýý 10,7 47 .1051810 1,1 143.995 18.3944 0.11 242.228 18.632917.9 0,i 63 oas5.Q9 21.39 2795 21.5
GRAND TOTAL '00.00 7686.ig 100ý00 130DO 100.0 slo

11 =r;cgt Price> converted co curre.-.c US$ ar; average 1977 eKeharge rares divided by mid-1977 pøpulati" e-stirates. The results have 4cen r,ýuýided to tiheQsc
21 Sýi-ares in Fý81-83 US $ WP at ir-arket prýces.
31 n,2 I;S$ equivalents fý>jý iDA6 resulr 'rom C2ý.e gýven shares off a $1.3b41 The weýghtad average i.ný:rease in national currencics was abtaýjiý by us;ng the LS$ cquivalgnts in IDA6 as weig.Nts.Possible cwtribktioilýý to the Sixth Rep;tnýsNn,--nt ;n n.ational curr-encics expressed as a per"nt of the estimated or projecteýd GDF of contributo-s in nationalclirrencles ýor týe thr'ee Years FYSI-83.
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Shares in IDA Replenishments al

Initial First Second Third Total Through Fourth Total Through Fifth Total Through

Country Subscr. Re2 en Replen. Replen. Third Replen. Rplepl FourthRepen. Replen, Fifth Replen.
(% for 1960$

amount)

Australia 2.47 2.66 2.00 1.97 2.12 2.03 2.08 1.91 2.05

Austria 0.62 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.66 0.69 0.69 0.65 0.66

Belgium 1.01 1.11 1.70 1,67 1.47 1.72 1.57 1.62 1.59

Canada 4.63 5.60 6.25 6.14 5.77 6.19 5.92 5.83 5.87

Denmark 1.07 1.01 1.10 1.08 1.34 1.22 1.29 1.14 1.22

Finland 0.47 0.31 0.34 0.50 0.43 0.57 0.48 0.53 0.50

France 6.48 8.31 8.10 6.14 6.86 5.72 6.37 5.38 5.94

Germany 6.48 9.75 9.75 9.58 9.03 11.60 10.05 10.91 10.38

Iceland 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02

Ireland 0.37 0.16 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.14

Italy 2.22 4.03 4.03 3.96 3.66 4.09 3.82 3.85 3.82

Japan 4.11 5.54 5.54 5.90 5.41 11.16 7.74 10.30 8.78

Kuwait 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.44 0.43 o.61 0.50 2.34 1.37

Luxembourg 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Netherlands 3.39 2.22 2.44 2.77 2.67 2.99 2.79 2.82 2.84

New Zealand 0.11 0.26 0.17 0.10 0.14

Norway 0.82 0.89 0.89 0.98 0.93 1.12 1.01 1.05 1.05

South Africa 1.23 0.54 0,25 0.12 0.38 0.20 0.31 0.13 0.23

Sweden 1.23 2.01 2.47 4.18 3.91 4.06 3.95 3.82 3.89

United Kin9 dom 16.04 12.97 12.96 12.74 13.16 11.26 12.33 10.60 11.59

United States 39.17 41.89 40.00 J931 39.28 33.82 36.89 1,2 _42

Total Part 1 Members 92.27 100.00 98.99 288 97.82 9955, 98.16 _4.39 96.61

Switzerland 1.01 1.30 0.83 0.87 0.51

UP, 0.66 0.27

Part 11 Countries
Initial Subscr. - 10P 3.31 0.51 0.30 0.18

-g0: Released 4.41 0.69 o.4o 0.23

Add. Subscr. 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01

Supplementary Resources
- Israel 0.02 0.01 0.01

- Korea 0.01 0.01

- Saudi Arabia 4.56 1.88

- Spain 0.10 0.05 0.30 0.15 0.27 0.20

- Yugoslavia 0.17 0.08 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.10

Total Part II Members 7.73 0.32 1.35 0.45 0.97 4.95 2.61

Unallocated ---..--- -

GRAND TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

a/ Shares based on Standard Table VIIb - IDA: Contributions by'Country, P&B, 6/6/78.
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ANNEX

Table I - Flow of Official Development Assistance
from Development Assistance Committee
Members 

-

Table 2 - Flow of Official Development Assistance:
Pattern foe-DAC Donors

Table 3 - Concessionary Flows to Multilateral
Institutions by Donor Country

Table 4 - Estimated Effect of IBRD and IDA Operations
on Germany's Balance of Payments through FY78

Table 5 - Flow of Resources from OAC Members
Table 6 - Comparative Aid Performance of DAC Member

Countries
Table 7 - Concessionality of ODA Commitments
Table 8 - Distribution 'of ODA to Higher Income LDC's

- 1976
Table 9 - Distribution of ODA to the Poorest Countries

- 1976
Table 10- Net ODA to Multilateral Agencies 1977



Table l FLOW OF OFFICIAL DIEELOPAENT ASSISTV;CE F7MM DEVELOPMFNT ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE MEMBERS a

(Calendar Years, US$ million and % of Projected CNP)

1965 1970 1975 17 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

.Australia 119 202 507 385 427 510 599 689 786 589 993 1107 1235
.53 .59 .60 .42 .45 .46 .47 .48 .49 .50 .50 .50 .50

Austria 10 11 64 48 1L8 146 169 196 226 261 291 335 361

.11 .07 .17 .12 .24 .26 .27 .28 .29 .30 .30 .30 .30

elgium 102 120 378 340 371 481 563 664 775 909 1058 1188 1325

.60 .46 .59 .51 .46 .50 .53 .56 .59 .62 .65 .65 .65

Caaca 96 346 880 887 992 1070 1219 1359 1544 1752 1954 2179 2429

.19 .42 .55 .46 .51 .53 .54 .54 .55 .56 .56 .56 .56

Dxnark 13 59 205 214 258 338 387 442 504 568 630 700 778
.13 .38 .58 .56 .60 .67 .70 .72 .74 .75 .75 .75 .75

Finland / 2 7 48 51 49 52 62 73 84 98 109 120 133

.02 .07 .18 .18 .17 .17 .18 .19 .19 .20 .20 .20 .20

-rance 752 971 2094 2146 2267 2902 3255 3637 4089 4569 5113 5695 6343

.76 .66 .62 .62 .60 .64 .64 .64 .65 .65 .65 .65 .65

u.r:-any :/ 0DMT. 1838 2192 4157 3484 3218 3767 3524 4356 4903 5529 5846 6468 7085

USSm 456 599 1689 1384 1386 1853 2072 2378 2767 3226 3526 4033 4567
.40 .32 .40 .31 .37 .30 .30 .31 .31 .3 .32 .33 .33

Italy 60 147 182 226 186 255 280 2F5 315 363 407 453 518

.10 .16 .11 .13 .10 .11 '11 .10 .10 .11 .11 .11 .11

Japan 244 458 1148 1105 1424 1997 2393 2848 3279 3926 4461 5069 5760

.27 .23 .23 .20 .21 .21 .22 .24 .24 .25 .25 .25 .25

::etherlands 70 196 604 720 900 1115 1323 1512 1693 1877 2081 2306 2557

.36 .61 .75 .82 .85 .90 .96 .99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

New Zealand d/ 14 66 53 53 56 59 62 67 75 88 97 108

.23 .52 .41 .39 .33 .32 .30 .30 .30 .32 .32 .32

Norway 11 37 184 218 295 368 437 505 581 667 760 858 969

.16 .32 .66 .70 .82 .91 .96 .98 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03

Sweden 38 117 566 608 779 821 909 1015 1145 1278 1412 1561 1725

.19 .38 .82 .82 .99 .97 .99 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03

Switzerland 12 30 104 112 119 147 166 188 211 239 267 295 326

.09 .5 .19 .19 .19 .18 .19 .19 .19 .20 .20 .20 .20

United Kingdom 472 447 863 835 914 1109 1247 1406 1600 1787 1976 2165 2372

.47 .36 .37 .38 .37 .38 .38 .39 .41 .42 .42 .42 .42

United States e/ 3418 3050 4007 4334 4159 4824 5162 5772 6638 7652 8515 9475 10544

.49 .31 .26 .25 .22 .23 .22 .22 .23 .24 .24 .24 .24

=:0 TOTAL

ODA (sb. - Nominal Prices) 5.9 6.8 13.6 13.7 14.7 18.0 20.3 23.0 26.3 30.1 33.6 37.6 42.0

.44 .34 .35 .33 .31 .33 .33 .33 .34 .35 .35 .35 .35

GDA (Sb. - Const. 1977 prices) 13.1 12.7 15.2 14.8 14.7 15.8 16.5 17.5 18.7 19.9 20.8 21.7 22.6

GNP ($t. - Nominal Prices) 1.3 2.0 3.8 4.2 4.7 5.5 6.2 6.9 7.7 8.6 9.6 10.7 11.9

Price Peflator f/ .45 .54 .89 .92 1.00 1.14 1.23 1.32 1.41 1.51 1.62 1.73 1.85

zt Fi-ures for 1977 and earlier years are based on a.tual data. Those far 1976-85 are based on OECD and World Bank estimates

of growth of GNP, on information on bawiget appropriations for aid, and on aid policy statements by governments. They are

projections, not predictions, of what will occur unless action not now planned takes place.

b/ Finland beca- a .r.ber of bAC in January 1975.

cl The proettios of CDA shown in this table are uii lt up in US dollar ter"s, and the ratios to GNP are calculated using

projecticns of CNP ailso rude in US dollars. lrplicitly. this anproach assiumcs that differenes in inflation rates arng

countries wiil be reflected in corresponding changes in exchange rates. An explicit eassuption about inflation differentials

-j,t be radc in order to Provide the >1M figures she-on for Ger.sally in this tab le. Th.e asuddfceb iinltoma

- ten the LS a aG C.' -y an(c -m,nce assune exchange rate chang.r between the USS and the DM) is about 7i. in 1979 and

u cLzl,rvafter.
~~..eatand~~o bDa-'asetr0 AC in 1i;73. ODA figures for N.,w ZeAland are not av3ilablc tot 1965.

e In 149, at the beginnin g of the Marshall Plan, US Offi cial Oevelopncmnt Assistince azounted to 2.79% of CNiP.

f/ The deflator is the US$ GNP deflator-which includes the effects of changes 
in exchange rates.

P&S
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TABLE 4: ESTIMATrD EFFECT OF IBRD AND TDA OPERATIONS ON GERMANY-S
BALANCE OF PAYIMNTS THROUGH YY78

(US$ millions. Fiscal Years)

Through
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 le,78

!ZRD EFFECT

Current Account
Procurement of Goods il 1096 106 113 139 128 158 255 298 290 29',
Interest to Bond Holders bl 307 70 a3 97 127 176 184 193 240 339
Interest to Loan Holders b/ 5 1 .1 1 1 11
kdtainiSLrative Expenses including Issuance

Costs of Bonds 11 2 4 3 4 3 9 15 13
Less. IBRD Investment Incowe 6 3 4 4 5 6 5 19 35 21

- Loan Charges
Equals;. Balanize on Current Account 1113 --T7-6 7 236 254 328 437 4CI 511 633

Capital Account
Loans Disbursed and Outstanding
Less: 11 Subscriptior, 13 1 5

9% Sebscription 105 10 2 2 4 10
Net IBRD Bond Sales b/ 1171 28 142 191 145 -12 207 408 916 52
Net IBRD Loan Sales b/ 13 -1 -5 -4 -1 -1 6 4 87 49

koals: Balance on Capital Account -1302 -37 -140 -189 -148 13 -213 -412 -1003 -593

balance on Current and Long-term Capital iccouut Ill 139 57 47 106 341 224 69 -492 4 -0

IDA EFFECT

Current Account
Procurement of Goods a/ 211 15 35 27 43 67 114 146 155 77,

tnistrative Expenses
--.S: IDA Investmeat Incume 3 4
Equcls. Bzlancr on C,,;rr znt AcCount 211 12 1 27 'Z3 67 -11-4 -TZ6 -r55

C; pltal Account
Contribations, to IDA 164 39 39 72 74 120 20 95 65 iF13
Equals: Balance on Capital Account -.164 9 =3 9 =7 2 =74 7L20 20 =9 5 65

Balance on Current and Long-Term Capital Account 47 -27 -8 -45 -31 -53 94 51 90 -109

COMBINED IBRD/IVA EYrE=

Current Account 1624 188 228 263 297 395 551 627 666 710
Capital Account -1466 -76 -179 -261 -222 -107 -233 -507 -106S -779

Balance on Current and Long-term Caoital Account 158 112 49 2 75 288 318 120 -402 -60

Includes procurement 5pecificaijy idencified as originating in Germany and the same proportion of procurement
not identifiable by country of origin.
US$ bonds and loarts in other titan Deutsche Mark are included.

CENERAL NOTE: The amoents shown are in US$ equivalents, using the exchange rates prevailing at the time the
transactions took place, rherefore they will not necessarily agree with those shown in the Bank's
financial stater znts.

P&B
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TABLE 5: FLOW OF RESOURCES FROM DAC MEMBERS
(Net Disbursements, US$ millions)

ODA
Preliminary Total Flows

aR Actual Estimates Projected Actualfl jn Country 1T jfl 1Z- 1982 L97 76Z 1577
1 United States 3324 4334 4123 7652 6867 12344 119102 France 1075 2146 2267 4569 1624 5316 52123 Japan 73i 1105 1424 3926 2141 4003 55354 Germany 734 1384 1386 3123 1915 5314 57545 'Ca nada 39--- 1- 887 992 1752 924 2471 24236 United Kingdom 561 835 914 1787 1342 2176 5929

7 Netherlands 216 720 900 1877 438 1727 20138 Sweden 159 608 779 1278 244 1134 1555
9 Australia 202 385 427 889 530 527 62410 Belgium 146 340 371 909 317 1222 913If Norway 42 218 295 667 65 462 54712 Denmark 74 214 258 568 153 485 451

13 Italy 183 226 186 363 871 1476 198914 Switzerland 28 112 119 239 245 1350 3928
15 Austria 12 48 118 261 93 372 50316 New Zealand 17 53 53 75 26 6o 76
17 Finland 13 51 49 98 31 66 70

Total DAC 7688 1666 14696 30033 17826 4osos 49492

a/ Ranking Is by ODA Flows for 1977.

Source: Historical figures through 1977 from DAC/OECD; 1982 figures are BankStaff projections.

PAB/FA
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TABLE 6: COMPARATIVE AID PERFORMANCE OF DAC MEMBER COUNTRIES
(ODA as % of GNP)

ODA Total Flows
/ Actual Estimated Projected ActualRanina Country 1971 17 9 1982 1971IL6Q 1977

1 Sweden .44 .82 .99 1.03 .67 1.53 1.982 Netherlands .58 .82 .85 1.00 1.18 1.96 1.963 Norway .33 .70 .82 1.02 .50 1.51 1.534 France .66 .62 .60 .65 1.00 1.53 1.376 Denmark .43 .56 .60 .75 .88 1.27 1.056 Canada .42 .46 .51 .56 1.00 1.28 1.24
7 Belgium .50 .51 .46 .62 1.09 1.83 1.138 Australia .53 .42 .45 .50 1.38 .57 .669 United Kingdom .41 .38 .37 .42 .96 .99 2.4210 New Zealand .23 .41 .39 .30 .36 .48 .5611 Gemany .34 .31 .27 .33 .88 1.19 1.1212 A us t rIa- .0 12 .24 .30 .56 .92 1.04

13 United States .32 .25 .22 .24 .65 .72 .63
14 Japan .23 .20 .21 .25 .95 .72 .8115 Switzerland .12 .19 .19 .20 1.00 2.28 6.2016 Finland .12 .18 .17 .20 .28 .24 .2417 Italy .18 .13 .10 .11 .86 .87 1.02

All DAC Countries .35 .33 .31 -L. .97 1.05

a/ Ranking is by ODA/GNP ratio for 1977.

Source: Historical figures through 1977 from DAC/OECD; 1982 figures areBank Staff projections.

PAB/FA
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TABLE. 7: CONCESSIONALITY OF ODA COMMITMENTS

Overall Grant Eleme t Grants as a % of

of the ODA ProgramPt Total ODA Commitments
Ranking- Country 1975 1976 1977 1975 1976 1977

I Australia 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

2 Norway 99.8 100.0 100.0 99.6 100.0 100.0

3 New Zealand 99.1 97.4 99.8 98.2 95.7 99.7

4 Sweden 99.2 99.9 99.8 95.4 98.4 98.1

5 Belgium 98.1 98.2 98.3 92.2 91.7 90.9

6 Switzerland 91.2 90.9 98.1 66.6 77.0 95.6

7 Italy 90.5 93.1 97.7 83.5 85.4 94.2

8 Canada 96.4 97.3 97.5 72.7 80.7 77.3

9 Denmark 96.0 96.6 97.3 74.1 81.0 85.6

10 Finland 91.5 90.8 97.0 63.5 70.9 89.9

11 United Kingdom 96.9 97.6 96.7 91.1 94.8 94.6

12 France 90.7 90.6 93.0 83.1 83.4 85.2

13 Netherlands 93.9 87.0 91.1 83.9 70.6 77.3

14 United States 85.4 85.6 88.9 58.1 58.8 67.8

15 Germany 84.8 85.2 86.0 55.8 55.9 58.9

16 Japan 70.2 74.9 70.2 35.4 48.2 37.7

17 Austria 92.3 95.8 67.5 84.9 90.7 53.1

Average, all DAC
Countries 88.6 88.5 89.4 69.3 69.6 72.1

a/ The grant element of the ODA program is obtained by converting all loans
and grants to their grant equivalent. For loans, the grant element is
calculated as: 1 - The present value of all repayments (at 10%)

Face value of the loan
b/ Ranking is based on the grant element of ODA commitments made in 1977.

Source: DAC/0ECD

PAB/FA
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TABLE 8: DISTRIBUTION OF ODA TO HIGHER INCOME LDC'S. 1976
(% of Bilateral ODA, Net)

Share to Share to Share to
Countries with Countries with Countries with

a/ Per Capita Income Per Capita Income Per Capita IncomeRansg- Country > $521 $521 - $1074 > $1075

1 France 60.4 8.6 51.82 Italy 55.8 41.0 14.8
3 Netherlands 43.3 94 3394 United States 38.6 12.9 25.75 Austria 37.3 29.3 8.06 Germany 35.6 22.0 13.6
7 New Zealand 28.8 26.8 2.08 Finland 27.9 26.4 1.59 United Kingdom 20.3 16.o 4.310 Canada 18.o 16.3 1.711 Norway 17.7 15.0 2.712 Japan 17.3 13.9 3.4

13 Switzerland 16.7 10.1 6.614 Belgium 15.8 12.1 3.715 Sweden 10.3 10.2 0.116 Denmark 6.1 4.3 1.8
17 Australia 3.6 2.9 0.7

All DAC 3L5 - D 0 22.0

a/ Ranking is by share to countries with per capita income > $521 in 1975.

Source: DAC/OECD

PAB/FA
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TABLE 9: DISTRIBUTION OF ODA TO THE POOREST COUNTRIES - 1976
(% of Bilateral ODA, Net)

Share to the Share to
Poorest Countries Countries with
Per Capita Income Per Capita Income Share t Share to

RaningaCountry *$265 $266 - $520 LLDC's MSA's c/

1 Sweden 79.3 10.3 30.0 60.0
2 Belgium 74.2 10.0 23.7 30.0
3 Denmark 73.9 20.1 45.8 63.6
4 Switzerland 72.4 10.8 19.6 67.7
5 Finland 68.1 3.7 57.9 65.2
6 Canada 63.8 18.2 27.6 66.3
7 United Kingdom 60.5 19.1 19.6 59.0
8 Japan 59.1 23.5 8.1 32.9
9 Norway 58.9 23.3 37.3 65.8
10 Netherlands 48.0 8.7 17.3 42.2
11 Austria 47.3 15.3 9.3 54.7
12 Germany 37.' 26.8 23.4 51.4
13 United States , 26.8 11.0 41.5
14 Italy 31.7 12.4 12.5 17.3
15 New Zealand 20.6 50.9 10.9 13.4
16 France 19.8 19.8 10.4 26.5
17 Australia 19.1 77.2 4.5 10.4

Total DAC -_4 L 23.6 41.0

a/ Ranking is by percentage of aid to countries with per capita income C $265
in 1975.

b/ Least developed countries.
c/ Most seriously affected countries.

Source: DAC/OECD

PAB/FA
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TABLE 10: NET ODA FLOWS TO MULTILATERAL AGENCIES, 1977

Net IDA as a % Multilateral
Multilateral ODA of Total Net Aid as a % of

a $ % Total Multilateral Total DAC
a! Country Million Net ODA Flows Multilateral

Italy 151.2 81.2 - 3.3

2 Canada 516.1 52.1 39 11.2

3 Finland 21.8 44.8 27 0.5

4 Norway 130.1 44.1 19 2.8

5 Denmark 110.8 43.0 13 2.4

6 Switzerland 49.8 41.9 - 1.1

7 United Kingdom 358.7 39.2 42 7.8

8 Sweden 293.3 37.6 31 6.3

9 Japan 525.2 36.9 53 11.4

10 United States 1262.0 30.3 41 27.3

11 Belgium 109.1 29.4 - 2.4

12 Netherlands 256.0 28.4 9 5.5

13 Austria 31.3 26.6 30 0.7

14 Germany 357.9 25.8 - 7.8

15 New Zealand 10.8 20.6 29 0.2

16 Australia 77.9 18.3 29 1.7

17 France 349.9 15.4 21 7.6

a/ Ranking is by percentage of net ODA multilateral flows in total net
ODA flows for 1977.

Source: DAC/OECD

PAB/FA
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PRELIMINARY GROUTH RATES FOR CDP PER CAPITA

(in percent per year at 1975 prices)

Population Poplaion GDP COP Par Capita CDP/PC
1978 1960-70 1970-80 1980-90 1960-70 1970-80 1980-90 1960-70 1970-80 1980-90 Am't in

AMillions)

Low Income Countries;
Africa 164 2.5 2.7 2.7 4.1 3.0 4.0 1.6 0.3 1.3 151
Asia 1084 2.4 2.3 2.1 4.2 4.2 5.1 1.8 1.9 3.0 168
Sub-Eotal 1248 2.4 2.5 2.7 4.2 Z.1 471 1T 18 2.7 166

Middle Incowe Countries:
Africa, South of Sahara 198 2.5 2.6 2.8 5.0 4.3 4.4 2.5 1.7 1.6 557
North Africa 153 2.7 2.7 2.6 7.3 5,7 5.6 4.6 3.0 3.0 952
Asia 171 2.9 2.4 2.2 7.7 8.5 7.6 4.8 6.1 5,4 829
Latin America 334 2.8 2.7 2.6 5.7 5.3 5.7 2.9 2.6 3.1 1232
Southern Europe 126 1.4 1.5 1.3 7.2 4.9 5.5 5.8 3.4 4.2 2086
Sub-total 982 2.5 2.5 2.4 6.4 5.5 5.8 3.9 3.0 3.4 1067

All Developing Countries 2230 2.5 2.4 2.3 5.9 5.2 5.6 3.4 2.8 3.3 564

Capital Surplus 0il Exporters 1 2.6 1.9 1.6 11.7 5.6 5.2 9.1 3.7 3.6 7782

Industrialized Countries 667 1.1 0.7 0.6 4.9 3.4 4.2 3.8 2.7 3.6 6938

Centrally Planned Economies 1264 1.5 1.4 1.1 7.0 5.5 4.2 5.5 4.1 3.1 1176

Total 4176 1.95 1.82 1.78
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Countries with Populationu Over I Million Listed by Region

Capital

Low Income Middle Income Surplus indua-
Low Income M _ddle Income OPEC trialized CPL

A i A1ia Arica Mid-East Asia Latin Amer. S.Euro e

Lrhi,pla Kampuches logo Yeuen,AR Thailand Haiti Turkey $.Arabia Ireland China,F.R.
Mail Lao, PDR Sudan Egypt,AR Philippines Bolivia Yugoslavia Libya Italy Korea,P.R.
K,anda Bhutan Ca.meroon Yemen, PUR Papua N.C. Honduras Portugal Kuwait U.K. Mongolia
Somalia bangladesh hzarbique Morocco Korea El Salvador Greece Austria CubaUpper Volta Burms Mauritania Jordan Malaysia Colombia Spain Finland Albania
burund11 Nepal Nigeria Syria China,Rep, Guatemala Israel Netherlands Romania
Chad India Sene;sl Tunisia Hong Kong Ecuador France Bulgaria
Benin AfghanisEan Zambia Algeria Singapore Paraguay Belgium Hungary
iLalawi Pakistan Liberia Lebanon Don. Rep. Germany U.S.S.R.
Zaire Sri Lanka Congo,P Iraq Nicaragua Norway Poland
Guinea Viet Nam Riodesia Iran Peru Denmark Czechoslovakia
Nier Indonesia Chana Costa Rica Sweden Germany, D.R.
LeSOho Ivory Coast Chile Switzerland
Tanzania Angola Jamaica Nev Zealand

iagascar S.Africa Mexico Japan
Sierra Leone Brazil Australia
C,Ai. Empire Panama Canada
Kenya Uruguay U.S.
U8anda Argentina

Trin.&Tob. equals
Puerto Rico OECD less
Venezuela Greece

Portugal
Spain
Turkey

2/15/79



By per capita income of the borrowing countries the FY79
lending is expected to be distributed as follows:

Distribution of
Per Capita GNP IBRD/IDA Commitments

FY78 FY79
Up to $280:

IBRD 7% 8%
IDA 79% 80%
Total 27% 29%

$281-$550:
IBRD 24% 25%
IDA 20% 20%
Total 23% 24%

$551-$1135:
IBRD 39% 38%
IDA 1% -
Total 28% 26%

Over $1135:
IBRD 30% 29%
IDA
Total 22% 21%

The table below shows the sector composition of the
current FY79 lending programs:

Distribution of
IBRD/IDA Commitments
FY78 FY79

Ag./Rural Devt. 39% 27%
Communications 3% 2%
Education 4% 4%
Energy (including coal) - 1%
Industry 15% 17%
Non-Project 2% 4%
Population 1% 1%
Power 14% 13%
Tourism 1% 1%
Transportation 13% 18%
Urban 4% 3%
Water Supply 4% 9%

t
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

tta.chmenl 11

Analysis of_]BRD_Paid -1 n CaRl"I Requiremetnts
.J., -. i l Ra tios a

_t.d Fil nc

_82 Ey !t E81 EY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 TY90

FY80 FY81 FLY Eya

1.19 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.18 1.17 1.16 1.16 1.16 t.t6 1.17 1.18
in

paid-; 1.19 1.19 1jq 1,20 1.20 1.19 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.21

1.19 1.19 1.20 t.20 1.21 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.21 1.22 1.72 1.23
7t'l- Paid-in 1.22 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.24 1.25
101, paid-in 1.19 1.19 1.20 1.20 1.21 1.22

Reser -/Disburseol lo.9 10.6 IDA 10.3 10.2 10.3 10.6 H.0
no paid-in 1 2.0 11.7 11.5 11.2 1J.1 11.6 12.0
51pald-in 12,0 11.7 11.5 11-2 11.0 10,8 10.8 10.8 io.9

7"'j, paid-in 12.0 11.7 11,5 11.2 It.0 11.0 10.9 H .0 11.2 11.5 12.0 12.6

1 OX. P,#i d - I n 12.0 11.7 11.5 11.2 It.] 11.1 11.1 11.3 11.6 t2.0 12.5 13.1

U able Fqoiky/Disburscd_L0ans_SZj
DoubliDq th no paid-in 25.2 24-0 22.8 21.6 20.0 18.6 17,5 16.6 15.9 15.5 15.3 15.3

57. paid-in 25.2 24.0 22.8 22.4 21.5 20.7 20.0 19.6 18.8 18.3 18.1 18.1

7"Z, paid-in 25.2 24.0 22.8 22.8 22.3 21.8 21.3 21.0 20.2 19.7 19.5 19.5

101. paid-in 25.2 24.D 22.8 23.3 23.0 22.8 22.6 22.5 21.7 21.1 20.9 20.9

I ible/Disb.
Do bling with: no paid-in t34 121 ID'S 113 115 115 114 113 102 94 87 82

5'y, paid-in 134 12t t Oil 113 115 115 114 113 103 94 88 83

7A' . paid-in 134 121 108 H3 Its 115 114 113 103 95 88 83

101, paid-in 134 121 108 113 It5 115 1 ILI 113 103 95 89 84

Funded Debt * Due to IDA/Usabic_f_ul_ty__(Ra1o
Doubling with: no paid-in 4.68 4.75 4. 94 5.16 5.50 5.90 6.10 6.31 6.51 6.71 6.82 6.80

5X. paid-in 4.68 4.74 4.9(1 4-88 4.9,9 5.17 5.16 S-19 5-34 5.49 5.58 5.57

717. paid-in 4.68 4.72 4.8-1 4.76 4.76 4.86 4.78 4.7,4 4.88 5.02 5.09 5.08

10Z paid-in 4.68 4.72 4.81 4.63 4.55 4.57 4.44 4.36 4.49 4.61 4 68 4.66

Funded Deb "an"' 1!!jablek 10
L e'el i ___ 1.05 t-13 1-09

Doubling w. -_ n; . n 1.15 1. 29 1.19 1.14 I.o7 1.18 1.31 1.44 1-56

5X. paid-in 1.05 1.15 1.213 1.18 1.13 1.12 1.08 1.07 1.18 1.30 1.43 1.54

71% paid-in 1.05 1.14 1.2-1 1.18 1.12 1.12 1.08 1.07 IJS 1,30 1.43 1.54

IOZ paid-in 1.05 1.14 1.21 1,17 1.12 1,11 1.08 i.o6 1.17 1.30 1.42 1.53

Memo-
TomItments ($M) 6800 7600 84011 9300 10400 10900 11450 12050 t2650 13250 13950 14650

Disbursed Loans ($m) 23126 26196 29771) 13974 38888 44232 50009 56035 62412 63887 75063 8116o

a/ Projections assume: capital increases of double the subscriptions after the Selective increase; real growth in commiptm.-nts of P, p.a-
-per the 

5-Year 
period 

FY82

through FY83 and 0% thereafter (see mew items) . subs,-riptions are made o -86; capital s bscr;ptions are

converted into current dollars at a rate of I SDR - 1.20635 current dolla-s: lending rate spread of 0.5%; and IDA transfers of

$100 million p.a.

b/ t'Relevant" callable is the callable capital of Part I countries plus long term capital surplus OPEC members.



Selected IBRD Financial Ratios: FY60-795!

Projected
rY6o FY65 FY70 FY74 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79

interest Coverage Ratio 2.14 2.31 1.88 1.35 1.36 1.23 1.17 1.15 1.19

Reserves/Disbursed Loans (M) 18.0 26.9 26.2 18.9 17.9 15.8 14.2 12.8 12.0

Usable Eauitv/Disbursed Loans (M) 74.3 71.4 58.2 43.2 39.3 35.5 30.6 27.0 25.2
Usable Equity + "Relevant"

Callable/Disbursed Loans () 542 438 313 230 203 183 158 137 134
Funded Debt + Due to IDA/

Usable Equity (Ratio) .99 1.02 1.39 2.20 2.68 3.33 3.98 4.46 4.68
Funded Debt/"Relevent"

Callable (Ratio)b/ .16 .20 .31 .49 .62 .77 .92 1.06 1.05

a/ Revenues includes Special Commission.

6/ "Relevant" callable capital is the callable capital of the Part I countries plus long-term capital surplus

OPEC members.
c/ Data are as of end of year except for interest Coverage Ratio.



ESTIMATED CO FINANC OPERATIONS FOR FY79 M
(Amounts i,, dS$ Million)

TOTAL PROJECTS WITH SOURCES OF CO-FINANCING TOTAL
C-FINANCING OFFICIAL EXPORT CREDIT PRIVATE PROJECT

REGION No Aount No. Amount No. M ount unt BANK IDA COST

Eastern Africa 24(4) 516.1(180.9) 23(4) 510.0(180.9) 1 6.1(-) -- , -- 165.0 (30.0) 285.2 (70.0) 1,232.1 (348.0)

Western Africa 15(7) 379.8 (51.5) 15(7) 379.8 (51.5) -- --- -- - - 67.6 (7.6) 143.5 (64.6) 774.1 (140.2)

E. Asia & Pacific 14(5) 583.5(249.5) 13(5) 341.4(219.5) 1 58.7(--) 4(1) 183.4(30.0) 827.2(216.5) 93.6 (60.0) 2,642.2 (947.0)

South Asia 12(4) 499.5(143.0) 12(4) 499.5(143.0) -- -- - -- - 871.8(149.5) 2,498.4 (492.0)

EMENA 27(10) 984.2(370.9) 21(7) 625.4(208.2) 7(4) 153.0(103.9) 7(3) 205.8(58.8) 783.5(278.0) 207.1 (91.5) 4,564.4(1,522.7)

Latin America .23(41) 2,516.1 (80.3) 13(3) 555.4 (19.6) 2(2) 1,095.7 (30.7) 10(1) 865.0(30.0) 1,192.5(185.5) 52.5 (-) 8,677.4 (447.1)6 Caribbean

FY79 TOTAL 115(34) 5,479.2(1,076,I) 97(30) l11.5(822.7) 16(6) 1,313.5(134.6) 21(5) 4254.2(118.6) 3,035.8 (717.6) *4,653.(435.6) 20,388.6 (3.897.0)

fl78 TOTAL 79 2,411.6 68 1,710,4 12 480.6 12 22206 1,811.7 634,3 1 23

7Y77 TOTAL 72 1,974.0 62 1,266.3 10 333.3 10 374.4 1,805.2 394.5 8,333.4

Note: The grand total and the total for official co-financing includes 25 EECt Special Action Account Creditstotalling US$m 196.9. This is a non-recurring item. The number of projects includes those for which
co-financing is expected but amount, are not yet certain. The figures in parentheses relate to projects
approved by the Executive Directors as of February 6, 1979.

Source: Quarterly estimates submitted by the Regions, January 1979,

.PO
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

World Bank
1818H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.* Telephone: (202) 477-1234

January 17, 1979

WORLD BANK TO EXPAND LENDING FOR OIL AND NATURAL GAS

Following a meeting of the World Bank's Executive Directors, Robert S.

McNamara, President of the Bankannounced that the World Bank will substantially

expand its assistance for oil and natural gas production in the developing

countries during the early 1980's. Under certain conditions, it will also be

prepared to consider loans for oil and gas exploration.

Some 60 developing countries could benefit frorm an accelerated program

of exploratfon- *'and deveI-6p`ffle= and coa'l, the 'B'ank' isR3-=tes.

Tireranls p-ro-gr- i-wilf-gliri--priority to countries that depend heavily on

imported oil and have the greatest need for technical assistance. Of the 30 oil

and gas projects now being prepared with the help of the World Bank, approximately

half are in countries with per capita incomes of below $500 a year.

The Executive Directors first approved an expansion of the Bank's lending

for fuel and non-fuel minerals in July 1977. During the past year, greater

involvement by the World Bank in assistance for petroleum development in the

developing countries has been endorsed at the Bonn Summit of July 1978, and in a

report entitled "Multilateral Development Assistance for the Exploration of

Natural Resources" issued by the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

The "energy gap" in the develokLujL countries

The Bank's latest estimates (see table attached) forecast that while,

in aggregate terms, the gap between energy consumption and production in the

non-OPEC developing countries will be virtually eliminated by 1985, there will

be a markeddifference in the,circil tzih Ees of the non-OPEC oil-exporting

countries and oil-importing developing countries.

Energy exports of the non-OPEC oil-exporting countries l/ are expected to

increase rapidly, by about 12% a year, during the decade 1975 to 1985, despite

an increase of about 7% a year in energy consumption. By 1985, their exports of

energy are projected to rise to 4.21 million barrels per day of oil equivalent

(m bdoe), of which 3.67 m bdoe will consist of oil. These exports will reach

a value of $25 billion in 1985 2/, or about one-third of the estimated total

I/ Non-OPEC oil exporters include: Angola, Bahrain, Bolivia, Congo, Egypt,

Malaysia, Mexico, Oman, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, and Zaire.

2/ These estimates assume that the rise in the price of oil will keep pace

with world inflation.
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export earnings of this group of countries. Energy production will be an
important stimulus to these countries' economic growth and a major source of
foreign exchange earnings.

The oil-imnortlng-devAlayinpg countries will be in a very different
position. Their net energy imorts are projected to rise from 3. e in
1975 to 4.3 m bdo in 1 85, all in oil. Although theshareo oil imports is

a sharply from 14.4 percent to 7.2 percent of total imports,
the cost of oil mnnrts 1ill rise fro S& blon in 1975 to $38.3 billion

-1985. Progress in substituting other energy sourc f 01 is reflected
in the projection that 55 percent of the increase in energy consumption and
70 percent of the projected increase in energy production will be from non-oil
sources.

Forty-eight of the 74 developing countries which import oil depend on
it for at least 90 percent of their commercial energy requirements. Although
oil production has increased, consumption is increasing more rapidly. Many
developing countries are moving into the energy-intensive phase which the
developed countries experienced during rapid industrialization. Unless the
developing countries' energy deficit can be narrowed by exploiting indigenous
sources of energy more fully, scarce foreign exchange will have to be diverted
to oil imports, to the detriment of long-term development and economic growth.

Higher oil prices have given developing countries new incentives to
explore for anddevelop petroleum and other forms of primary energy. Some countrieb
now have opportunities to produce fuels from domestic resources more cheaply
than importing them, and to achieve rates of return that would justify the invest-
ment of scarce capital.

The Bank's analysis indicates that, ai the longer termt he potential
resourcpsjof the developing countries will become more important and more attract-

4r4lntforeign.iywestent as oil consumption throughout the world contiues t'
grow and as reserves in the industrialized countries are further depleted.

A vigorous effort to improve the available data on the location, scale
and commercial exploitability of petroleum reserves is needed. This would
narrow the range of uncertainty and improve the chances of contracts being
negotiated between host countries and oil companies that would be fair to both
parties.

The World Bank's Program

The mandate given to the Bank in July 1977 for an expanded program for
fuel mineral production was in the expectation that relatively modest Bank financ-
ing would attract a much larger flow of investment from private sources.

The lending program has been given wider scope under the new proposals
just approved by the Executive Directors and will, where appropriate, consider
qualified assistance for exploration as well as production of oil and natural gas.
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During the fiscal years 1979 to 1981, 30 oil and natural gas projects
will be under preparation, 22 of which are expected to advance to the stage of
being formally considered for financing within this period. In addition, five
loans for coal production are expected to be considered.

More than half of the petroleum projects under preparation are for the
development of known but previously unexploited reserves of natural gas (e.g.
Egypt, Thailand and Tunisia). Of the oil projects, several (e.g. Chad and
Pakistan) are for financing production from reserves that are small but which
are still capable of substantially reducing the countries' dependence on oil
imports. A significant number of projects are for secondary recovery in
countries (e.g. Bolivia and Ecuador) where oil production and reserves have
been declining. The ahare of cost of production projects to be financed by the
Bank is expected to average about -percent.

By 1983, it is projected that the volume of the Bank's annual lending
f2Lroi 1development will exceed $1 billion per year. The oEEion s otd
by the Bank would have a total cost.Jneces o-fL 4 billion. Act v ty in the
energy sector will, along with work in other sectors, be reviewed annually in
the-context of the Bank's overall lending program.

Apart from providing financial assistance for oil, gas 4nd coal production,
the Bank's proposed program in the energy sector will includ dvice on national
energy planning and assistance for pre-developmentactivities as summarized below.

atinal Ener Pla . Some 60 oil-importing developing countries need
help in devisIng national plans and policies for the energy sector, and
in creating or strengthening a national energy authority. The Bank's
present program of sector and sub-sector work will cover about 35 of
these countries during the next five years. Help will also be given in
legal, technical and administrative areas and in training local personnel.
Financing of experts will be provided in technical assistance, engineering
and production loans and credits and if necessary in the Bank's adminis-
trative budget.

Pre-development: (a) Surve . Fifty-four countries need assistance in
evaluating and updatingffata from earlier surveys or in commissioning new
surveys. Where assistance is not available from other sources, the Bank
expects to finane-iat"urveys with technical assistance loans or credits.
(b),-Eploratory Drillin The Bank is willing to help and advise member
gov ts and for collaborators in concluding agreements for petro-
leum exploration and production. It is also willing to finance the eventual
production facilities, provided the project meets its usual criteria. One
such arrangement (in Pakistan) has already been concluded and others are
under consideration. The Bank would consider making loans (or credits) to
member governments of oil-importing developing countries to cover their
share of exploration costs undertaken in association with a foreign enter-
prise. In countries where foreign investors are unwilling to invest capital
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in petroleum exploration, the Bank would be prepared to consider
lending to cover costs of exploration done by an exploration company
under a service contract. (c) Project Preparation. Engineering loans
and credits would also be available to finance appraisal drilling for
fuel mineral projects.

This program, which will be revised annually, has been approved by the
Executive Directors as a basis for the Bank's operations during the next year.



TABLE 1. PRELIMINARY PROJECTIONS OF NON-OPEC OEVELOPING COUNTRIES' (NODCsl ENERGY BALANCE 1975-85 /
(million barrels per day of oil equivalent)

Growth Rates (% per amanum)

OIL-IMPORTING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (0acs) 1281 1E MER26 12_:1 1976-85

Consumption, ol 4.33 5.35 7.20 4.3 6.2 5.2
Non-Oll 3.7 4.95 7.30 5.8 8 6.9
Total 194 i 5.0 7.1 6.0

Production: 011 I . I t.5 11.4 8.9
_o-al.62 4.88 7.35 6.2 8.5 7.3

Total 6.2 9.3 7.8

Net Energy Imports 3.1 A-2.. _76- 3.3 2.7 3.0
oil Imports M 7 3.4 3.4 3.4
Oil Imoorts as % of Total Imports 14_ 12.6
value of Oil imports (current $ billion/year) 14.3 24.3

NON-OPEC Ott-EXPORTING DEVELOP1NG COUNTRIES 4/

Consumption: al 1.14 1.36 1.88 3.6 6.7 5.2
Non-Oll 0.49 085 1.37 11.6 10.0 10.8
Total 6 .2_ .2T 6.3 8.0 7.1

Production: 011 2.36 4.09 5.55 11.6 6.3 8.9
o-el01 0.61 1.14 1 13.3 10.9 12.1

Total 27 372T3 12.0 7,4 9.
Net Energy Exports L31 1fJ .4J 18.4 6.9 12.5

Oil Exports lM Im.7 i 17.5 6.1 11.6
Oil Exports as % of Total Exports 22.0 29.6 32.1
Value of Oil Exports (current S billion/year) 4.3 13.8 25.0

TOTAL NON-OPEC DEVELOPtW COUNTRIES

Consumption: oil 5.47 6.71 9.08 4.2 6.3 5.2Non-0l1 4.22 5.80 8.67 6.6 8.4 7.5Total Tr7r 17.75 5.2 7.2 6.2

Productlon all 3.57 5.75 8.40 10.0 7.9 8.g
Non-ol 1 4. 6.02 .2 7.3 9.0 8.2
Total 7.80 6 8.6 8.5 8.5

Net Energy Imports 0.08 -17.0 -36.1 -27.2
ME MO ITEM I/

Bunkers (all oil) 0.46 0.57 0.67 4.4 3.3 3.8

1/ Refers to Commercial energy sources only and assumes thee OPEC crude oil prices remain constant in real terms through
1985 ($11.50 per barrel In 1975). OlDCs are projected to grow at 5.3% Per annum in 1976-80; 6.4% in 1981-85: and 5.8%
per annum for the wholm of the decade. Corresponding growth rates for nonCPEC oil exporters era 5.5%, 6.6%, and 6.1%;
and for all NODCs the growth rates assmied are 5.4%, 6.4% and 5.9%. Totals may not add due to rounding.

2/ on-oll Includes coal, gas, and hydronower, nuclear end geothermal. The breakdowm for energy fro these sources for
all MODCS Is:

Non-Oll Energy Consumption and Production (Million 8o

Production Consumtlon ProductIon Con mptio

Coal 2.17 2.30 3.74 3.75Gas 0.85 0.71 2.53 1.92
Hydro. Nuclear, and Geothermal 1.20 1,21 3.00 .00

Total Mon-OIl .23 9.27 .7
I/ As indicated, the bulk of energy Imports is in the font of oil; coal and gas account for almost all of the reminder.
4/ Non-OPEC oIl exporters include: Angola, Bahrain, Bolivia, Congo, Egypt. Malaysia, Mexico, Syria, Oman, Trinidad and

Tobago, Tunisia, and Zaire,
j/ Deliveries to bunkers (for fuelling vessels) are excluded from net Imports and net exports.

Source, Bank Staff estimates.
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WE-ALL 4EED A NEW INTERNATIONAL ORDER

by Jan Pronk
Z___

Although the aim of building a New both in the North and in the South, all by
international Economic Order (NIEO) was nature having a sound economic and poli-
generally accepted at the 7th Special tical analysis of society a( hand, and all
Session of the United Nations General by nature being both forward-looking and
Assembly (September 1975) not much pro- internationally oriented,
gress has bven made in its implementation. I would like to make the following Pro-
The Conference on International Economic posals on short and long run action -with
Cooperation, held in 1976 and 1977 to regard to such a necessary initiative.
negotiate main elements of the NI.EO, was Redefinition of Common Interestsa failure; nor did UNCTAD IV produce
concrete results. Moreover, in some specific Given the fact that it was the developing
fields, for which perspectives were created countries that urged the creation of a new
by a chain of international conferences intemational. order it has, too hastily, been
between the 61h and 7th Special Sessions, concluded that this new order is contrary
a standstill seems to have been reached to the legitimate interesis of the industrial-
or even steps taken backwards. ised countries. The demands for * new

This is due to a variety of reasons. The order have been too hastily viewed in
negotiation position of the South, for in- terms of "they win, we lose". This zero-
stance, turned out to be weaker than sum game approach only holds true for
envisaged in the two years following the short-term economic considerations. Any
oil crisis. The negotiation behaviour of deviation from what the free market de-
these countries was also softer and more cides is, after all, detrimental to the most
incidental than might have been expected. powerful actors in the market, that is the
However, the main reason why the efforts developed countries-
made to build a NIEO have so far met But there is more than simple short-term
with little success is the lack of political economics- Although the market system as
will on the side of the industrialized such cannot cope with them, long-term
countries. Most of them still do not want economic and political considerations are
to change the present system. as valid and necessary for analysing

The North-South dialogue seems to be whether a now interriational order is in the
in a deadlock. In my view this is to the interests of industnabsed countries or not,
detriment not only of the developing In the short term, and economically
countries but also of the world economy as speaking, a NJEO could very well be dis-
a whole. Therefore, a political initiative advantageous to the developed countries.
is necessary to break through this deadlock, Higher prices for raw materials and indus-
I firmly believe that the Socialist Inter- trial redeployment will not be applauded
national is in an ideal position to do so it by the public in the rich countries. How-
consists of political parties from countries ever, an important lesson of the recession

Text of a paper delivered by the former Dutch Minister for Development to
the Dakar Bureau meeting of the Socialist International, May 1978. Jan Pronk
is now a member of the Dutch Parliament and of the Council of IFDA. He is
also a member of the Brandt Cormission, of the McBride Commission on Cwnun-
ications and of the Steering Corwittee of the IFDA Third System Project.
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of the last few years is the increased de- interest of rich and developing nations into
gree of interdependence in the world. much greater detail, so that a lasting basis

it is not only the developing countries may be found for ongoing negotiations. At
that need crucial imports from industrial- present many studies analysing the present
ised countries, but increasingly the indus- worid system and forecasting its future have
trialised countries need the developing been made by scientists, economists, agri-
countries as sources of raw materials, culturalis4s, ecologists, political scientists
energy and manufacture and also, in view and others. I reter, for instance, to the
of distinct signs of saturation and diminish- report on Reviewing the International
ed growth possibilities in the industrialized Order, by Jan Tiabergen and others, to the
world, progressively as export markets. work being done by scientists getting in-

There are also political considerations centives from the Club of Rome, and to
The proliferation of nuclear knowledge to the forecast for the world economy in the
developing countries and the power of OPEC year 2000 made by Leontie. What is lack-
countries to control, to a certain degree, ing is the political answer to these a7od
the availability of crucial energy supplies other studies, which all point in the same
have given new dimension to the question direction: survival of the world economy
of whether a NIEO is desirable from a as a whole including the very poor strata of
peace and security viewpoint I am con- the world s population, calls for a funda-
vinced that it is. There is nothing more mental change in our international system,
likely to provoke violence than a lack of which can only be brought about through
perspectives for a better future. Poverty and common action.
unemployment are only bearable when there
is hope for improvement in the not too NIEO Cocpqt
distant future. If this hope is lacking, then Do we really need a new world order?
violence enters the picture. Creating oppor- Still many people doubt, saying it is too
tunities for the poverty-stricken masses in ambitious to aim at a new world order, and
the Third World by changing the existing tha just a few changes in international
order is, therefore, in the interest of all policies will do. I do not agree I am con-
mankind, including its rich mnnorities. vinced that the world needs a new order,

If left to the charity and goodwill of the because of three rasons.
traditionally powerful industrialized coun- The first reason is that we need a new
tres, a NIEO will not be brought about. systes. The present system has failed. It
Requests on this basis have traditionally has created ever increasing iequalits be-
received a negative answer. One may de- tween and within societica Moreoyer, it
piese it, but powerful a"ions will only has led to waste, to as ineficient mp. of
cooperate in the building of a new order natural, material and human soums. Now
if they view it as being a their interest to the deire af equity sad the degeer of
do so. To a certain extent, tis now seems efflietnacy are the two ia ecriteria to judge
to be the case. The oil cri*ie, the growing a system:. it that judgaent leads to the
awarenes& Of overall scar4es, the inter- conclusion that the sysc tila funda-
national recession, characterized by infa- mentally, then we meed something new.
tion, unemployment and monetary instab- My second reason to urge for a gew
ility, the growing unity of the Third World, world order is that we need a systems that
the unstable political and military situation is really worldwide. The problems we face
in various parts of the world (e.g. the - inequality, scarcity, recession, stig-
Middle East and Southern Africa) and the Ration, pollution, economic, political and
proliferation of nuclear knowledge together military insecuiti -- can neither be sAved
hae "AA wpm Qi the o of he by iiivihiim .- oiW -ster gapr-

sOit(1na1ly utek cousirae to the Third poweam or 4 aer by speed cowary-
World. It is therefore in the inlerest of gtupiL Maybe they can eh O palm-
the traditionally rich countass to solve ieary soitiesew uri only bmewuhSraes,
world problems in close harmony with the at the eapense of people's welfare in other
Third World. countries Howver, this will turn out to

It is important to defie this common be just a poesponement of overall stag-



nation, because in the longer run, due to power which is not taken for granted.the worldwide economic interdependence, Which are the main elements of such a
also the wealthier, more powerful nations new concept of development? Hans Singerwill not be able to solve their own problems once defined development as growth plus
affecting their own people. It is in the structural change. In my view that means
interest of all people, within both poor and change of the economic, social and politicalrich countries, that worldwide solutions are structures underlying a development pro-
being aimed at cess But at the same time it means struc-

A third reason that a new world order is tural change of the distribution of thenecessary is that we really need a new fruits, the results of the development pro-world order, a new world system of deci- cess And therefore a new concept of de-
sioo-making. not just a new set of policies. velopMent should imply growth, self-I am afraid that policy-change, in itself reliance and social justice.
very necessary, will not come about if we It has to imply self-reliance because in
do not change the system which determines any society the people themselves should be
the policy room of manocuvre. After all, able to determine their goals, their policies,everything depends upon the distribution their future, their economic, social andand utilization of power, and to reach a political structure: they should be able to
more equitable distribution and a better rely on their own strength to realize tbem,
use of power, the power system itself should and not be dominated by foreign economic,be chaned, political and military powers. Self-reliance

meas choices and decisions can be madeChanges In Value Systerts freely,
Now, any system, any social-economic or In 1978 the greatest part of the worldpolitical order is characterised by three population does not have that chance:

basic elements: therefore, in 1978, self-reliance, and thus
* a set of norms and values; development, still means "liberation". But
* a set of policies; at the same tin it means: social justice
* a set of institutions, determining the and equality. In many societies and certain-
structure of decision-making. ly in the world as a whole, elitist decisions

Also a new international economic order are being made, only advantageous to the
may be described in this way. rich and already emancipated, thereby wor-

Let me first speak about the norms and sening, both in relative and absolute terms,
values which should direct both our policies the Position of the poor,
and the choice of a structure of decision- If Social justice and self-reliance, together
making. These norms and values together with welfare increase, form the basic con-
should form the basic concept of develop- cept Of deeopment, the following addi-
ment to be made possible by a new order. tional norms and values underlying an
We need new concepts indeed. Following optimum international economic order
decolonization a concept of development should be mentioned.
was formulated based on western models. * It should foster a development process
Growth was considered inevitable, spread- which is PeOPle-orieated instead of capital-
ing automatically through all sectors of the or
economy and of society as a whole. Thereby participation of the people both in decision-
the specifc socio-economic and political making and in the fruits of production is
setting of underdevelopment in a situation med
of dependency was neglected. in fa, i It should foster a development process
growth policies based upon such a concept in which natural resources are being utilized
of development resulted in more inequality, efficiently and not being wasted.
more unemployment and social disruption. * It should foster a development process
The concept of national and international which is based upon harmony, both between
development underlying a new international people amongst themselves, and between
order should be based upon an anlysis of people and their natural environment.
under-development as a result of an un- 0 It should foster a development process
equal distribution of economic and political which is based upon harmony between the
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present and the future, and lead to an and an increase in developing countries.
eq'uitable distribution of perspectives be. * A policy aiming at the restructuring of
tween people living now, and forthcoming productive activities in the world, leading
generations, in order not to deprive them to a better distribution of labour between
beforehand of their self-reliance. countries in order to improve the develop-
* It should foster a development process ment opportunities of the Third World.
which is based on the preservation of human Thereby special efforts are necessary to
rights, both economically, socially, culturally speed up the industrialization in the devel-
and politically. Every indivdual has the oping countries in local industries, also to
right to a social life, and the right to deploy local resources, on the basis of cost
emancipate, provided that it does not vio- relations reflecting real scarcity. This all
late the rights of his neighbour to the same. should lead to an increase in employment
* It should foster a development process * An international trade policy leading
based on solidarity, taking place in freedom to a stabilization and to a real increase of
and leading to equality. the export-earnings of developing countries,

and to an improvement of their terms of
Short and Long-rn Policy trade. Therefore an integrated commodity

Turning( now to the second element to policy should be carried out, industrial
describe a new international order, the set products of Third World countries should
of policies, it is important to stress from be given free entry to the markets of the
the outset the need for again an integrated industrialized countries, and protection
approach. We have followed a piece-meal, should not be accepted. A choice should be
haphazard approach, doing something in made not in favour of an overall liberaliza-
one sector, and nothing in other, comple- tion of international trade, but of a planned
mentary or more important sectors, with increase of international trade, linked with
the effect that there is no result at alL The a planned restructuring of international
most striking example is international de- production.
velopment-aid: rich countries, while on the * An international monetary policy which
average growing by about 3 per cent per provides for greater international control
annum, during the last 15 yers on the over the creation and equitable distribution
average spent no more than 0.3 per cent of of liquidity.
their national income to poor countries, * An international agricultural policy
very often in a way which was more bene- which results in food security for all people
ficial to the donor than to the recipieat. At in each period, to the benefit of the poores.
the same time the necessary fundamental people,
steps to tackle the roots of inequality in * An international technology policy aim-
the fields of international trade, monetary ing at an equitable distribution of techno-relations, private investmpnt, labour mingra- logical knowledge and at a choice of tech-
tion, were hardly being made, so that aid niques which is adjusted to macro-economic,
became a marginal and often counterpro- social and natural conditions and to the
ductive instrument. Only within the frame- cultural situation of the society concerned,
work of an integrated policy to fight the The application of technology thereby
roots of inequalities can aid play a positive should be related to what are considered to
role. In the context of a new international be essential priorities: the struggle against
economic order such an integrated policy scarcity, contribution to employment and
should consist of at least the following the provision of basic instead of luxury
elements: needs-
* A selective growth policy which should * A population policy aiming at a
lead to a stabilization of material consump- decrease of natural population growth, in
tion of scarce irreplaceable resources, in- combination with other resources based
cluding energy, for the world as a whole, upon the view that this adds to the pro-
aiming at long tern equilibrium between vision of basic needs of all people and that
world demand and world supply. This this in itself may lead to a lower actual
longer term stabilization has to be reached growth rate of population.
through a decrease in consumption in rich 0 An international aid policy which is



based upon automaticity which leads to high of basic human needs (for instance food)
transfers of income to be spent especially has catastrophic results.
for the benefit of the poorest people. Therefore in the North-South dialogue
* A foreign policy not being based upon agreement is necessary on other principles
national self-interest but aiming at disarma- guiding investment, production and distri-

ment, peace, decolonization and non- bution. Such a principle must be a price
intervention. criterion, and which in specific scarcity situ-

Main elements of this set of policies we ation should be substituted by physical
find in resolutions on the new international distribution-
economic order as accepted by the Heads
of State and the Ministers of Foreign Decision-making Changes
Affairs of the non-aligned countries, and in This brings us to the third main element
resolutions of the 6th and 7th Special of a new international order, the institutions
Session of the United Nations. determining the structure of international

The negotiations in the framework of decision-making, For the sake of brevity
the North-South dialogue however have I shall confine myself to some suggestions
centred around only a few of these ele- for change in the present structure, which
ments, especially the Common Fund to still is being dominated by some super-
finance an integrated commodity policy powers, which either neglect the interests
and measures to deal with the debt prob- of the people in smaller or poorer coun-

lems of the developing countries. These tries, or even intervene in their domestic

negotiations, in CIEC and in UNCTAD, affairs.
until now did not bear tangible results. It In my view we should instead aim at:
is important to renew the dialogue and to a a strengthening of the United Nations

negotiate all the necessary policy instru- as the unique forum in which all people
mens, not only the two mentioned. Some of the world via their governments are
of them, for instance, policy instruments being represinted;
regarding the international trade in manu- * the introduction of new procedures of
factures, are perhaps more important than negotiation between countries, in smal
those which by the developing countries negotiating groups with feed-back proce-
have been considered test cases of the good dures, assisted by what may be called not
will of their negotiating partners. supra-national but extra-national institu-

I would like to add - and socialists un- tions with co-ordinating, advisory, executive
doubtedly will agree - that in a new inter- and controlling powers and which fulfil
national economic order the leading prin- catalystic functions;
ciple on the international markets of 0 the control of the activities of trans-
capital, labour, technology, commodities national institutions such as multinational
and manufacturers cannot be the so-called private companies;

free market mechanism. a the international guarantee of non-
This free market mechanism has quite a intervention, in conjunction with the terri-

few drawbacks: torial principle of pure and permanent
* it does not prevent sharp short-term national sovereignty, which might be sub-
price fluctuations, and thus adds to un- stituted by a functional system of mutual
certainty: rights and duties of nations.
* it cannot cope with the problem of With regard to this last proposal I would
absolute scarcity of non-renewable resources; like to explain that, while in theory the
* given the fundamental economic in- principle of non-intervention is accepted by
equality between richer and poorer nations, all nations, in practice a lot of intervention
it does not lead to capital accumulation, takes place.
controlled by the poorer countries them- This happens both directly politically and
selves; - militarily and economically (for instance by
* it does not result in an allocation of putting conditions on development aid or
economic means on the basis of real needs, by taking decisions on prices, tariffs and
but only on the basis of concrete purchas- monetary instruments without adequate in-

ing power, which especially in the field ternational consultation) as well as indirect-



ly, through transnational companies. Mostly of the population. In the last two sections
this. intervention takes place to the detri- of my speech I will elaborate on the con-
ment of the poorest strata of the popula- sequences of a new international economic
tion. order for the domestic economic policies of

Non-intervention means that more power- the Southern and Northern countries.
ful nations should abstain from maintain-
ing on purpose the international status quo Basic Needs Strategy
in their own interest. This should be com- The question may arise whether, if and
plemented by rights and duties of nations, when a new international economic order
internationally agreed upon, such as: has been created, the poor and deprived
* the international guarantee of territorial masses will benefit. The answer is: no,
freedom; not automatically. A new international
* the right to self-reliance; economic order is a necessary, but not a
* the duty to implement policies for the sufficient, precondition for more justice and
well-being of all inhabitants, including the equality for all people. If we want to create
poorest and minority-groups, guided by a real perspective for all people, especially
international criteria; for the poorest, complementary to a new
* the duty of international cooperation; international system and policies, funda-
* the duty of international consultation mental changes in domestic national systems
as soon as a nation wants to take a decision and policies should be aimed at. If we fail
which may affect the well-being of people to do so, we will not be able to spread
abroad. the positive effects which a new internation-

The review of the Second Development a[ economic order has for individual
Decade, which is taking place now in the nations through their societies, both in
United Nations with the purpose of pre- rich and in poor countries.
paring a strategy for a third development When we speak about development we
decade might take principles and policy mean "human development" or "people-
proposals like the foregoing into account. oriented development". Let me be very
Such a strategy should differ from the clear: given the present and growing in-
earlier strategies in the following respects; equalities between people, human develop-
* It should contain an elaboration of ment means development oriented towards
elements of a new international economic poor people. Therefore, it means much
order in a specific time period, for instance more than economic growth. The pursuit
between now and the year 2000. of economic growth in terms of increased
* It should not deal with only global production and investment in the hope that
policy instruments benefiting all developing the benefits will trickle down to the poor
countries in the same way. Instead a has been a mistake. Neither poverty nor
differentiated approach should be followed, inequality have decreased.
the differentiation being based upon differ- Growth cannot be a panacea. It is not
ences between developing countries due to good or bad in itself. It is the aim that
their specific development situation. This, counts. If our aim is to increase the well-
however, should by no means lead to a being of all people on this earth, then the
divide-and-rule approach. The only way for key elements for a new strategy for de-
the richer countries to take the proposals velopment should be: employment, equality,
on a new international economic order the provision of basic needs and a balanced
seriously, besides a good analysis of their relationship between man and his society,
own long term self-interest, is a negotiation as, well as his natural, social and cultural
with a strong negotiation partner which environment,
has a real power to negotiate. If we want to focus our policies on the
* It should not only deal with macro- poor, as I believe we should, the fruits of
relations between nations, but also with the our developmental efforts should be made
translation of those changing international available to them immediately rather than
macro-relations into policies within both in the long run. Social justice has to be an
developing and developed countries benefit- initial measure, an essential pre-condition
ing especially the poorer and weaker strata of growth, and not its consequence, after



an adequate increase of production has been ing countries on social justice and human
realised. rights, unless it is prepared to practice in

From the outset people must be an effec- its own country what is preached for others.
live part of the development process, both This implies industrial readjustment to a
politically by means of an equal partici- better international division of labour, Iss
pation in the decision-making, and econom- conspicuous consumption patterns and a
ically by providing employment to draw preparedness to apply the basic needs
people into production and to utilise their strategy to oneself. Similarly: developing
skills and potentialities, and by providing countries cannot expect aid if resources are
them with at least a desirable minimum of not used for the whole of the population
goods and services in return for their con- and for the benefit of the poor.
tribution to production. A basic needs Now at present an important political
strategy implies that priority will have to problem has arisen concerning the relation
be given to the production of essentials. between the NIEO and a basic needs stm-
This is also an incentive to greater efforts. tegy. In fact, the basic needs concept has

Development is an integrated process that not been defined in a real dialogue with
should not be limited to elite groups, but the people of the developing countries
that requires the involvement of all strata themselves. Many policy makers within de-
of the population. Active participation can- veloping countries are hostile to the concept
not be expected from people who live at a because they feel that it is again a new
bare minimum subsistence level, if there is Western invention with which they do not
no real prospect of improvement for them- know exactly what to do. When they were
selves and their childr-n. A redistribution told by Westerners that the basic needs of
of income and wealth is not only important their people should be met, they did not get
per se, but also in the interest of growth. a guarantee that international income trans-
A basic needs strategy serves both justice fers would increase for that very purpose.
and growth. And in practice many policy-makers within

I am aware of the reservations of many the Western world, claiming that their
governments of developing countries with development aid is an instrument to the
regard to the issue of social development, benefit of poor people within the Third
income distribution and justice. I note. how- World, at the same time decrease their
ever, that the Colombo conference has financial and technical assistance. -
stressed that the focal point of the process And policy-makers within the Third
of growth with social justice should be the World at the moment get the impression
eradication of unemployment and poverty that we invented the basic needs target
and the recognition that structural changes as a new device behind which we can hide
would be required to achieve the objective away, using the fact that basic human
of satisfying the basic minimum needs of needs have not been met as an argument
the population of the developing world. I to decrease instead of increase our aid. We
am, of course, aware of a potential con- also have not made clear by concrete policy
flict in international development coopera- measures that our acceptance of basic needs
tion between the sovereignty of recipient targets does imply the necessity of basic
countries on the one hand and the call for structural changes in the system itself. In
social justice and income distribution in practice, we are not implementing the
development cooperation on the other hand. structural changes which are so necessary
And yet, I cannot see development without to create a greater perspective for peoples
human development, without eradication of in the Third World, and their policy-
poverty and without participation and social makers think that we have invented the
change. Conditionality in development co- basic needs targets just as another instru-
operation is a two way street. Developed ment to go on with charity instead of an
countries can add their voice to the dis- instrument which is related to their aim
cussion of the critical issue of growth only - a new international economic order.
if they themselves accept and carry out their It seems also as if the policy-makers in
international obligations. No developed the Western countries themselves are pay-
country has the right to talk to develop- ing lip-service to the basic needs approach.
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So for instance it hardly has been consider- in location, natural resources, climate, etc.,
ed a challenge for the aid and investment but also of the level of development that
policies vis-ii-vis the Third World. Aid has a particular country has attained and the
not been decommercialised which is a first related availability or non-availability of
condition to implement a basic needs strat- production factors as manifested, for in-
egy in order to increase the welfare of the stance, in ditferences - sometimes consid-
poorest people. erable - in capital wealth and in wage

This all has led us into a huge credi- levcls.
bilty gap. There is such a gap with regard Therefore, industrialised countries, with
to the developing countries themselves their relatively large reserves of techno-
because, due to the political system which logical know-how, highly skilled labour and
in spany of these countries was created on capital, should concentrate on producing the
the basis of unbalanced maximum econ- goods dependent upon these factors. The
omic growth policies, there are many gov- production of goods by simpler and highly
ernments which indeed are not very much labour-intensive processes should, as far as
interested in the welfare situation of larger possible, be entrusted to the economically
parts of their own population. But there is less developed countries.
also a credibility gap on the side of the This is, of course, only an approximate
developed nations in so far as they do not picture. It applies only to the production
implement their promises in the field of of goods and services that are mobile (the
aid, trade, food, etcetera. I have come to So-called "international products"). More-
the opinion that this dilemma - the poli- over, there are cost factors other than lab-
tical relation between a NIEO and a basic our and capital: the availability of natural
needs strategy within the developing coun- resources, transport costs, etc. An optimum
tries - can only be solved politically if at division of labour should, therefore, be
the same time the NIEO is taken seriously pursued, based on an optimalization of the
as a guidance for necessary structural various cost factors, and also taking account
changes in the industrialised countries. If of some specific demand conditions.
not, we will be stuck in a one-sided Readjustments in the production struc-
approach. ture of the industrialised countries are not

We need however a balanced approach, a new phenomenon, Exports of manufac-
with three pillars: tured products from developing to indus-
) a NIEO; trialised countries have increased consider-

* consequent structural changes within ably. However, this autonomous process
developing countries; lcads to instability due to the stop and go
* concomitant structural changes within manner in which the private investment
industrialised countries. decisions concerned are taken. And this

In the last section I will try to elaborate instability leads to protective measures
some consequences for the richer countries. which impede improvements in the inter-

national division of labour.
sanges I Richer Countries Therefore, a restructuring policy is called

Industrialised countries, having defined for consisting of the foltowing measures.
their own interests in the implementation Firstly. sector structure studies should be
of the NIEO, shQuld accept its consequences undertaken particularly of these industries
for their own domestic economic policies. confronted with serious difficulties or
If they are not willing to do so, new in- threatened by such difficulties.
stabilities in international economic rela. Secondly, a system of indicative planning
tions will arise, especially in the fields of should be initiated to guide investment and
iaVestnent, productkn a4 employment production decisions in tbese 'scts in

The struciture of productin. It is desirable order to implement restuclusing of the
that every country specializes more than at sectors concerned within a specific time
prOsent in the production of the goods in period, which should be neither too long
which it is most competitive. A rational nor too short (eg. 10 years). Such a sector
0stribution of production of this kind restructuring policy should be concerned
should take account not only of differences both with bolstering existing satricturing



processes and with preparing for the future. run will lead to a deterioration in the
Adverse effects of the autonomous process situation. In this sense, the address of
on employment should be countered, com- present employment problems is a condi-
pensated for or eliminated by means of tion for the establishment of the NIEO.
alternative investments. Two main employment policies have so

As far as a forward looking policy is far been implemented in the industrialised
concerned, the course that the restructuring countries. First, there is the old Keynesian
process is to take should be recognized in policy of stimulating effective demand. In
good time; it should be taken to anticipate so far as this policy has been aimed at
the course of events so that restructurin8 stimulating private demand, -its effects have
can take place with a minimum of nega- been insufficient, Part of the increased pur-
tive effects. At the same time, trade and chasing power is used for imports or for
other barriers erected against the competing the production of "nonsense goods" which
imports from the developing countries does not contribute to a structural and
should be removed in order to enable these long term increase in employment. More-
countries to gradually take over the pro- over, there seems to be a structural decline
duction of those goods and services in in both the growth rate of private con-
which the industrialised countries are not sumption and in the propensity to invest,
competitive and which are to be cut back. which seemingly cannot be influenced by
This should also be done by means of a policy of stimulating private demand.
planning and international consultation so Secondly, there is the neo-classical ap-as to av>oid destroying the sections of th Sochody the reaise eoaseirdctioap
producon m o lh of erelative cease indprlti
countries whchi should be pervdbt Costs, in particular tabour costs, In as far

whic ar t6hniclly ecnomiall orin- as this approach leads to higher business
stitutionally linked to the margnal seCtio. profits, it is becoming increasingly clear

Employment. Even if plann properly, the that there is no such thing as an automatic
readjustment of productive activities in the link between higher profits and increased

framework of a changing interational employment. In a number of cases, higher
division of labour will, at least in the short profits are not reinvested (but consumed

trm, ad to t une or transferred abroad) or are only invested
tem dild o teun yes. in th in labour-saving processes. Unless there are
cause increasing ipr from s<alled provisions for social assessment of the allo-
"low-wage countries" are by no means the cation of business profits, the neo-classical
only or even the most important cause of approach is also bound to fail.

unemployment. Increasing scarcity and Conventional approaches seem thus to
therefore higher prices for basic commo- have either no effect or to have effects
dities, including energy, saturation of de. which run counter to the interests of the
mand for certain goods and services (in weaker sections of the population. New
particular consumer durables) indation, ways of dealing with unemployment should
labour saving investments and structural be added to a more socialized application
shifts towards the tertiary or commercial of the conventional approaches. I see two
services sector where productivity increases of them.
are also limited contribute to structurally Firstly, a selective growth policy should
lower growth rates and thus to a worsening be pursued with respect to production.
of the employment situation. Such a policy implies the provision of

Given this multiplicity of unemployment governiment support to specific investments
causes in the industrialised countries, the on the basis of certain criteria designed 1o
way in which unemployment is tackled ;s reconcile the objective of growth and em-
learly of crucial importance. After all. a ployment with the need to be selective on

rational and more equitable international the grounds of considerations with regard
diiiision of labour can only in the long to the environment, the use of energy and
run contribute substantially to employment other scarce commodities, the spatial distri-
cretion in t industrialised countries, bution of activities and the international
whereas the adjustments needed in the short division of labour. Special instruments, such
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as, investment subsidies and investment return to full employment, not even when
controls, the promotion of technological an inlegrated employment policy is imple-
innovation in some and of small scale mented. The problem thus calls for more
production in other sectors, are in this case than the adaption of employment policies:
necessary. it calls for modifications to the very con-

In the second place, new ways of dealing cepts of labour, consumption and our way
with the employment problem should be of life.
applied to the consumption side. We see When unemployment becomes a long
at present tendencies towards a saturation term and structural phenomenon, a better
of demand for certain consumer goods distribution of existing employment will be
However, there is at the same time an un- necessary. This should not in the first place
fulfilled demand in the so-called developed be achieved by decreasing the number of
countries for certain non-material goods hours worked per day because of the pro-
which cannot be bought on the market. ductivity losses this will mean. A better
There are many unfulfilled needs in the distribution will have to be achieved pnm-
spheres of education, health, welfare, cul- arily by decreasing the number of years a
ture, urban renewal to mention but a few. person in involved in the labour process.
They are rapidly increasing, due in part Earlier retirement, longer schooling, sab-
to certain over-development tendencies in batical periods and re-education are among
the rich countries, and they lead to social the ways to achieve this. It will in any
inequities and to a growing gap between event require that the population of the
economic growth and technological inno- industrialised countries be prepared to
vation on the one hand and individual afford a less central position to materially
psychic well-being and social welfare on productive labour. These countries have,
the other. These needs have as yet not after all, entered post-industrial stages in
been identified fully, and virtually no pro- their economic development, with an in-
gress has been made in their measurement. creasing part of the national income to be
This, together with the fact that they have spent on collective services. The production
in common a lack of endogenous individual of these services in the transitional period
demand, points to the need for a sociali- is being left to volunteers. Their efforts
ration of demand, whereby society itself should be professionalized and rewarded.
creates a demand for the satisfaction of Ail this will affect our way of life: less
needs that cannot be fulfilled via the material consumption in general and of
market. Such a creation of demand would "nonsense goods" in particular, creative
require an expanded service sector, in parti- leisure and more consumption of education,
cular the non-commercial or "quartenary" culture etc.
sector, which offers important employment A New National Economic Order. The
possibilities. Here, perhaps. also lies an required changes i1h the industrialised coun-
answer to the burning question of where tries go further than the structure of pro-
to find alternative investment opportunities duclion and employment. The population
in a restructuring policy leading to a reduc- of these countries, and especially their
tion in investment in marginal sectors. economically weaker parts, will only accept,
Such a lack of investment in new sectors, let alone support, a NIEO if they are sure
substituting declining ones, during the that they will not become weaker as a
recession prevailing since 1972 has con- result of change in international economic
stituted a serious impediment to the imple- relations. For that reason it is important
mentation of a new international division that the employment and income cffects of
of labour as an essential element of a this change for the industrialized countries,.
NIEO whch in the short run may be negative

The more effective use of conventional and will only become positive in the longer
employment policies combined with the run, are spread among theit populations in
non-conventional approaches described an equitable way, whereby the heaviest
above will not solve but only lessen the burden is carried by the stronest should-
unemployment problem. The structurally crs. A policy aimed at increased income
lower growth prospect will not enable a equality and social security within the



Vcher countries is, therefore, a condition by a government which takes decisions on

sine qua non for the construction of a a level far above the heads of its people.
NIEO, in itsclf the basis for attaining more Creative thinking about the possibilities

equality and security in the world as a of obtaining a higher degree of participa-
whole And it goes without saying that tion in political and economic decisions

such a policy should go hand in hand which must be made at higher levels is a
with policies aimed at the economic, very important chalienge. It is obvious

social, cultural and political emancipation that the educational system is in this re-
of women, minority groups and foreign spect very important (and also to enable

labourers (the latter category providing an society to implement the necessary employ-
additional human link between the indus- ment and income policies).
trialized and the developing countries).

From what has been said concerning Conclusion
the required changes in investment, pro- In recent years, the link between the
duction. employment and income policies. NIEO and policies within the developing
it will be clear that these changes imply countries aimed at the satisfaction of basic
an expansion of government activities. This human needs has been stressed. That link
points to the necessity of a change in the indeed exists. It is, however, equally im-
national econornic order of industrialized portant to stress the link between a NIEO
countries to enable them to implement the and the required changes in the policies
right domestic policiCs, complementary to and structures of the industrialized coun-
changes in the international economic order, tries. Without these changes a NIEO simply
An increasing part of what used to be cannot be brought about; without them the

private decisions will henceforth have to be powerful interest groups and the weaker

taken by the government, whether it con- sections of the population in the richer
cerns decisions on major industrial invest- countries can be expected to resist efforts
ments, the conversion of profits into employ- aimed at the establishment of a NIEO.
ment, the kinds of demand which should For some decades now, Jan Tinbergen,

be stimulated, what constitutes fair per- on the basis of careful research, has made

sonal income, and so on. proposals for changes both in the inter-

According to some critics in the indust- national economic system and in the struc-

rialized countries, the government sector tural policip within the industrialized

has already reached a critical limit. In their countries, Not only his ideas on -shaping
view, an expansion of this sector would a world economy" and on an optimum

be detrimental to the economic potential international division of labour, but also
of the private sector. This criticism, how- his creative thinking on employment poli-

ever, neglects the fact that the government cies on income distribution, on education
sector itself is part of the economic poten- and on an optimum economic regime may
thal of society. The government produces serve to guide us.

goods and services that contribute to It is high time. The spirit of 1974/1975
national income and wealth and its con- appears to have faded. The power of the
sumption is consumption by private indi- developing countries to demand a new

viduals. but not on the basis of the primary international economic and political system
income distribution. is diminishing. That power was based on

The centralization of decisions at the oil, solidarity and reason, It is being con-

governmental level. however, requires a fronted by the industrialized countries'
democratization of the decision-making nuclear energy. arms deliveries and sham
process. Participation by those affected by deafness. It is crucial, therefore, that within

the decisions is essential. Tqe ultimate aim: the industrialized countries a new process

the greatest possible material and non- of awareness-building starts to identify
material welfare for as many people as longer term interests and to understand

possible. This aim cannot be attained in what justice really means, both between
a decision-making process dominated by and within nations.
a small group of powerful individuals re-
mote from the masses. nor can it be reached
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*THE SOLIDARITY OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR MOVEMENT AS AN ESSENTIAL
ELE1ENT IN THE ESTABLISHIENT OF A NEW INTERNATIONAL ORDER
by Edmond Maire*

No one can deny the ideological solidarity of the labour movement in the indus-
trialized countries with the people of the Third World, its internationalist
tradition, its active support for Third World struggles for political and
economic liberation (from Viet Nam through Latin America to Algeria), and its
resolute refusal to isolate itself into a kind of club of well-to-do workers
who would join with their employers in the defence of their wages and jobs
against the workers of the Third World.

Yet no one can deny, on the other hand, that there are limits to this solidarity;
limits on the action that the trade union organizations of the industrialized
countries in transnational corporations can take to improve the lot of workers in
the Third World; limits on the action we can take to bring pressure to bear on
our Governments and employers with a view to a genuine international co-operation
favourable to self-reliant development in the Third World and oriented towards
the satisfaction of the basic needs of its peoples; and, lastly, limits on the
action that can be taken to stem the tide of racism directed against migrant
workers and to achieve equality of rights with them.

It is easy to demonstrate that at least some of these shortcomings in our action
have their origin in the economic realities and constraints to which workers are
subject. But is it enough simply to draw this conclusion and accept the impli-
cation that the labour movement is powerless to change the course of events? I
say powerless because if the earthenware pot of abstract ideals comes into col-
lision with the iron pot of objective realities, there is no doubt of the out-
come...

It must be first emphasized that, under such a problematique, the forces of
division have a free hand. For example, the rise in structural unemployment in
the industrialized countries is sometimes ascribed to immigrants who supposedly
take the places of Europeans, and at others described as the result of competition
from industrial products exported in increasing amounts by the Third World - to
say nothing of explanations according to which the crisis is due to increases in
the price of petroleum and other raw materials. Even the ridiculously small
amount of aid made available by the industrialized countries to the Third World
is singled out as being the source of unemployment.

Secr4taire gEn6ral de la Conf6d6ration frangaise dsocratique du travail
(CFDT). This article which first appeared in Le Monde DiplomatiAue, November
1978, has been translated and is reproduced here with the permission of the
author and of Le Monde Diplomatique.



STATEMEN[

on the

ARUSHA SOUIH-SOUTH DIAlOGUE

1. On Decanber 14-16, 1978, a small group from the Third World -

thinkers, policy-makers and negotiators - met at Arusha, Tanzania, for an

informal and unofficial review of the North-South Dialogue on the New Inter-

national Econonic Order. Participation in the meeting was purely in a

personal capacity. President Nyerere was present during two sessions on

15 Decenber.

2. The Meeting was in the nature of a South-South dialogue and was

primarily an exercise in frank and rigorous self-analysis. It was held in

closed session. A list of the participants is attached. This Statanent attempts

to convey the main message of their conversations though it should not be regarded

as a canplete sumnary of the Meeting.

Basic Approach

3. The basic approach of the participants was to review the progress

made so far on the NIEO, to re-examine the negotiating agenda and the strategy

of the South, and to identify concrete proposals through which the objectives of

the South could be advanced further in a framework of genuine interdependence

between North and South.

4. It was recognised that while the South had succeeded in giving a

high political visibility to its concern for an equitable world order, the concrete

results of the North-South Diadgu tatebad been extranely disappointing.

The Dialogue had became one-sided, with the South presenting its case for change

and the North rejecting each specific proposal or diluting it out of recognition

while offering no creative proposals of its own. The North was failing to perceive

its own vital interests in a new world order and was unlikely to be shaken out
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of its present negative attitude unless the South became better organised for

dialogue and negotiation.

5. The participants felt that a major weakness of the South during

the last four years had been the lack of an appropiate organisational framework

to provide adequate and sustained technical support to Southern policy-makers

and negotiators. The South often faced the North without clearly defined

objectives and agreed priorities, without a complete range of technical options,

without a full consciousness of its leverage and without effective pre-negotiation

to reconcile the diverse national and regional needs of its mubers.

6. The participants agreed that in the next phase of the North-South

Dialogue, the South must adjust more effectively to the era of extremely canplex

negotiations that had now begun, backing up its organisational efforts by an

agenda that balanced the interests of all its unbers and by the development

of increased countervailing power.

7. The real objective of the North-South Dialogue must be viewed

in the framework of econanic decolonisation of the Third World, as an integral

part of an historical process of continuous liberation fran the past patterns

of econanic, cultural and political dependency. This means that the nodal-

ities of econanic danination (as revealed in the current working of the markets

of finance, camodities, technology, manufactures and labour) must first be

perceived at a political level and then be exposed at a technical level. This

also means that fundamental changes are required in the existing structures and

institutions, fashioned and sustained largely by the financial power of the

rich nations and their multinationals. Above all, it means that danestic reforms

in the countries of the South and a higher order of integration in the production,

trade and payments arrangements amongst than are crucial to the econanic and

political progress of the Third World and to their negotiations with the North
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fran a position of internal strength.

Principal Negotiating Issues

8. The principal negotiating issues concern the disadvantageous position

of the developing countries in the international markets where they sell --

canodities, manufactures and labour -- and where they buy -- technology and

finance.

9. The developing countries urgently need to strengthen their market

staying power in the export cannodity markets, hence the need for the type

of Cannon Fund that can effectively fulfill this objective.

10. They need access to markets for their growing exports of manufactures

as well as for their primary products, hence their deep concern about the arti-

ficial contraction of their markets in the developed countries.

11. They need an international framework which would accannodate freer

nuvanent of their labour across the tightly-fenced borders of the rich nations

as well as protect their labour already working abroad fran the growing tide

of disquieting discrimination.

12. In procuring technology, the devleoping countries need better regu-

lation of the international technology market to strengthen their present unequal

position vis-a-vis transnational canpanies and to have a fair chance of building

up their own indigenous technological capacity.

13. In buying finance, they are being made increasingly dependent on

the private international credit market with the result that poorer and weaker

countries have no significant access to non-project finance, while for others

the unrealistic repayment periods negotiated only recently have already led

to unfavourable debt structures.

14. In sane of these principal areas, the negotiations between the

developing and the developed countries have gone badly; in others they have
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not even begun.

Common Fund Neotiations

15. On the canunodity issue, the participants expressed deep concern

regarding the present state of the negotiations. No canodity agreement has

been concluded within the framework of the Integrated Programne for Cannodiites

adopted at the UNCTAD IV two-and-a- half years ago. The negotiations on the

CUmon Fund, stretching over two years, now involve concepts and amounts that

differ greatly fran the original proposal of the Group of 77. The Cannon Fund

as presently negotiated would to that extent be less effective in influencing

cannodity markets. The Third World must mobilise its collective negotiating

strength to ensure that the Cann Fund which eventually anerges fran the current

negotiations is able to protect effectively the export interests of all developing

countries and is capable of further development to meet their financing needs

in the canodity markets. In any event, the Third World should make clear the

responsibility of the North for any deficiencies in the Cann Fund arrange-

ments for which the developing countries may be forced to settle at this stage

and it should keep its options open for a major modification of the present

arranganents, including the possibility of a Comnon Fund financed by contributions

largely fran the Third World itself and fran sane friendly countries in the

industrialised world.

International Mnetary and Financial Order

16. One of the central issue for the developing countries and the world

ecoanmy is the restructuring of the international monetary and financial system

and institutions. These arragements were established 33 years ago in a different

world. The international monetary and financial institutions, the principles

and methods of their operation, their theoretical bases and practical effects

and, above all, their pattern of recruitment, control and management have to
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be re-designed to correspond to the present-day requiranents. In this context,

universalisation of nmmbership of international financial institutions is of

particular urgency. It was proposed that international monetary and financial

issues should be fully incorporated in the North-South Dialogue and these should

be placed as priority itans in the negotiating agenda of UNCTAD and other

negotiating forums.

17. Several concrete proposals were mentioned by the participants to

reform the present international financial and monetary system For instance:

-- exploration of a new cannon financing institution of developing

countries and those developed countries that may wish to join,

to provide the type of financing presently not adequately

available fran existing institutions (e.g. median-term progranne

finance, export credit finance for manufactured goods, resource

development finance, finance for collective initiatives of

the South), based on equitable voting structures;

-- renewed stress on the regular creation of Special Drwaing

Rights (SDRs), their equitable distribution to the developing

countries and revival of the proposal for a link between

SDRs and resource transfers to the developing countries;

-- exploration of the desirability and feasibility of establishing

a Third World unit of account, on a global or on a suitable

regional basis;

-- extension of the present ODA targets so that all countries

(developed and developing) would be expected to pledge a share

of their GNP for concessional finance, the share rising gradually

up to 0.7 per cent for the highest per capita income countries and
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the funds thus raised distributed according to per capita

incame, so that the low-income countries would be net receivers

of OIA. These funds, which could be augmented by those arising

fran the exploitation of the "global caomns," must be under

genuine international management and control.

18. The above proposals illustrate a few of the many specific ideas

that the participants presented to reform the existing international monetary

and financial order. It was agreed that these proposals required professional

analysis and further elaboration before they could be placed on the negotiating

table. The participants suggested that such analysis should be undertaken by

the research institutions of the Third World.

Long-Term Negotiating Proposals

19. The participants felt that priority must also be given to develop-

ing long-term negotiating proposals for the 1980's and 1990's in order to

develop a shelf of well-conceived ideas and to prepare steadily the political

ground for their gradual acceptance and implementation over a period of time.

In this context, it was suggested that appropiate research forums should organise

policy work in at least three areas: (a) an international central.nk; (b)

approaches to international tatiin; and (c) an indicative global planning

system.

Countervailing Strength

20. The participants agreed that no visible progress was likely to

be made in the North-South Dialogue unless the South took concrete steps to

organise and strengthen itself. In the next critical phase of the Dialogue,

the real questian was not what the North could do for theSouth but what the

North and South could do to&eh But the strength of the South in that Dialogue

would depend on a denonstration of what the South could do for itself.
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Several possible actions were mentioned:

- - strengthening of producers' associations of developing

countries and organisation of their own nultinational

enterprises in selected commdities;

-- establishnent of joint shipping lines, preferably on a

regional basis, with their own "conference rules";

-- organisation of buyers association in major canndity

imports like food, fertilizer, steel, etc.;

-- unilateral adoption of codes of conduct collectively by all

developing countries for transfer of technology and for

regulation of transnationals;

-- establishment of a Third World Endownent Fund to finance

socially relevant research in the Third World;

-- the urgent need for the Third World to develop its own

independent mass media, dedicated to the liberation and

progress of the South.

Mnagement of Negotiations

21. It was clear that, despite the constraints and frustrations of

the current negotiating machinery, the South was in a position to advance its

own cause by better management of its human resources and a more concentrated

attention to NIEO issues. Sane examples mentioned by the participants were:

-- securing at all times the best possible country repre-

sentation to the international institutions and making

better use of the limited leverage that did exist, e.g.

within the World Bank and IMF, through co-ordinated collective

action;

- - Improving the contact and co-ordination between the policy
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viewpoints of G-77 Groups in such UN centres as New York,

Geneva, Washington, Pane and Paris;

-- improving national co-ordination between the relevant

ministries of each country dealing with NIEO issues in

different international forns;

-- ensuring that the final stages of negotiations on major

specific proposals are at a political level and sending high

level ministerial representation to such sessions;

-- designating special representatives with responsibilities

for co-ordinating national positions on NIEO issues and for

assisting in the co-ordination of G77 strategy at important

meetings, e.g. the forthcaning Special Session of the General

Assembly in 1980;

-- organising special task forces from intellectual forums of

the Third World to help prepare for important negotiations;

-- consciously cultivating support in the Dialogue fran like-

minded countries in the North;

-- encouraging the socialists countries to becone nore involved

in the Dialogue;

- - influencing public opinion and attitudes in developed countries,

and particularly special groups such as consuners, trade unions,

importers and manufacturers; and

-- creating public understanding and appreciation within the

South of the issues related to global econcnic and social

justice, and their intimate relationship to internal factors.
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Southern Research and Co-ordination Facility

22. It was clear that a major weakness of the South in its Dialogue

with the North was its lack of effective organisation. Both in the area of

economic co-operation between developing countries and that of collective

negotiations with the North, there was now urgent need for an inmense amount

of technical support for the South. The U.N. systan -- in particular, UNCrAD

and the Regional Econanic Canmissions -- had important roles to play, and should

be strengthened for these purposes. But, beyond then, many participants felt

there was an urgent need for a Southern research and co-ordination facility

serving the Third World directly and financed and controlled by it.

What the Third World needs, they felt, was a caprehensive systan of organi-

sational and technical support for its negotiations with the North and for

co-operation within the South. The absence of such a facility was seriously

impairing the capacity of the South to succeed in the era of negotiation.

When ranged against Northern organisation, these deficiencies produced tragic

imbalances.

23. The first dimension of the support systan should be arranganents

to secure an adequate flow of technical analysis leading up to the preparation

of negotiating positions, continuous back-up during the negotiations themselves

and, beyond that, follow-up and implaentation of the results. Participants

recognised the need for urgent study of the modalities involved in establishing

such a facility, taking account of all the resources available to the Third

World and the need to put than to optinumn use. It was agreed to set up a small

group to study this proposal and to prepare the political and technical

groundwork for its concrete implaentation during 1979.

24. The participants fully recognised that what was at stake here

was not merely the setting up of a technical co-ordination facility, but the
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momentuu of the political movanent of the Third World-conanic liberation itself.

The unity of the Third World was becoming less real than apparent as the action

moved from declaration to negotiation. The better organisation of the South

through machinery that co-ordinated and constantly updated a balanced programme

of Third World co-operation in negotiations with the North and among the countries

of the South was becaning critical to the sustained structural integrity of

the Third World itself.

25. The participants agreed that the North-South Dialogue had moved

from the era of declaration to the era of negotiation. There is urgent need

for the South to adjust to the requirants and opportunities of the new

situation which its collective efforts produced. The phase of petition is

over. That of organised effort for practical action must begin. Political

canitment to transforming present relations of dependency into those of

equality and genuine interdependence must guide chis phase. For the South,

that implies a balanced agenda of priorities and consciously enlarging counter-

vailing strength. Effective organisation and co-ordination are critical elements

for sustaining Third World unity and success in the period ahead.
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Mr. McNamara: January 10, 1979

Horst Schulmann called to report on the Jamaica meeting. (He mentioned
that the information we had provided on the Arusha meeting turned out to be very
useful for Chancellor Schmidt.) His main points were the following:

1. The general climate of the meeting was very good. The participants
agreed to talk in their individual capacity and not for their gov-
ernments, but to brief other heads of government on the outcome
(in the case of Schmidt, the Guadeloupe meeting and the EC). No
formal conclusions were reached but Norway proposed a follow-up
meeting.

2. Chancellor Shmidt's proposa1 that in the future everyANorth/Sou
proposal shouild only be tabled if it rontained a careful analysis
of all its international edonumic ig(lications was well received;
also his argument that frequent G-77 attacks on the North were counter-
productive in terms of winning public support in OECD countries for
increased development efforts ("International solidarity was no one-
way street.") The view was generally accepted that--i n order_1gLiu
poilticalJsuppotfor-.icrQad_QDA--the medium- and long-term gains
for all countries, i.e., the concept of interdependence, had to be
betterexplained. The work of the Brandt Commission in this direction
was welcomed.

3. The only participant arguing for a more confrontational course was
Perez (and not Manley as some had expected). A certain post-Arusha
moderation was noticeable.

4. Schmidt advanced five reasons for the present international economic
6id TiFFiers?11) e foElain explosion; (ii) inflation (strongly

supported by Fraser on this); (iii) bureaucratically administered economies

eliminating private Jnitiatiy (at this poit, Obasano critictzed Ete

NCs, whereas Sch-idt argued for aningful role of private 1n
investment . .omplentary to public resource trasfes); (iv neglect of
agricultural develoetiLCs (Schmidt did not particularly enjoy the
criticism of EC agricultural policies he provoked by that statement); and
(v) excessive militarljudge5.

5. With regard to trade, the CF and the German proposal of a global Stabex
were discussed. Although the representatives of the South seemed to have

lost much of their earlier enthusiasm for the CF, they kept pushing for
the fund. Srhmid Snid that Germany would support a mndpsf second window
but that he did not believe ift its justification and benefits. After hav-
ing briefed the four at Guadeloupe, Schmidt anticipates no U.S. support
for the second window. The LDC representatives considerUdte p0fp lR
of a global Stabex to be a complement and not a substitute for the CF,
and the compensatory financing facility likely to be more advantageous
for the LDCs.

6. On resource transfer, Obasanjo argued that the IMF and the Bank did not
meet the needs of the LDCs in the area of commodity financing. Manley
added that these institutions did not make loans to groups of countries
(Caribbean?) and he attacked the Fund's conditionality. Schmidt urged
that one had to distinguish between the Fund's monetary and its develop-
ment objectives. Conditionality also applied to

countries such as England and Italy.
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7. There was agreement that the UN system (expressedly excluding the Bank)
did not provide a sufficient framework for the North/South dialogue.
Increasingly, other more informal and flexible fora for international
dialogue and negotiation had to be sought (a la Jamaica, Arusha,
Guadeloupe). However, the imprimatur of the UN would of course be
desirable for conclusions emerging from such meetings.

8. Schmidt criticized the OPEC cartel and called for the communist world

to provide its share of development assistance (to whic Pravda reacted
rather nervnty) .

cc: Yr. Stern

Caio Koch-Weser



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE February 12, 1979

FROM: Mahbub ul Haq, Director, PPR9W

SUBJECT: Some Notes for the Bonn Meeting

1. In your forthcoming conversations with Chancellor Schmidt, I
thought it would be useful for you to know West Germany's own development
concerns and its perceptions about North-South issues as well as about
the role of the World Bank. Peter Jacob, a member of my staff and a
German national, has prepared a self-contained briefing paper on this:
you may like to glance through it, particularly Annexes III and IV on aid
and trade policy.

2. I am summarizing below some of my own ideas, based on the back-
ground analysis Messrs. Burki and Jacob prepared for me.

1. The German Concerns

3. It appears that Chancellor Schmidt is now willing to play a
reasonably active role in international economic affairs, including the
North-South dialogue. However, this role will be played according to the
way that Chancellor Schmidt and his advisors perceive the world stage. The
following perceptions are distilled from some of their recent statements
and may be pertinent to your dialogue:

- The maigr theme that comes through all German pronouncements-
is efficiencx. It conditions German perceptions regarding
regionalvs. global initiatives, private vs. public flows,
bilateral vs. multilateral assistance, trade vs. aid. It is a
yardstick by which all else is judged and the more we can
relate our efforts and initiatives to global efficiency
considerations, themore response we may get.

- Any future German activism should take the form of partici-
pation in multinational arrangements. However, the German

(J translation of internationalism is "Euro-centrism." This is
why they are putting such a great deal of emphasis on arrange-
ments like the European Monetary System, European Development
Fund, and European Investment Bank. Germany is worried that
global initiatives often become politicized and lose "efficiency
It would be Timpt5-t tffo si5-F tET nk despite its
international character, has been able to maintain the supremacy
of professional efficiency over political consi.derations.

- In dealing with the question of capital flows to the developing
countries, the Germans place greater emh o rivate-as
compare to-rrpns.bXJZ-rRAijiLa jes. This apparently results
partly from a perception of comparative efficiency, partly from
an ideological preference, and partly from the fear of further
increases in public sector indebtedness, i.e., budgetary concerns.
German administration has aimed at a 1:2 rule of thumb for.the
distribution of capital flows between public and private channels.
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- The Germans seem to view the Third World as divided between
two parts: the more advanced countries that can be folded into
the economic system dominated by the industrial countries and
the poor nations whose main concern should not so much be inte-
gration into an international economic system but alleviation of
poverty. The instruments for relations with these two groups
differ: essentially bilateral, private, trade-related contacts
with the former; public and preferably multilateral contacts with
the latter. The second German rule of thumb - a 70:30 distri-
bution of flows between bilateral and multilateralTFchannels -
suggests the degree of emphasTh_Ke Germans seem to put on these
two Third World blocs.

II. German Aid Policy and World Bank Role

4. I believe that little will be gained by pressing Chancellor Schmidt
on the German overall aid performance. Their ODA record (0.27% of GNP) is
poor and they have often been reminded about it. Moreover, you may be able
to persuade Chancellor Schmidt to move forward only if he finds concrete
arguments and a disaggregated, practical approach which he can sell to his
own constituency (not a global vision, since he is not much of a visionary).
Thus, it is important that we skillfully relate our own concerns to Germany's
revealed preferences. This "soft sell" could cover:

- Close working relationships between the Bank, on the one hand,
and European Development Fund and European Investment Bank, on
theother. These could include not only greater co-financing
but also joint appraisal missions, sharing of information on
country economic prospects and a certain reorientation of
IFC operations with greater emphasis on high-technology industries
In the middle-income countries.

- Greater Bank willingness to work with European tlon-Governmental
Organizations s Th rmans would like to see the NGOs
paya much more active role in poverty-related programs. For
the Bank, this may involve greater co-financiag-wi NGsas
well as the use of the NGO resources for technical assistance
and project formulation.

- Greater Bank involvement with the projects in the middle-income
countries that have linkages (horizontal and vertical) with the
European economies. Our move into the energy area is seen
favorably from This perspective by the Germans.? as-elso
expect that they would be interested in greate Bank participa-
tion in mineral development in Africa, including in sucTno-
members as Angola and ohiambique.
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- Somewhat greater Bank interest in the issue of transfer of
technology to the middle-income countries in areas such as
mineral exploitation and development. The Germans may be
interested in the Bank closely collaborating with the newly
established German Appropriate Technology Agency (GATE).

- Greater Bank will I ingne-s-to influence and jove thn-d-uewon
international fora alon g mgrx practical lines. This would includeH '
the Bank's willingness to do analytical work - to demonstrate
the feasibility (or lack of it) of such demands of the South
as 25% share in global industrial output by 2000 AD, the establish-
ment of a new and very restrictive code of conduct for multi-
nationals, and the organization of a common commodity fund that
can openly direct the operations of individual multinational
commodity arrangements.

- The area of Bank activity that Chancellor Schmidt may find
particularly interesting and which will link up with German
emphasis on efficiency and private flows and with te geographical
and sectoral composition of its own assistance:

(i) increased productivity of the poor, as against schemes
of global welfarism;

(ii) co-financing, both with public and private agencies;

(iii) lending for enery and mineral sector;

(Iv) lending to Africa, which figures increasingly more
prominantly in termany's own assitance;

(v) rapid expansion of IFC; and

(vi) Bank record on project rates of return and disbursements.

5. One of the apal nzauents for German support for IBRD capital
increase and IDA replenishment will be that the Bank has been able to maintain
Its efficiency, despite expansion, and that its future expansion will not
1TmiTrt eroli of private flows but enhance it through co-financing, improve-
ment of country debt profile, provision of technical assistance and institution
building in critical sectors.

III. Possible German Initiative in North-South Dialogue

6. Apparently, Chancellor Schmidt is beginning to take more interest
in North-South issues, as is confirmed by his participation in the mini-summit
with Prime Minister Manley. There may be a complex of motives behind this
initiative: growing self-confidence of Germany and its desire to play the
role of a leader in international economic affairs; the role of leadership
that the Brandt Commission report may thrust upon Germany (unwillingly?);
a tacit understanding at Guadeloupe that U.S. finds itself too beleagured to
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take major international initiatives and that Germany should take on some
of the burden. Whatever the motivation, I believe that Germany is uni&ly..
qualified to taeleadership in one crucial area in which other rici nations
cannot or probably will not - trade and the threat of growing protectionism.

7. Germans have a good record n_jzde policy. Their protective Z
barriers are veryJlow. They have strongly-cona4e_mf togfWinlg_prot.Acionism.
They have been advocating liberalization in the Tokyo round. They can be
generous importers as they are successful exporters. German strong balance
of payments and domestic economic position enables them to take a lead in
freeing imports. There Is no other rich nation I can think of which has a
cleaner record and stronger vested interest in liberalized trade.

8. In this framework, you may consider:

- sharing your plans for the UNCTAD V speech with Chancellor Schmidt
and getting his support for the initiative you will propose for
another round of trade negotiations after the Tokyo round (which
Is largely concerned with North-North trade restrictions);

- persuading Chancellor Schmidt to lower tariff and non-tariff
barriers even further in Germany, irrespective of the outcome
of the Tokyo round, in order to give a lead to others; and

- enquiring from Chancellor Schmidt about the global STABEX scheme
(outside the ambit of the IMF) which he strongly advocated at
the Jamaica mini-summit and which FRG proposed to the Development
Committee last September (any assistance from the Bank in
examining its costs and benefits?).

9. It may also be useful to brief Chancellor Schmidt about the current
mood of the Third World - as revealed at Arusha South-South dialogue.
(Incidentally, his office was chasing me for a briefing on Arusha before the
Jamaica mini-summit: I could brief Horst Schulmann only to a very limited
extent on the phone. The Chancellor may be interested in a copy of the
Arusha Statement, which I have already sent you). It is possible that
Arusha deliberations may lead to the establishment of a Third World Secre-
tariat: a small group of five (including me) was authorized to pursue the
Idea further, concretely but fairly quietly. If TWS gets established
during 1979, it may be the beginning of a more professional North-South C
dialogue.

Attachment
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GERMANY'S ROLE IN NORTH-SOUTH RELATIONS

Introduction

The Federal Republic of Germany holds a pivotal position in inter-
national economic affairs, yet its actions on the international front, par-
ticularly in North/South relations, have not been sufficiently conducive to a
major breakthrough in the existing stalemate on many important issues. There
is apparently growing awareness in German government circles that Germany is
perceived as a "hardliner" on North/South issues and is consequently becoming
increasingly isolated. To some extent, this puts the country in a position
where it might be tempted to "brave" the chill and simply get used to feeling
lonely at the top. While some more personal statements by the Chancellor might
be interpreted this way, a careful analysis of the underlying conditions of
Germany's role in international affairs suggests otherwise. The Federal
Republic is indeed in search of a more cooperative strategy because of its own
geopolitical interests and global concerns, and it is currently in a favorable
position, both at home ane TwitEnn theTernational context, to take decisive
action to assume greater international responsibility.

This paper outlines the basic conditions under which such a role
could be played by Germany. It examines briefly the major factors influencing
the country's global policy concerns, the current domestic economic situation,
and the main issues and policies of German development aid. Detailed Annexes
on these three main subjects and on the German attitude towards international
trade substantiate and elaborate the points made here.

Germany's Global Policy Concerns and Concepts

The country's geopolitical setting requires careful balancing of
its foreign policy initiatives. Security concerns are currently surfacing

aggin as a more dominant factor in-policy formulation. While these concerns
are partly, TIne to Germany's delicate position within the East-West context,
they are also strongly influenced by wider economic security consideratian
because of Germany's prominent position as a world tra4ing nation.

There are distinctly institutional elements in the formulation of
international cooperation strategy on the part of Germany. This reflects
recognition of the role of other small powers in the European context, the
desire for super power detente, and'appreciation of socio-economic pluralism
in international affairs. It also appears that interest in a concept of
.terna tional_management is emerging. While thlTs particularly Erue with
respect to the monetary area, where the establishment of the European Monetary
IX ep_s forcefully pursued, similar initiatives relate to the widercontext
of international development and its structural consequences. Germany's role
in the Loae zenegotiation, the multilateral trade negotiations, and its
apparent sqort or rIfength7ening of the capacity oi theaEucopeaa_1 aestment
Bank and of inereases in resource flows to developing countries within the
context of the OECD/DAC proposals are indications of this.

While any idea of a massive global transfer of additional concessional
funds is clearly not favored by Germany, there appears to be support for sub-
stantial increases within the present proportions of roughly 1:2 for public 'and
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private_sector capital transfers including private foreign investment. The
instruments envisage for additional resource transfers are not different from
those already employed; essentially, the major thought is a strengthening of
already established mechanisms. To what extent the ratio of 70:30 between
bilateral and multilateral mechanisms might be modified still seems to be
uncertain.

It is now apparently recognized in German government circles that
an accord_9s raw material agreements and the question of the common fund are
required to defuse tension be.tween the North and the South. Recent informition
suggests that the Chancellor himself is prepared to go al6ng with others on
any remaining issues to come to an agreement. At the same time, the Chancellor
seems to feel strongly 4hntrharMlQhwent of a global STAEX system which
he would prefer to keep separate from the IMF-CompensaLrny Finain Facility.

The German desire to break out of its present perceived isolation
on North/South issues has not yet prompted any initiatives regarding the increase
of its ODA to reach the 0.7 percent of GNP target rapidly. The new concept of
international management, which appears to underlie many of the new global and
regional strategies, stems from a general recognition of interdependence as a
principal element of international cooperation. German development aid policy
is presently being reformulated to reflect this recognition as well as the
particular circumstances of the poorest countries. This is leading to a two-
pronged concept of development aid and the use of more differentiated instruments
for cooperation with different groups of countie

German Development Aid - Issues and Policies

The three major political parties in the Federal Republic do not differ
greatly in their basic attitudes on aid. Essentially, all of them seem to
support a concentration of aid on the poorest countries and a focus on poverty-
oriented projects. Party platforms do, however, often escape into generalities
with respect to long-term policies to avoid conflict on controversial issues
between ideologically diversely-oriented groups within the parties. This is
particularly true for the issue of binding commitments to implement the generally
favored increase in the level and percentage of ODA.

The Ministry for Economic Cooperation has frequently been at the center
of domestic controversy about the rationale and the direction of Germany's
development aid. This not only reflects an underlying dichotomy in the per-
ception German society has of its domestic objectives and of its international
role, but also the often seemingly conflicting objectives of economic self-interest
anJ.dternational social responsibility. Recent internal_administrative re-
arrangements at the top level of the Ministry for Economic Cooperation are
apparently intended to restore the Ministry's professional capacity and public
image in the wake of severe public criticism of its past record. New policy
guidelines and publicly announced new aid approaches are the result of a
fundamental rethinking process prompted by the growing awareness of the inter-
national significance of Germany's relations with the Third World. They also
reflect a more pragmatic and less ideologically oriented approach to aid.

Two main copcepts are intended to guide future German development
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cooperation effQrts. One is a pronounced emphasis.on basic n.eeds oriented
projects and programs for the poorest countries and "neglecte4 sectors" in the
more advanced developing countries. The other concept is the se of a dif-
ferentiated approach towards cooperation with the more advanced countries,
according to their Segree of interrelation with the international trade system.
The basic rationale and the sectoral emphasis of technical and financial
assistance programsfor the so-called "take off" ountries is apparently going
to be derived from'4f oic indicatr, and a_categorization of countries
into several groups with-verying degrees ef- Id r-atrLi4T n tonal close-
ness to Germany and Europe.

While it is recognized that trade relations with "take off" countries
generally have a positive impact on employment in Germany, it is also anticipated
that increasing pressure for exports of manufacturiggood from these equntges
will lead to the need for long-term .a djustment in Germany's structure of
production. Support for increasing integration of more advanced developing
countries into the international economic system is therefore intended to be
coupled with efforts to facilitate and promote domestic restructuring in
Germany.

Serious delays or shortfalls in disbursements of official development
assistance to the poorest countries appear to present a more immediate problem
for German aid administration. Given the keen interest in boosting the
dismal performance level of German ODA, German authorities are likely to be
especially interested in co-financing arrangements, provided an appropriate
project mix consistent with bilateral aid objectives can be achieved.

Perceptions with Respect to International Leadership

Although Germany continues to behave essentially as a bashful economic
power when it comes to assuming international leadership, the chances that
it is prepared to tae a more_forceful and positiyc_roA in-NorthlSouth relations
should not be underrated. The credibility of German leadership in the context
of a distinctly institutionalized international system of management, which
appears to appeal to Germany's global interests and conceptual thinking, does,
however, require a major financial commitment and a more forceful global, rather
than regional,'"dfiriod tVappHEr toou aetale analysisTha.t tIet
chances that sucha commitment will indeed be made are the greater, the more
convincing the contributions of other partners in the system are. There are
signs that a new optimism, after a long period of gloom on the German domestic
scene, has invigorated the German sense of international responsibility. Both
self-et aua__. ger-term view in international affairs should therefore
lead to a more active role in international.econom.e management through
rdmifiWetand material participation in a broad, interrelated'and coherent

system of regional and supraregional institutions, including the World Bank and
IDA.



ANNEX I

ANALYSIS OF MAJOR FACTORS INFLUENCING
GERMANY'S GLOBAL POLICY CONCERNS

The Country's Geopolitical Setting

As one part of the divided pre-World War II nation, the Federal
Republic of Germany is extremely conscious not only of its authoritarian past
with all its still troublesome international implications, but also of its limitations
in conducting independent foreign policy. The continued existence of a fje,
democratic state with a highly indus,trialized economy in the middle of
Europe, largaly dependent-.n export markets for its capital goods, and
on importsoa taw materials, particularly energy, is believed to require a
solid linkage with its Western industrial partners within the framework of
NATO and the EEC. Current occasional speculation that the Federal Republic
might eventually be tempted to "emancipate" itself through an accommodation
with the Eastern Bloc, if the Soviet Union were prepared to let the subject
of reunification with the Democratic Republic of Germany resurface for
serious consideration, must therefore be regarded largely as a reflection
of major global power changes which are bound to reverberate in the usually
tense atmosphere of German East-West relations.

The closeness of the Eastern European countries has so far enabled
the Federal Republic to achieve remarkable progress in surmounting ideo-
logical barriers in its trade relationships with them. German sensitivity
with respect to any global power shifts which might endanger the existing
detente is currently well illustrated by its somewhat nervous reaction
to the U.S.-China rapprochement. Similarly,the allegedly too provocative
U.S. human rights policy evoked a nervous response. The Bonn government is
lnrgrested in the strengthening of NATO defence capacity to achieve
equilibrium" thrgugh moq4.gnization of the weapons systems, although this is

still a controversial subject even within the major'c6altion party. At the
same time, the government wants to take as much advantage of "openings"
towards the East, particularly in its dealings with the Democratic Republic
of Germany. Recently, the relationship between the two states has further"normalized", despite continuing ideological quarrels.

Even this "normalization", exemplified by agreements about border
traffic and transport systems, is, however, cautiously pursued on both sides
to avoid Soviet displeasure. In the long run there are nevertheless a number
of common practical interests in the areas of transportation, linkage of power
grids and environmental protection. Recent emergency shipments of West
German coal to the East have highlighted the vulnerability of the East German
economy which depends to a large degree on lignite mining for its energy
supply. As a source of credit West Germany has long provided major support
for its "Eastern twin" which has had payments deficits both with the Federal
Republic and with its major trading partner, the Soviet Union.

Apart from the context of these geopolitical circumstances, East-West
trade is increasingly becoming a concern from a balance of payments point of
view. COMECON countries have recently increased their international in-
debtedness substantially. This adds a distinctly worrisome note from the
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economic perspective to the more political and strategic global concerns.
The tolerable extent of international exposure of German foreign investments
and loan capital to special risks might become a major constraint in inter-
national policy making, particularly when the sizable anticipated demands
for supplier's credits to finance China's modernization program are taken
into account. Germany is likely to favor a "balanced approach" both for
political reasons and reasons of financial prudence. is wld mean
continued trade with estern idustrial countries within a more stable
monetary s , a ith the more advanced developing countries and COMECON,
each of which is expected to provide major impulses to domestic economic
growth. At the same time, the Federal Republic of Germany can be expected
to participate forcefully in the competition for a sizable share in capital
goods exports to the People's.Republic-of China-without,however, ben Illing

tte errtnfacdinary inentives or preferences, both in terms of interest
subsidies or preferences in market access. An even more cautious approach
can be expected with respect to military equipment deliveries.

Security concerns are going to have again a much
more distinct influence in global policy formulation as a result of recent
developments in IL from which Germany so far has received between 15-18 er-
cent of its crude oil, where sizable German nVestments have been made and
which accounted for 2.3 percent of total German exports in 1977. Among the
largest German projects in Iran is the construction of nuclear power plants.
Germany's interest in Turkey is likewise prompted by security concerns and
the ultimate problem of how to deal with migration of labor in the middle
1980s. German-Yugoslav relationships are even more linked to the unknown
and possibly uncertain developments anticipated for the period following
President Tito's eventual death. Another major area which will command
continued German attention from a strategic point of view is Southern Africa
where political developments have so far prompted participation by Germany
in thea ane ,am b on towards
indgendence of Namibia-

In Latin America, another traditional area of German trade interest,
the German presence in Brazil is most importantly linked to that country's
nuclear power program through the agreement to provide nuclear reactors
and technology. Recently, Germany has signed an agreement for technological
cooperation with Venezuela which might provide the basis for closer coopera-
tion between the two countries in the oil sector, particularly development
of new technologies for more economic exploration and processing of Venezuelan
oil. The agreement reportedly also provides for a study of the possible
future use of nuclear energy in Venezuela. All of these strategic relation-
ships illustrate the ove A!J_concern about raw material supplies, particularly
energy ad safeguarding of major exp rtr etsrYahih technology capital

In the Middle Eastern conflict between the Arab countries and Israel,
Germany has generally been able to keep a reasonable balance between the
economic intere ich favor the Arab side, and the political interests, which

ship with Israel * nternal developments in Germany, such as the wave of
terrorism in 1i97, provided an often traumatic linkage between domestic and
global concerns arising from foreign instability. The presence in Germany
of sizable contingents of foreign workers from developing countries and of
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substantial dissident groups of foreign students (e.g.. from Iran) have at
times heightened the apprehension about social instability in their home
countries and thus injected an internal security element into global policy
formulation. Similarly, foreign political developments, such as those in
Chile and in Southern Africa, have during the last few years had a distinct
influence on the domestic political climate and thus evoked various foreign
policy responses.

Socio-economic and Domestic Political Circumstances

Apart from its geopolitical setting, various elements of Germany's
socio-economic and domestic political circumstances have contributed to its
past international posture and are likely to have a decisive influence in the
future. Short-term responses to international developments can most invariably
be related to particularly areas of concern such as inflation, currency in-
stability, global military imbalance or political unrest, where German interests
are thought to be threatened. Long-term strategy formulation, on the other
hand, is more related to Germany's structural condition and problems. The
fact that long-term strategy has been less evident in Germany's past inter-
national responses and also in its domestic policy prescriptions than short-
term responses is,in itself, evidence of a peculiar phenomenon. This phe-
nomenon has its roots in a major structural change in German society during the
last thirty years.

The division between groups within the political parties largely
reflects a deep dichotomy in Germany's basica.lyconservative society, namely
the support for a free market economy, on the one hand, and the demands for
urter exension of the roa welfare system w c qu res massive state
intervention and social subsidy, on the other. At the same time, faith in
the problem solving capacity of government has waned. An often apparent
crisis atmosphere in economic and political management results from a unique
dilemma brought about by structural problems in population, in production
capacity and resource base, as well as in the organization of both the economic
and the political systems.

In economic management, familiar Keynesian "house recipes" to counter-
act cyclical downturns in economic activity by fiscal stimulus, which were for
a long time expected to be a potent remedy against economic ills, are in-
creasingly found to be inappropriate. The "public sector Iota (including
social security transfers) has reached a high of 4Y-percent and it is feared
that. an further extension would stile dht-1teneural activity ad further
hamper business investment. Already, the costly welfare system is diverting
resources from badly needed capital investment. A declining population will
bring with it a contraction of the labor force and lower demand for housing
and consumer goods. Appreciation of the German currency has seriously affected
business profits in general and structural changes in world markets have further
added to the sluggishness in business investment. On the other hand, trade

uoga hldLa ominantposition ithpol il ystem. They continue to
oppose or criticize allegedly business-oriented growth policies and structural
change.
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At the same time, party platforms influenced by both labor and
business are attacked outside the conventional party spectrum by environ-
mental groups who have gained in political influence. Particularly long-term energy _panning is -eriouslyb perceptions rearding
t e ture course of action. Simply put, trade unilons and political parties,
in which different ideological groups are represented, feel that they have
to- alaos eeren "more unemployment or more nuclear energy." Similar funda-
mental opposites are posed in the choice between more state intervention
(e.g., as short-term response to structural problems in such vulnerable
sectors as shipbuilding) and more freedom from such intervention which might
lead to massive reductions in the labor force in such sectors.

The political system, which broadly consists of the three major
parties, the trade unions and diverse groups of "popular activists", continues
to be shaken from time-to-time by the eruption into daily political life of
deeply rooted fundamental Aiffer-eces of opinion with respect to employmentand incomes policy, qocial_security, participatory management, .i_LucgtUr
change including tuture energy and environmenta1 jolicy, and the roleotht1e
state both in economic can_i E Tif'e. What is often wrongly perceived
as simply a reflection of "growth fatigue", German "Weltschmerz" or the
problem of affluence more correctly represents a structural crisis of broad
dimensions and great depth. German domestic and international policy responses
are both linked to this crisis because Germany's interdependence with its
trading partners and its geopolitical setting do not allow domestic policy
and international policy to be conductedin isolation from each other. The
contentious debate between Germany and the U.S. about Germany's role in
international economic management is but one reflection of this fact. While
currently responding to some extent to international pressure for more force-
ful German economic stimulus to help a sluggish world economy, the German govern-
ment is essentially following a cautious path in shaping a long-term strategy
aimed at gradually restructuring the economy.

The principal elements of this strategy are:

- creation of a new European monetary-syn.m that is expected to
help in stabilizing exchange rates between Germany and its major
trading partners and thus to shield German exporters from currency
fluctuations;

-_exan4,d, goverTment resarch and development spending to generate
new technology (e.g., in such areas as nucT po N nlC
c _rc arcraft);

- promotion of a basic understanding between labor and the business
community about-futre growth in real wages and reinvestment of
retained business earnings;

- consolIdAtion rather than expansion oft he soc4 l welfare -ystem; and

- srenaRhenixw of the-apacity tQ deal with structural changes within
Germany and within the EEC, particularly in view of the eventual
enlargement of the community through the entry of Spain, Portugal and
Greece (support for substantial enlargement of the resources of the
European Investment Bank).
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Concepts for Global Cooperation

While the country's geopolitical setting and its socio-economic
and political circumstances make it abundantly clear that Germany has a major
stake in world affairs, there are at the same time numerous factors which
distinguish its potential role in these affairs from those of the super powers.
Its firm linkage to the Western European framework of nations ioderates its
economic power as a single country, quite apart from the particular further
complication of its delicate posture towards the Eastern part of Europe. In
terms of global cooperation concepts, all of this reinforces the need for
-reliance-on _Upranational institutions and international organizations rather
than dirct.rat.power o Within the European n Co it
dominance of one or a few great powers would endanger the compact between all
the nations which vary widely, not only in their tradition and culture, but
also in their social, economic and political condition. The enlargement of the
community will make it even more imperative to avoid creating a multi-tiered
European system.

There is thus a distinctly institutional element in the formulation
of international cooperation strategy on the part of Germany. This element
reflects recognition of the role of small powers, the desire for super power
detente and appreciation of socio-economic pluralism. It has been noted by
critical observers of the European efforts to forge a more outward oriented
common policy that in recent years the European Community has largely been
stagnant and ineffective,except in protecting special interests.

No doubt, political cooperation within Europe continues to be tenuous
and sometimes unpredictable. Germany is frequently perceived by its partners
as the "strict schoolmaster" personified by its Chancellor. Also, Germany
has been prone to "contemplate its own navel" and has been hypersensitive to
foreign criticism. On the other hand, Germany's predicAment as a strong
economic power with a latent internal security problem has not ben well
understood abroad. Many of the socio-political nuances of the internal
German developments are either overlooked, misunderstood or all to easily
translated into old cliches of what is perceived to be "typically German"
in terms of the state's behavior towards its citizens or towards foreign
countries. Whatever interpretation one might put on individual responses in
this context, it is clear that the Ger gp overnment has been subject to a
gekeral erosion of power in two respects. It has neither escaped the genbrally

worldwide tren of a weakeniofInEeral_government power in the face of
"anti-establishment'" forces and general opposition to fuither 4eiroachments of
government activities into everyday life, nor has it escaped the process of
ia-ernational. diffusion of powerand4. -th, -145f control over international
events in.the areas. of its specal interest.

The long-term implications of the domestic reduction of government
control over developments are difficult to predict. There is a tendency to
come to grips with them more forcefully in the face of imminent danger, while
periods of seeming tranquility or at least "absence of gloom" favor postponement
of inevitably painful conclusions, although they should ideally give just the
right kind of breathing space to tackle the more difficult issues. To what
extent Germany will be able to avail itself of this opportunity this year,
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which appears to have started with more optimism than the preceding year, might
well depend on the strategy it hopes to pursue in the international field.

Apart from the general concept of "balance" in international power
politics, which the Bonn government finds imperative because of its own geo-
political interests, it appears that interest in a concept of internationalUnAant is emerging. This is certainl true wih respect to onetary
area. The "insftitutihal element"' of this concept, reterred to above, s
evident from the forceful pursuit of establishment of the European Monetary
System. Similar institutional elements are apparent in the initiatives with
respect to a larger role of the European Investment Bank. Further, the
renegotiation of the Lome agreement offers an established vehicle for in-
stitutionalized foreign trade policy vis-a-vis a large group of developing
countries. The GATT negotiations, finally, will be crucial to Germany's
proclaimed efforts to control, if not reverse, the powerful trend towards
protectionism.

Various other elements appear to influence long-term strategy within
a more institutionalized framework. It is recognized in Germany that de-
veloping countries in general, ire-nreasiggy belng Omportant markets
ror exportts a "some kind of Marshall Plan" for the Third World might be
cAlld tor to provide an increased flow of resources to bolster their growth.
However, this increased resource flow, while being supported within the frame-
work of OECD/DAC, is not thought of as a large transfer of concessional public
sector funds. The current 1:2 proportion between public and private sector
transfers is considered to be just right and would most likely be favored for
allocation of any increases in resource flows. Also, the instruments envisaged
for such possible future additional resource transfers are not diterent trom

capital transfers through. thlji p.,tg m inkeight.
The idea of a massive global transfer of concessional funds is clearly not
favored. Essentially, the major thought is a strenthon1ns of already established
mechanisms. To what extent the present proportions between bilateral and multi-
lateral (roughly 70:30 in the case of Germany) should be maintained seems still
unresolved.

With respect to the thorny question of international commodities, the
German government apparently feels increasingly isolated as a "hardliner". Be-
cause this question has been at the center of international debate, the per-
ception among Third World countries has been that Germany's attitude in general
is less progressive than that of other industrial countries. Particularly the
Chancellor seems to feel that Germany has been unfairly dealt with by the Third
World in international political debates. Together with his often reported
personal distaste for international bureaucracies, his often blunt expression
of views in this respect might sometimes create the impression that inter-
national institutions are not favored as a vehicle for international management.
However, there does appear to be 4gmajordifference between workable, insti-tutionalized international arrangements._wich A& neraly Tavrec yth
GerDans, an ±aternationa debate and goal articulation which are fund

to be less useful, particularly in fora where majority rule obviates practical
compromise. With respect to the perceived danger of international bureau-
cratization, the administration of agricultural policy within the EEC is clearly

l/ A summary of the current economic situation in Germany is given in Annex II.
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a major source of Germany's apprehension. Apart from ideological preference
for free market forces over perceived risks of international dirigism in raw
materials, the German attitude is most importantly influenced by the un-
satisfactory domestic experience with private sector investment activity in
the face of growing encroachments of the public sector.

As much as can be ascertained as to the German position on the
question of the common fund and raw material agreements, the following general
points appear to determine the basic attitudes of the Foreign Ministry:

- the common fund must be a pure instrument of Linancing. It must
n 9 AIre an d to 0h e administration

sions on the agreements: these have to be autonomous
and their aulonS -a -v s tihe fund must be legally and
practically guaranteed. These conditions can bet_ha ulfilled
if the fund were conceived a- a."pool with no means or onyr
symboie me"ans of its own. Producer countries must not be able
to outvote consumer countries in the fund; and

- price stabilization, i.e., the reduction of short- and medium-term
fluctuations, ustqete onlyurnosa nf raw materJal_Irements

It is apparently recognized that an accord on raw material agreements would
defuse tension between the North and the South. Recent information suggests that the
Chancellor himself is prepared, albeit reluctantly, "to go along" with others
on any remaining issues regarding the common fund. At the same time, the.
Chancellor seems to feel strongly about the establishment of a global STABEX
system outside the jurisdiction of the IMF. I/

In more general terms, recent German statements appear to reflect a
growing awareness that a more active policy towards the Third World is called
ror instead __A.erely reactive" policy and negotiating stance. Teew
policy guidelines for fi eMinistry for tconomic Cooperation 2/ reflect a more
systematic attempt to formulate a new strategy. A dramatic, long-term resource
transfer-oriented initiative, however, has still not emerged in Germany. This
"lack of punch" behind many of the other strategic moves is seen as the major
weakness of the German government's position in the forthcoming international
discussions of North/South issues.

Perceptions with Respect to International Leadership

The new concept of international management,which appears to underlie
many of the global and regional strategies reflected in recent initiatives or
proposals mainly within the EEC and the OECD, stems from the general recognition
of interdependence as a principal element of international cooperation. At the

l/ The W4F is currently in the process of studying the implications of the
"German proposal" within the framework of the Compensatory Financing Facility.

2/ A review of German aid policy is given in Annex III.
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same time, it is reco nized that international leader is lacking. The
international diffusion of power has weakene the position of the United States
and it is widely perceived in Europe to have become more of a follower than
a leader. Europe's own position as a potential leader is hampered by its
inherent pluralism and diversity of interest except in terms of overall security
aspects. Germany's own role continues to be that of a "bashful" economic
giant. It sometimes feels called upon as an "international paymaster" more
than as a co-manager of an effective international system in which its own
interests are adequately taken into account. Nevertheless, the chances that
a leadership role on North/South issues will be assumed by the German govern-
ment, particularly by the Chancellor himself, should not necessarily be under-
rated.

The analysis of major factors influencing Germany's global policy con-
cerns reveals a growing awareness of the unsatisfactory present state of
affairs with respect to North/South issues. The geopolitical setting in which
Germany finds itself requires active rather than reactive policies, and this is
increasingly recognized. The socio-economic and political circumstances require
long-term strategy orientation and they currently favor new initiatives in the
international field. Last but not least, concepts for international coopera-
tion, both global and regional, within which a pivotal German management
role can be played, are consistent with an effective and efficient international
system of management required in an era of increasing interdependence. The
credibilitypof German leadership in this context does, however, require a c

maior tinancial. commitment. itappears from this analysis that the chances
that such a commitment will indeed be made are the greater, the more con-
vincing the contributions of other partners in the system are. The views of
the German Foreign Minister in this respect are perhaps more reassuring than
those of the Chancellor, but there are some signs that the new optimism,
after the long period of gloom on the German domestic scene, has invigorated
the German sense of international responsibility. Both self-interest and a
longer-term view in international affairs should lead to a more active role
in international economic management through prominent participation in a
broad, interrelated and coherent system of regional and supraregional insti-
tutions.



ANNEX II

THE CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION IN GERMANY

Economic Activity

The Bundesbank reports (December, 1978) that in the last few months,
the upswing in the German economy has become more widespread and unmistakably
gathered pace in some areas. In most sectors, production has increased and
the utilization of capacity has improved. In certain cases, bottlenecks
have emerged.

Unemployment as a whole has decreased appreciably. At the end
of November some 900 persons, or 4,L2 o t epnent labor force,
were registered as unemployed, after seasonal adjustment; if the number of
jobless is related to the entire labor force, the unemployment ratio at
that date stood at 3.6%.

The main stimulus to economic activity is being imparted by domestic
demand. The demand for construction work has undoubtedly developed the greatest
momentum in the last few months. Even though construction activity has risen
JEatro2y (since mid-year construction output has been about 10% higher than
a year before), the construction industry has not been able to keep pace with
demand because of a serious labor shortage, and partly also owing to tech-
nical capacity bottlenecks.

The sustained s,trong growth of private incomes has meant that
sumer expenditure has continued to rise. Also capital goods producers re-
pforted a 10 larger receipt of orders in September and October. Apart from a
more favorable trend in sales, imroveCmentsAin the 2rofitability o f-nt-

prises contributed to the upswing in business investments.

Demand Stimulation

The continued advantageous financing conditions fostered the inclina-
tion to invest. The oftrate of stimulating private investment by modifying
the distribution of income in favor of entr ee -rr eme in order to
create additional jobs thus seems to be guite pramising. It is not certain
whether this state of affairs can be maintained.fe-Traps the most important
decision in this connection will be taken at the beginning of the new year,
when management and labor have to decide upon the further course of labor
costs in their wage negotiations.

Public authorities have continued to exert an expansionary in-
fluence on economic activity in recent months. The budget deficits of the
central, regional and local authorities have increased again, though not as
much as was to be expected in the light of the budget estimates. The govern-
ment deficits will grow further in 1979, but they will probably
not reach the magnitude anticipated last summer. On the one hand, the
inflow of tax revenue will no doubt be greater-than originally assumed owing
to the sharp upturn in economic activity; on the other, it now seems unlikely
that the Lander Governments and local authorities will fully utilize their
scope for expenditure in 1978, so that the volume of spending in
the coming year, too, will not be quite as large as initially supposed.
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In view of the strengthening of the upswing in 1978,
and since there is reason to believe that the growth of the economy will
continue to be vigorous, it is quite appropriate for the cd"Licts
a -1979 tQ turn-,out smaller than was at first expected; nevertheless, they

will be substatl lrER than -in 1978. The slightly slower rise in the
government's borrowing requirements is also in keeping with the situation
in the credit markets, which is mainly characterized at the moment by
rapidly growing credit demand in the private sector, including housing.

The stimulus imparted to the German economy by foreign countries
has on the whole been small in the last few months. The foreign orders
booked by German exporters during this period have admittedly been larger
than they were around mid-year; the phase of slack foreign demand that
lasted throughout the first half of the year appears to have been overcome
under the influence of the revival of economic activity in major partner
countries. But in October, when the Deutsche Mark tended to move sharply
upwards in the foreign exchange markets, the assessment of export prospects
deteriorated again for awhile. In addition, during the period under review,
the strong competitive pressure of foreign suppliers on domestic markets
persisted; in particular, imported finished products gained ground in Germany.

Monetary Growth and Capital Markets

The increase in economic activity and especially the growing
propensity to invest, have been clearly reflected iA abe di it markets.
SBk wee taec ItEK very strong demand for credit from domestic customers.
In the light of future credit needs, firms arranged for larger credit
facilities, although they remained still exceptionally liquid. Their
money holdings have been built up further in the last few months by considerable
inflows from abroad deriving partly from the German surpluses on current
account and partly from the influx of short-term foreign funds that German
enterprises regularly record at times of pronounced monetary speculation.
Apart from the strong credit expansion, the even faster growth of the money
stock in Germany since the summer has been mainly attributable to these in-
flows of funds from abroad to non-banks.

Since October, when central and regional public authorities began
to use their central bank balances to meet their budget deficits at the end
of the fiscal year, the growth of the money stock has been further stimulated
by these public transactions. Owing to the combination of expansionary
factors, the money stock has increased more rapidly in the last few months
than at any time since the period of massive speculative inflows during the
final phase of the system of fixed exchange rates against the U.S. dollar
in 1972. The average annual growth of money supply will therefore be about
11.5% instead of the original monetary growth target of 8%.

Up to now the Bundesbank has been able to tolerate the very strong
expansion of the money in the hands of residents insofar as the movement of
the exchange rate of the Deutsche Mark has automatically tended to slow down
the rise in domestic prices and costs. But the more success is achieved in
stabilizing exchange rates - and the introduction of the European Monetary
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System at the beginning of 1979 will also work in that direction - the more
necessary it will be for monetary policy to consider and take account of the
possible domestic consequences of an excessive expansion of the money stock
and the other monetary aggregates.

Most recent measures by the Bundesbank with respect to rediscount
rates and minimum reserve levels reflect this concern about disproportionate
expansion of money aggregates

With respect to capital markets, it should be noted that owing
to the upturn in economic activity and the consequent increase in tax revenue
in 1979, the government borrowing requirement is likely to be lower than
originally envisaged, although the public sector deficit will probably still
be distinctly higher than in 1978. The credit needs of the private sector,
notably housing, are likewise rising sharply. On the other hand, there
has been a slight increase in households' savings ratio, even though the new
financial assets tend to be held in fairly liquid forms. Given the changes
i the interest rate structure during the last few months, which havecEly
resulted in the ra wgzedo Re
market, more of the funds accruing might be invested at longer term. again.

Price Levels

Despite the distinct improvement in the economic picture asdescribed, the_price siutoi em n hs generally remained easy.
Individual international raw material markets admittedly triggered-pice
increases, but owing to the appreciation of the Deutsche Mark these increases
were felt only on a reduced scale on domestic markets. Nevertheless, in
October, the prices of iron and steel sold in Germany were 5% higher than
a year earlier, and the prices of non-ferrous metals have been moving up-
wards for several months as well. On the whole the producer prices of
industrial products sold on the home market have risen relatively little
in the last few months. At the end of October they were 1.4% up on the year,
compared with about 1% before the summer break.

At the consumer level the price rises have remained moderate.
The ample supply of food had a stabilizing effect on prices; in October the
producer prices of agricultural products were 5 1/2% down on the year.
Moreover, the extremely keen competition of imports still prevented the
prices of industrial products from being raised significantly. In October
the import prices of goods for private consumption were 2 1/2% lower than a
year earlier, and imported food alone was 9% cheaper than in 1977.

Foreign Trade and the Balance of Payments

In the last few months the balance of payments of the Federal
Republic of Germany has been characterized by rising surpluses on current
account and large speculative inflows of foreign funds. erman exports
revived noticeably following their previous tendency to stagnate. Seasonally
adjusted they rose by no less than 7% against:the preceding three-month
period in terms of both value and volume. This strong expansion of exports
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no doubt owes something to the improvement in the economic situation in
major customer countries. In addition, German exporters made great efforts -
partly by cutting prices - to retain their foreign markets despite the
deterioration in their price competitiveness due to the appreciation of
the Deutsche Mark.

Imports grew strongly during recent months although far less than
exports. This was reflected mostly in imports of finished goods from
Western industrial countries. However, there was also a steep rise in
imports from centrally planned economies (+16%) and European developing
countries (+10%). On the other hand, imports from non-oil developing
countries, which mainly supply raw materials and food, were decidedly
slack. These imports were 2% smaller in value because of lower world
market prices (in terms of Deutsche Mark) for coffee and cocoa; also imports
from OPEC countries declined as much as 16% in value in August/October
compared to the previous year.

Trade with OPEC countries was recently marked by steeply rising
surpluses due to the appreciation of the German currency, similarly the
trade surplus with the U.S. increased further.



ANNEX III

GERMAN DEVELOPMENT AID - MAIN ISSUES AND POLICIES

The Domestic Political Context

The three major political parties (Social Democrats, Liberals,
Christian Democrats) do not differ greatly in their basic attitudes on aid.
Essentially all of them want a concentration of aid on the poorest countries
and a focus on poverty-oriented projects, while they are equally vague on
how to reach a higher level of concessionary assistance. While political
parties have almost universally adopted progressive platforms proclaiming
that North-South problems represent the social issue of the 20th century
and acknowledging that reaching the 0.7 percent ODA target is of utmost
importance, they have so far failed to translate these generally positive
attitudes towards the Third World into new initiatives and actual policies.
The seemingly existing consensus on aid policies further hides a number
of ideological issues which have from time-to-time engulfed the discussion
of aid policies and continue to divide different groups within the parties.
Critical observers have therefore come to the conclusion that party con-
ventions have a tendency to escape into generalities, particularly with
respect to long-term policies, in order to avoid controversy.

Inexpert aid debates there is, for instance, still considerable
division between the advocates of the free market system and the advocates
of the need for socio-political change through intervention and mass mo-
bilization against "powerful elites" who are seen as perpetuating existing
inequalities within developing countries. The theoretical debate on the
left wig~ f t ctr of A A Ag more recently shifted to the
concepts of auto-centered development" and "disassociation" from the world
market. These concepts challenge the virtue of integration as a result of
interdependence by focussing on the allegedly ill-suited development _atterns
"imposed bv ind al countries." Such argumentation finds its counterpart
on t e right wing of the spectrum in unreconciled advocates of an unmodified
free trade system, while little attention is paid to the persistent problem
of the poorest countries.

Within the government coalition attitudes on aid and North/South
relations are apparently less determined by party line or ideology than by
personal temperament of individual officials and their viewpoint as repre-
sentatives of particular branches of the government. The Foreign Minister
(Herr Gg-nshsc has frequently stated his roressve attitdr on North/South
issues. Althougn-rEPTlgEn TeEieral-Party, which is generally most
adamant in its opposition to market intervention, he has 44y2cated a more
flexible approach on such issues as the "common fund" which continue to
divide the representatives of the North and the South in international fora.
He has also left no doubt about his dismay that the Federal Republic of

ny is becoming icreasingly isolated as a "hardliner" in North/South
debates despite its considerable abso ute financial contribution hecau5e

L the admittedly relatively low aid percentape and its "reactive" rather
than active negotiating strategy. As Foreign Minister he apparently deplores
the secondary rdTenat51ong-term North/South strategy has been forced to
play in the government's overall international policy. He also seems to feel
that demands which may need to be made of the developing countries with respect
to their own contribution (socio-economic and structural political adjustments)
can only be made by the industrial countries if they are willing to fulfill
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their part of the bargain, viz. reach the 0.7 percent target of ODA and con-
tribute to stabilization measures for raw materials and increase market
access for manufactured goods.

While officials of the Finance Ministry and the Economics Ministry
generally support more "conservative" policies in line with the "reactive"
past policy, the Chancellor, who is himself believed to favor that approach,
has nevertheless recently shown at least greater awareness of the unsatisfactory
German international profile with respect to North/South relations. His basic
sentiment was probably reflected in two speeches made in the summer of 1978
when he broke his customary silence on the subject of development aid.
Essentially he seemed to feel that a "better balance" should be achieved in
North/South relations. He explained that developing countries would be
expected to contribute to this balance by stopping to "harangue" in public
those countries that are expected to provide more aid. A more recent speech
by the Foreign Minister seems to address the same context and acknowledges
the need for reciprocity, but stresses again the need for industrial countries
to take more constructive steps themselves.

These public pronouncements, while not necessarily conveying a solid
consensus between the two main spokesmen of the German government on inter-
national affairs, nevertheless signify a heightened awareness of the unsatis-
factory state of affairs. The Chancellor's recent foreign trips to Nigeria
and Jamaica,are further evidence that NorthSouth issues are given more active
attention. Improved economic conditions at home, a currently "safe" domestic
basis for the coalition government in view of the opposition's internal
disarray, and increasing apprehension about potential new global power shifts
(Iran, Turkey, China-USSR) seem to work together towards a realization that a
"bashful" economic giant lik r er avoid being drawn into
the-c atag isuso nentoal affairs and is expected to make a more
substantial contribution

German development aid policy has domestically been often regarded
as a mere administration of funds reluctantly provided by the treasury. At
the same time so-called development cooperation policy has been extremely
controversial and often engulfed in purely ideological conflict. A succession
of to officials has apparentyJe th Min±stry for Economic Cooperation

n-erms of public understanding of itsactvti9 ndin
s~~sy. sr esofcritfcaT

reviews by the General Auditor's office has focussed on administrative in-
efficiencies and questioned the rationale for past aid programs. Most recently,
however, since the appointment of Mr. Offergeld as Minister, a number of new
initiatives have been taken which appear to signal a revitalization of the
department and a more active role in formulating foreign aid policy.

Main New Policy Initiatives

While internal administrative rearrangements involving a number of
personnel changes at the top level of the Ministry for Economic Cooperation
erfe.tRTa7seem to reflect the intention of restoring the Ministry's pro-

ninal epACity and nublic ae, new policy guidelines and publicly
announced new aid approaches are a reflection of a fundamental thinking
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process prompted by the above mentioned increased awareness of the inter-
national significance of Germany's relations with the Third World. Domestic
public sensitivities continue to hamper bold new initiatives, though, as the
largely negative public reaction to Germany's debt relief decision for the
least developed countries showed recently. The Ministry apparently feels that
it has a major information problem on its hands and is currently engaged in
an education campaign through individual response letters.

While internal administrative measures are taken in response to
widespread critique of aid administration, the Ministry has also warned
against perfectionist models in measuring the efficiency and effectiveness
of aid. Internally greater emphasis is going to be placed on socio-economic
criteria in project selection particularly in social sector programs. While
the suDiect of efficiency in aid adminiratip appears to have surfaced as
the most ffwTnt aj theme, two other questio'ns aet also attracting p

atTfton. Fift, The questioh of absorptive capacity in_rhe-dayelo pi
countries particularly with respect to social sector assistance, and second,
the question of differentiation of aid instruments with respect to diffrent
categories of countries.

A serious delay in disbursements, amounting to approximately DM400
million (about U.S. $215 million) in 1978 as against earlier estimates, has
now apparently led to a conclusion by the Ministry that this does not so
much reflect reduced absorptive capacity as earlier believed, as complicated
authorization procedures for bilateral aid projects. Nonetheless, various
measures are also apparently being taken to improve planning, project preparation
and implementation to improve the situation. Given the keen interest to boost
the dismal performance level for ODA, German authorities are likely to be
ever more interested in co-financing arrangements,provided an appropriate
project mix consistent with bilateral aid objectives can be achieved.

Although there appears to be a continuing vagueness about the priorities
of German development cooperation policy and more generally about German policy
vis-a-vis the Third World, since "hardliners" and progressive elements con-
tinue to compete with each other without clear guidance from the Chancellor
himself, there are at least some signals that a more coherent strategy is
beginning to emerge. Recently the Ministry for Economic Cooperation has
internally issued new directives which reflect two main trends.

One of these is the increasing emphasis on the basic needs concept.
Country planning papers are systemat cal y going to be prepared to strengtnn
planning and preparation of basic needs oriented projects. Close cooperation
with other bilateral and multilateral donors is envisaged. Particular
emphasis is apparently going to be placed on socio-economic criteria in project
selection and project planning. The cooperation with non-government agencies
is intended to be strengthened since their activities are considered to be
particularly consistent with and suitable for social, target group oriented
programs. The Ministry has estimated that during the period 1974-77, about
25% of all commitments for financial and technical assistance were related to
basic needs oriented projects and programs, while technical assistance channelled
through non-government organizations was related to approximately 75% to basic
needs oriented activities.
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The other trend which appears to be clearly reflected in new guide-
lines is a more,P difrnitdauraht oprtorw oeavned
developinjcouncries. Most importantly, the overall posture oftefeera'l
Repub ReofGierimany vis-a-vis any of these countries and the whole range of
its relations is going to be taken into consideration in determining in-
dividual cooperation programs. Country program papers are planned to be
prepared systematically. Continuous contacts are apparently intended to be
maintained in developing cooperation policy with the various aid agencies and
non-government organizations as well as with the business community and the
trade unions. The basic rationale and the sectoral emphasis of technical
and financial assistance programs is apparently going to be derived from
socio-economic indicators and a general categorization into the following
subgroups of developing countries:

- small, fully integrated international trade oriented countries
(e.g., Singapore, Taiwan);

- large foreign trade oriented countries with advanced industrial
structures (e.g., Brazil, Mexico, Korea);

- relatively advanced countries in North Africa and the Middle East,
which orient themselves towards the EEC and partly, as in the
case of Algeria and Syria,towards COMECON; and

- the European developing countries (Greece, Portugal, Cyprus,
Malta).

It is recognized that trade relations with these countries generally
have a positive impact on employment in Germany because there is a "com-
patibility" of their import demand with German exports. At the same time,
increasing pressure for exports of manufactured goods from these countries
is expected to lead to the neadA lfzJong-term adjutment in Germany's structure
pf duduction. Cooperation with the advanced developing countries is there-
fore intende to be formulated with the objective of supporting increasing
integration into the world economy. Assistance efforts are intended to be
targetted towards key economic sectors strengthening this gradual integration
(training of technical specialists, support for technologic and scientific
infrastructure). At the same time neglected sectors (e.g., urban development
and environmental protection) are going to be supported.

As instruments for this strategy it is envisaged to employ the whole
range of measures from traditional development aid to commercial loans and
private investments with official support of various kinds. A graduation
process seems to be built into the ideal model of such relationships geared
tWrft-sVVffually strictly commercial relationships. It is generally assumed
that the advanced developing countries can carry a proportionately larger
responsibility and financial burden themselves than the poorer countries.
Cooperation with non-government organizations is envisaged in dealing with
problems in neglected social sectors where bilateral public aid efforts are
believed to be less effective. There also appears to be an intention of using
more program loans on the basis of evaluated sectoral and regional plans.
Another interesting feature of the strategy is the intended support for "re-
integration" of professionals and other employees trained in Germany into
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the home country. This is no doubt aimed at countries like Yugoslavia and
Turkey.

The overall magnitude of this effort is indicated by the recent
announcement that 20% of German capital aid and 15% of technical aid
budgeted for 1979 will be allocated to a provisional list of 30 "take off"
countries. 1/

Although considerable effort has apparently been made to con-
ceptualize Germany's aid posture and to improve its administrative capacity
to deal more professionally with aid instruments, no answer has yet emerged
LO the most pressina uestion - how and when will the Federal Republic of
Germany reach the 0.7 percent of GNP ODA target? It is ezzected that the
German aid budget will increasg hv 50% from 197A ro 1982 whil the Reneral
b!Ap_atouJd only.increase by 25%; this would bring ODA to probably 0.35
percent of GNP J, 1982.

Germany's Aid Record

A general overview of the German aid program reveals the following.

Volume. German ODA disbursements have, in percentage of GNP,
fluctuated over the past years between 0.27 and 0.45 percent.

1960 1965 1970 1975 1976 1977

$ million 237 456 599 1,689 1,384 1,386

% of GNP 0.33 0.40 0.32 0.40 0.31 0.27

- DAC Average 0.51 0.44 0.34 0.35 0.33 0.31

Terms and Conditions. Germany has been in compliance with the DAC
Terms Recommendation. It reported for 1977 a grant element of total ODA
commitments of 86 percent, and of ODA to the least developed countries of 94
percent (excluding debt-reorganization).

Composition of the Aid Programme. Germany's ODA consisted in 1977
of the following main categories:

1. Bilateral contributions 75 percent of total net
of which: disbursements

- loans 32 percent
- technical assistance 38 percent
- other grants 5 percent

2. Multilateral contributions 25 percent

1/ The unofficial list includes: Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Greece, Israel, Jamaica, Yugoslavia, Korea,
Lebanon, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Portugal, Singapore,
Spain, Syria, Taiwan, Trinidad, Turkey, Tunisia, Uruguay, Venezuela and
Cyprus.
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Geographic Distribution. The geographic distribution of bilateral
ODA is, in principle, worldwide and there were about 120 recipients of
ODA disbursements in 1977. The seven most important recipients of 1977
gross bilateral ODA disbursements were India, Pakistan, Egypt, Tunisia,
Bangladesh, Turkey and Israel. Together they accounted for about 35 percent
of the total; 46 percent of bilateral ODA disbursements were extended to
low-income countries with a per capita income of up to $400, including 22
percent to least developed countries. The African continent is now the main
recipient of German bilateral ODA (42 percent in 1977).

Sector Distribution. German bilateral ODA disbursements are
traditionally concentrated on the promotion of public utilities and industry
in developing countries. These two sectors accounted for 53 percent of
project aid commitments in 1977. However, measures to promote agriculture
and rural development have increased in importance and, in 1977, the pro-
portion provided for these purposes rose to 17 percent, reflecting in
particular a fourfold increase in capital aid. In 1977, the distribution
of bilateral ODA among major sectors was the following.

Public Utilities 35 percent of project commitments
Industry 18 percent of project commitments
Education 19 percent of project commitments
(of which cultural assistance ercent of project commitments

17 p cent of project commitments

In 1977, a total of 5133 German projects were either in preparation
or execution. Of these, 4395 related to technical assistance, including
projects implemented by private voluntary bodies and subsidized by the
official sector, and 737 to capital assistance.

Administration of the Aid Programme. The German aid administration
is characterized by a separation between policy decisions, which are the
responsibility of the Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation (BMZ) and the
implementation of the aid programme which is shared by a number of specialized
institutions. The two most important implementing agencies are the Kreditan-
stalt fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) for capital assistance and the German Agency
for Technical Cooperation (GTZ), both in Frankfurt.

Other Resource Transfers. Non-ODA flows amounted to $4,368 million
in 1977 corresponding to 0.85 percent of GNP. They consisted of:

- credits from private banks: $1,574 million;
- multilateral portfolio investment: $901 million;
- direct investment: $846 million;
- bilateral portfolio investment: $531 million;
- private grants: $225 million;
- private export credits: $173 million; and
- other: $108 million.

Trade. Germany had in 1977, for the first time, a deficit in its
trade balance with non-OPEC developing countries outside Europe of DM 2.7 billion.
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The regional breakdown of Germany's trade balance in 1976 and 1977 was as
follows (in billion DM):

Developing Countries Excluding OPEC OPEC

Europe Africa Asia and Oceania America
1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977 1976 1977

+7.2 +7.4 +2.2 +1.3 -0.8 -1.6 +0.3 -2.4 -2.0 +2.9



ANNEX IV

GERMANY' S ATTITUDE TOWARDS INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Conceptual and Domestic Political Background

As one of thelargest tadin nations, Germany is clearly interested
in an open world trading system7withoutpretiuism. The concept ofrEThW
market economy firmly established at home extends to the international scene
in the form of an often stated preference for a market oriented system of
international division of labor according to the principle of comparative
advantage. The export led growth strategy of the last twenty years has
increased the German economy's dependence on foreign demand to a large degree;
in 1960 exports represented 20% of GNP, in 1977 this figure was 22.4%. Since
mid-197 exPort aemand has essentially decreased, although recently signs of a
slight upturn are reappearing. In many inrustrializedeetsca,'mployment_is
highly export dependent. In general orders of magnitude, the number of jobs
dependent on exports are greatest in the following industries: automobile,
machinery, electronic equipment, chemicals, wholesaling, agriculture, iron and
steel, textiles, non-ferrous metals and coal mining (in that order). The per-
centage of export related jobs in these industries together is estimated to
be close to 20%.

The attitude of the German trade unions, which play a critical role
in the policy formation of the major coalition party, is clearly determined by
a job oriented policy concept. At critical points their choices have been
made, even against strong opposition from the base, in a responsible growth
oriented fashion. This became clear again recently in the support for further
nuclear development to which strong public sentiment continues to be opposed.
Growth has thus been_&J22n_,h higher priority than environmental Tprotection.
Ghe othr critical issue from an employment point of view is foreign iftus trial
investment. There is a tendency within the trade unions to regard these as
exports of jobs. Import related reactions, on the other hand, are more
sector specific. Structural changes in the competitive position of the steel,
shipbuilding and textile industry have given rise to protectionist tendencies
in these sectors.

Germany and the EEC

Despite Germany's clearly export oriented and thus liberal attitude
towards international trade, its policy actions are not solely determined by
these domestic circumstances but tied to the common trade policy within the
context of the European Economic Community. Within this framework, Grmany
has definitely taken a leadership role in t= -fght against protectionism.
Nevertheless, the actions taken by the EEC during the pero - early
indicate an increasing trend towards restrictive trade actions and a con-
centration of measures in particular sectors as th al on the following
page shows.
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EEC: Actions to Restrict Imports Under Safeguard,
Surveillance, and Antidumping Provisions, 1971-77 1/

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 197 Total
2/

Textiles and clothing - 1 3 2 17 5 22 50
Chemicals and fertilisers 5 3 - - 2 2 4 16
Steel and other metals - 3 - - - 1 6 10
Machinery and appliances - - - - - 4 2 6
Food - - - 2 2 - 2 6
Electronics - 1 2 - - 1 4
Footwear - 1 - 1 - 2
Rubber products,

including tires - - 2 2
Wood 1 1 2
Other - - - 1 - 2 3

Total 5 9 6 4 23 13 41 101

1/ Most actions were taken under safeguard provisions and include the actions
affecting textiles and steel discussed in the subrection, "Trade Actions in
Selected Sectors," pp. 10-25 above. The table lists actions initiated
during 1971-77 without taking into account their duration or dates of
termination. Many of the actions listed do not apply to all member countries
of the EEC or to all exporting countries.

2/ Bilateral agreements under the Long-Term Arrangement and the Multifiber
Arrangement are not covered here.

Sources: Official Journal of the European Communities, various issues, and data
provided by the GATT secretariat. As included in IMF Pamphlet No. 24,
1978, page 31.

In addition to the sectors shown, a number of restrictive measures
were taken in the meat sector. Under the safeguard provisions of the GATT,
the EEC temporarily discontinued the issuance of licences for import of meat
and live cattle, and the EEC market eventually became virtually closed to some
exporting countries. By April, 1977, these safeguard actions were terminated.

The German position with respect to the restrictive measures has been
selective. For steel they have accepted EEC controls, but the EzL2zoposal
J4=_x_surveillance scheme for shoe imports was strongly resisted as a possible
further st ;3 ET7 the Vr=L-etart±ortV 'Vf5_nd.Most other community members
see controls in steel, textiles and shipbuilding as inevitable tools of curbing
price cutting, dumping and ever increasing state subsidies. The German ship-
building industry has experienced a dramatic decline in new orders during the
most recent twelve month period when its order shrank by 68% against a world-
wide reduction in the sector of 33%. Increased state subsidies (from 12.5%
to 17.5% of order value) have not been sufficient to prevent this development.
Unused capacity has increased to more than 50% of total shipbuilding capacity
and created a crisis atmosphere in the coastal areas of Germany, where about
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10,000 jobs are threatened. New massive state subsidies have therefore recently
been decided upon within the framework of the.EEC regulations.

On a broader front, the German government, particularly the German
Minister for Economics, Count Otto von Lambsdorff,7has strongly voiced its
ogosition within th EEC to rotectionist measures. These efforts are
specifically directed at the attempts o Viscount Davignon, the EEC Commissioner
for Industry, to use cartelization measures for specific "crisis industries"
to circumvent the existing anti-cartel legislation within the EEC. The policy
formation process within the EEC in this respect is highly politicized and
personalized. The Commissioners for industry (Davignon/Belgium), competition/
anti-trust (Vouel/Luxembourg), foreign economic relations (Haferkamp/Germany),
development policy (Cheysson/France) and budget/finance (Tugendhat/U.K.) repre-
sent different concepts and use different, highly personalized negotiating
tactics to pursue their respective policy stance.

The cartel p oa of ViscAouPAytDaignon were strongly attacked by
tlgeerman Minister for Economics and opposed by Commissioners Tugen at,
Vouel an Ha ferkamp As in similar confrontations within the Commission (such
as on shoe import controls) national sentiment entered into the policy debate.
Particularly the British foreign minister was reported as having felt that
protectionism should not be regarded in isolation from other economic issues.
Germany's policy stance was therefore considered "unappreciative" of the other
countries' anxieties about unemployment. Within the Commission itself, the
positions of Commissioner Haferkamp and that of Commissioner Cheysson differ
fundamentally. The latter reportedly considers the era of global free trade
as an anachronism, while his German colleague is a staunch supporter of the
principle of free trade.

The German position on the EEC's agricultural policy,which is con-
sidered the most protectionist element of the EEC policy package, typifies
the dilemma between principle and practical political interest. The German
Qancellor is clearly inrested in a reduction of the growing cost of the EEC
farm_plicy. He proposed,in May 1978,a cut in the promised EEC aid for
Mediterranean farmers. France and Italy, on the other hand, insisted that such
aid compensate for the built-in bias to Northern farmers and to prepare for
the competition from Spain, Greece and Portugal when these countries join the
EEC. More recently, conceptual differences of opinion between France and
Germany about agricultural policies have delayed the start of operations of the
new European Monetary System. Essentially the French are trying to persuade
the Germans to promise that the gap in farm prices (now 20%) between the two
countries will not widen in future. The Germans are reportedly reluctant to
commit themselves to anything which could lead to a cut in German farm income
if the German currency is revalued.

Imports and Employment

Unprecedented unemployment after a long period of full employment
and rapid economic growth has created a totally new atmosphere in economic and
political life in Germany during the last four years. This phenomenon is
increasingly recognized as consisting of various types of unemployment, viz.
cyclical, structural and frictional, as well as "affluence related." While
there are already new bottlenecks in parts of the labor sector, there is still
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an unprecedented number of total unemployed. There is considerable disagreement
about what caused this situation and what can be done about it. Regional,
sectoral and age-structure related factors add to the complex situation. Some
experts believe that the severity of structural problems is overrated. They
seem to feel that the mechanisms for adjustment are constrained which would
otherwise help in overcoming such problems, and that all of this is related
to the impact of past wage and welfare policies. Disproportionate labor costs,
leading to a propensity of enterprises to invest in rationalization rather than
expansion, legal limitations of lay-offs and reductions in the labor force,
and unemployment benefits creating disincentives to work, are blamed for some
of the malaise. Naturally, trade unions have strongly opposed such a diagnosis.

Under these circumstances, the impact of substantially increased
imports of manufactured goods has been looked at from two perspectives, viz.
the domestic price level and the impact on jobs. While it is clear that impor
have substantially contributed to the relative price stability during the last

feen wrongly-p-EretVed in affected
industries. The Geman Instttutq_f19;Economic Research (DIW) did, however, in
a detailed published in January 1978, come to e conclusion that the
negat'ive_gzplzqm=t impact of imports from developing countries should not be
dramatized. The Institute stae at te volume o imports of manu-
acEured goods from non-European developing countries was 50% higher than 1972

when the preference system of the EEC came into effect. A comparative analysis
of the employment effect, taking into account increased exports in the respective
sectors trading with the developing countries, led the Institute to the con-
clusion that as long as imports and exports held the balance with developin
countries, the emp ero. e ca culations s owe for
an incrementa illion in imports a negative employment effect of 23,000
jobs as against a positive employment effect of 22,400 jobs through an equal
amount of incremental exports.

The shifts in production and employment caused a vocational restructuring
in different trades and professions. The overall as opposed to the sectoral
restructuring was, however, considered to be minimal. The Aroblems nevertheless
inherent in the process are essentially problems of education and training.
While 44% of the "released" workers in import affected Industres Eaa no
vocational training, only 36% of the work force required for export industries
could be employed without such training. This requires, in 70% of the cases,
training on the job and in 30% formal schooling including, to a considerablqA,
extent, academic studies. The natitute came to the conclusion that the free
trade stance of the Germe eh&considerations

Agects. It was further noted that protectionist tendencies in
Germany were largely restricted to a few particularly vulnerable sectors and
regions.

Foreign Investment and Employment

Germany's industry has made substantial direct foreign investments
in recent years. Between 1971 and 1976, the total amount of such foreign
investments had increased from DM 23.8 billion to DM 47.0 billion. The share
of developing countries was DM 6.7 billion (1971) and DM 14.2 billion (1976)
respectively. These investments have raised the issue of "export of jobs",
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specifically within the trade unions. Since direct foreign investments in
Germany have diminished and are now lower than those in the opposite direction,
the apprehension about possible loss of jobs has heightened. Research into
the motivation underlying German foreign investments has, however, revealed that in
the majority of cases, these investments have been export-market oriented and have been
used to overcome trade barriers rather than to take advantage of low cost labor.
It was specifically proven that firms with a high component of foreign production
also had the greatest export performance. The study conducted by the Eamorg
I.stitute for World Trade (HWWA) came to the conclusion that production in

(28188-19811.g._b.yaznd_lqxge did not constitutsatheto rm~mpyen~~j tnt ostzf hreat eo rpn employment
in the affected industries. Similar conclusions were apparently reached in
studies which included research with respect to small and medium sized
companies with direct foreign investments.


